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Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. 
 

Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond 
measure. 

It is our light not our darkness that most frightens 
us. 

We ask ourselves, who am I to be brilliant, 
gorgeous, 

talented and fabulous? 
 

Actually, who are you not to be? 
You are a child of God. 

Your playing small does not serve the world. 
There's nothing enlightened about shrinking so 

that other 
people won't feel insecure around you. 

 
We were born to make manifest the glory of 

God that is within us. 
 

It's not just in some of us; it's in everyone. 
And as we let our own light shine, 

we unconsciously give other people 
permission to do the same. 

 
As we are liberated from our own fear, 

Our presence automatically liberates others. 
 

—Marianne Williamson 
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Abate |əˈbāt| 
 
Verb [no obj.] 
(of something perceived 
as hostile, threatening, 
or negative) become 
less intense or 
widespread: the storm 
suddenly abated OR 
this action would not 
have been sufficient to 
abate the odor 
nuisance. 
ORIGIN Middle English 
(in the legal sense ‘put 
a stop to (a 
nuisance)’): from Old 
French abatre ‘to fell,’ 
from a- (from Latin ad 
‘to, at’) + batre ‘to 
beat’ (from Latin 
battere, battuere ‘to 
beat’). 
 
 
Access |ˈakˌses| 
 
noun 
1 a means of 
approaching or entering 
a place: the staircase 

gives access to the top 
floor | wheelchair 
access | the bypass will 
greatly improve road 
access | the building 
has a side access. 
• the right or opportunity 
to use or benefit from 
something: do you 
have access to a 
computer? | awards to 
help people gain 
access to training. 
• the right or opportunity 
to approach or see 
someone: we were 
denied access to our 
grandson. 
• the action or process 
of obtaining or 
retrieving information 
stored in a computer's 
memory: this prevents 
unauthorized access or 
inadvertent deletion of 
the file. 
• [ as modifier ] 
denoting 
noncommercial 
broadcasting produced 
by local independent 
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groups, rather than by 
professionals: public-
access television . 
2 [ in sing. ] an attack or 
outburst of an emotion: 
I was suddenly 
overcome with an 
access of rage. 
verb [ with obj. ] 
1 approach or enter (a 
place): single rooms 
have private baths 
accessed via the 
balcony. 
2 Computing: obtain, 
examine, or retrieve 
(data or a file). 
ORIGIN Middle English 
(in the sense ‘sudden 
attack of illness’): from 
Latin accessus, from 
the verb accedere ‘to 
approach’ (see 
accede). Sense 1 is 
first recorded in the 
early 17th cent. 
 
 
Acclivity |əˈklivitē| 
 
noun ( pl. acclivities ) 
an upward slope. 

DERIVATIVES 
acclivitous |-
itəs|adjective 
ORIGIN early 17th 
cent.: from Latin 
acclivitas, from 
acclivis, from ad- 
‘toward’ + clivus ‘a 
slope.’ 
 
 
Accommodating 
|əˈkäməˌdātiNG| 
 
adjective 
fitting in with someone's 
wishes or demands in a 
helpful way. 
DERIVATIVES 
accommodatingly 
adverb 
 
 
Accomplish 
|əˈkämpliSH| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] 
achieve or complete 
successfully: the planes 
accomplished their 
mission. 
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ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Old 
French acompliss-, 
lengthened stem of 
acomplir, based on 
Latin ad- ‘to’ + 
complere ‘to 
complete.’ 
 
 
Accountable 
|əˈkountəbəl| 
 
adjective 
1 (of a person, 
organization, or 
institution) required or 
expected to justify 
actions or decisions; 
responsible: 
government must be 
accountable to its 
citizens | parents could 
be held accountable 
for their children's 
actions. 
2 explicable; 
understandable: the 
delayed introduction of 
characters' names is 
accountable, if we 

consider that names 
have a low priority. 
 
 
Accretion |əˈkrēSHən| 
 
 
noun 
the process of growth 
or increase, typically by 
the gradual 
accumulation of 
additional layers or 
matter: the accretion of 
sediments in coastal 
mangroves | figurative : 
the growing accretion of 
central government 
authority. 
• a thing formed or 
added by such growth 
or increase: about one-
third of California was 
built up by accretions | 
the city has a historic 
core surrounded by 
recent accretions. 
• Astronomy the coming 
together and cohesion 
of matter under the 
influence of gravitation 
to form larger bodies. 
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DERIVATIVES 
accretive 
|əˈkrētiv|adjective 
ORIGIN early 17th 
cent.: from Latin 
accretion-, from 
accrescere ‘become 
larger’  

 
 
Accurate |ˈakyərit| 
 
adjective 
1 (of information, 
measurements, 
statistics, etc.) correct 
in all details; exact: 
accurate information 
about the illness is 
essential | an accurate 
assessment. 
• (of an instrument or 
method) capable of 
giving such information: 
an accurate 
thermometer. 
• faithfully or fairly 
representing the truth 
about someone or 
something: the portrait 
is an accurate likeness 
of Mozart. 

2 (with reference to a 
weapon, missile, or 
shot) capable of or 
successful in reaching 
the intended target: 
reliable, accurate rifles | 
a player who can 
deliver long accurate 
passes. 
DERIVATIVES 
accurately adverb 
ORIGIN late 16th cent.: 
from Latin accuratus 
‘done with care,’ past 
participle of accurare, 
from ad- ‘toward’ + 
cura ‘care.’ 
 
 
Acetyl |əˈsētl, ˈasitl| 
 
noun [ as modifier ] 
Chemistry 
the acyl radical 
−C(O)CH 3, derived 
from acetic acid: acetyl 
chloride | an acetyl 
group. 
ORIGIN mid 19th cent.: 
from acetic + -yl. 
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Achieve |əˈCHēv| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] 
reach or attain (a 
desired objective, level, 
or result) by effort, skill, 
or courage: he 
achieved his ambition 
to become a journalist | 
[ no obj. ] : people 
striving to achieve. 
• accomplish or bring 
about: the entire 
sequence is achieved in 
a single shot. 
DERIVATIVES 
achievable adjective, 
achiever noun 
ORIGIN Middle English 
(in the sense ‘complete 
successfully’): from 
Old French achever 
‘come or bring to a 
head,’ from a chief ‘to 
a head.’ 
 
 
Activate |ˈaktəˌvāt| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] 
make (something) 
active or operative: 

fumes from cooking are 
enough to activate the 
alarm. 
• convert (a substance, 
molecule, etc.) into a 
reactive form: (as adj. 
activated) : activated 
chlorine. 
DERIVATIVES 
activation 
|ˌaktəˈvāSHən|noun, 
activator |-ˌvātər|noun 
 
 
Actuary |ˈakCHo͞oˌerē| 
 
noun ( pl. actuaries ) 
a person who compiles 
and analyzes statistics 
and uses them to 
calculate insurance 
risks and premiums. 
DERIVATIVES 
actuarial 
|ˌakCHo͞oˈe(ə)rēəl|adjec
tive, 
actuarially adverb 
ORIGIN mid 16th cent. 
(originally denoting a 
clerk or registrar of a 
court): from Latin 
actuarius 
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‘bookkeeper,’ from 
actus (see act). The 
current sense dates 
from the mid 19th cent. 
 
 
Adage |ˈadij| 
 
noun 
a proverb or short 
statement expressing a 
general truth: the old 
adage “out of sight out 
of mind.” 
ORIGIN mid 16th cent.: 
from French, from Latin 
adagium ‘saying,’ 
based on an early form 
of aio ‘I say.’ 
 
 
Addendum |əˈdendəm| 
 
noun ( pl. addenda |-
də|, addendums ) 
1 an item of additional 
material, typically 
omissions, added at the 
end of a book or other 
publication. 
2 Engineering the radial 
distance from the pitch 

circle of a cogwheel, 
worm wheel, etc., to the 
crests of the teeth or 
ridges. Compare with 
dedendum. 
ORIGIN late 17th cent.: 
Latin, ‘that which is to 
be added,’ gerundive 
of addere (see add) . 
 
 
Adequate |ˈadikwit| 
 
adjective 
satisfactory or 
acceptable in quality or 
quantity: this office is 
perfectly adequate for 
my needs | the law is 
adequate to deal with 
the problem | adequate 
resources and funding. 
DERIVATIVES 
adequately adverb 
ORIGIN early 17th 
cent.: from Latin 
adaequatus ‘made 
equal to,’ past 
participle of the verb 
adaequare, from ad- 
‘to’ + aequus ‘equal.’ 
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Adorable |əˈdôrəbəl| 
 
 
adjective 
inspiring great affection; 
delightful; charming: 
she looked just 
adorable | I have four 
adorable Siamese cats. 
DERIVATIVES 
adorability 
|əˌdôrəˈbilitē|noun, 
adorableness noun, 
adorably |-blē|adverb 
ORIGIN early 17th cent. 
(in the sense ‘worthy 
of divine worship’): 
from French, from Latin 
adorabilis, from the 
verb adorare (see 
adore) . 
 
 
Adroit |əˈdroit| 
 
adjective 
clever or skillful in using 
the hands or mind: he 
was adroit at tax 
avoidance. 
DERIVATIVES 
adroitly adverb 

ORIGIN mid 17th cent.: 
from French, from à 
droit ‘according to 
right, properly.’ 
 
 
Advantageous 
|ˌadvənˈtājəs| 
 
adjective 
involving or creating 
favorable 
circumstances that 
increase the chances of 
success or 
effectiveness; 
beneficial: the scheme 
is advantageous to 
your company | we are 
in an advantageous 
position. 
DERIVATIVES 
advantageously 
adverb 
 
 
Aesthetic 
|esˈTHetik|(also 
esthetic ) 
 
adjective 
concerned with beauty 
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or the appreciation of 
beauty: the pictures 
give great aesthetic 
pleasure. 
• giving or designed to 
give pleasure through 
beauty; of pleasing 
appearance. 
noun [ in sing. ] 
a set of principles 
underlying and guiding 
the work of a particular 
artist or artistic 
movement: the Cubist 
aesthetic. 
DERIVATIVES 
aesthetically |-
ik(ə)lē|adverb [ as 
submodifier ] : an 
aesthetically pleasing 
color combination 
ORIGIN late 18th cent. 
(in the sense ‘relating 
to perception by the 
senses’): from Greek 
aisthētikos, from 
aisthēta ‘perceptible 
things,’ from 
aisthesthai ‘perceive.’ 
The sense ‘concerned 
with beauty’ was 
coined in German in the 

mid 18th cent. and 
adopted into English in 
the early 19th cent., but 
its use was 
controversial until late 
in the century. 
 
 
Affable |ˈafəbəl| 
 
adjective 
friendly, good-natured, 
or easy to talk to: an 
affable and agreeable 
companion. 
DERIVATIVES 
affably |-blē|adverb 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: via Old French 
from Latin affabilis, 
from the verb affari, 
from ad- ‘to’ + fari 
‘speak.’ 
 
 
Affectionate 
|əˈfekSHənit| 
 
adjective 
readily feeling or 
showing fondness or 
tenderness: a happy 
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and affectionate family. 
• expressing fondness: 
an affectionate kiss. 
DERIVATIVES 
affectionately adverb 
ORIGIN late 15th cent. 
(in the sense 
‘disposed, inclined 
toward’): from French 
affectionné ‘beloved’ 
or medieval Latin 
affectionatus 
‘devoted,’ from 
affectio(n-), from 
afficere ‘to influence’ 
(see affect2) . 
 
 
Affidavit |ˌafiˈdāvit| 
 
nounLaw 
a written statement 
confirmed by oath or 
affirmation, for use as 
evidence in court. 
ORIGIN mid 16th cent.: 
from medieval Latin, 
literally ‘he has stated 
on oath,’ from affidare 
. 
Affluent |ˈaflo͞oənt, 
əˈflo͞o-| 

 
adjective 
1 (esp. of a group or 
area) having a great 
deal of money; wealthy: 
the affluent societies of 
the western world | (as 
plural noun the 
affluent) : only the 
affluent could afford to 
travel abroad. 
2 archaic (of water) 
flowing freely or in great 
quantity. 
noun archaic 
a tributary stream. 
DERIVATIVES 
affluently adverb 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English ( sense 2 of 
the adjective): via Old 
French from Latin 
affluent- ‘flowing 
toward, flowing 
freely,’ from the verb 
affluere, from ad- ‘to’ + 
fluere ‘to flow.’ 
 
 
Afrocentric 
|ˌafrōˈsentrik| 
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adjective 
regarding African or 
black culture as 
preeminent. 
DERIVATIVES 
Afrocentrism |-
trizəm|noun, 
Afrocentrist |-trist|noun 
 
 
Agape 1 |əˈgāp| 
 
adjective [ predic. ] 
(of the mouth) wide 
open, esp. with surprise 
or wonder: Downes 
listened, mouth agape 
with incredulity. 
ORIGIN mid 17th cent.: 
from a-2‘on’ + gape. 
agape 2 |äˈgäˌpā, 
ˈagəpī| 
nounChristian Theology 
Christian love, esp. as 
distinct from erotic love 
or emotional affection. 
• a communal meal in 
token of Christian 
fellowship, as held by 
early Christians in 
commemoration of the 
Last Supper. 

ORIGIN early 17th 
cent.: from Greek 
agapē ‘selfless love.’ 
 
 
Aggravate |ˈagrəˌvāt| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] 
1 make (a problem, 
injury, or offense) worse 
or more serious: military 
action would only 
aggravate the situation. 
2 informal annoy or 
exasperate (someone), 
esp. persistently: the 
gesture aggravated me 
even more | (as adj. 
aggravating) : she 
found him thoroughly 
aggravating and 
unprofessional. 
DERIVATIVES 
aggravatingly adverb 
ORIGIN mid 16th cent.: 
from Latin aggravat- 
‘made heavy,’ from the 
verb aggravare, from 
ad- (expressing 
increase) + gravis 
‘heavy.’ 
usage: Aggravate in 
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the sense ‘annoy or 
exasperate’ dates back 
to the 17th century and 
has been so used by 
respected writers ever 
since. This use is still 
regarded as incorrect 
by some traditionalists 
on the grounds that it is 
too radical a departure 
from the etymological 
meaning of ‘make 
heavy.’ It is, however, 
comparable to meaning 
changes in hundreds of 
other words that have 
long been accepted 
without comment. 
 
 
Aggregate |ˈagrigit| 
 
noun  
1 a whole formed by 
combining several 
(typically disparate) 
elements: the council 
was an aggregate of 
three regional 
assemblies. 
• the total number of 
points scored by a 

player or team in a 
series of sporting 
contests: the result put 
the sides even on 
aggregate . 
2 a material or structure 
formed from a loosely 
compacted mass of 
fragments or particles. 
• pieces of broken or 
crushed stone or gravel 
used to make concrete, 
or more generally in 
building and 
construction work. 
adjective [ attrib. ] 
formed or calculated by 
the combination of 
many separate units or 
items; total: the 
aggregate amount of 
grants made. 
• Botany (of a group of 
species) comprising 
several very similar 
species formerly 
regarded as a single 
species. 
• Economics denoting 
the total supply or 
demand for goods and 
services in an economy 
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at a particular time: 
aggregate demand | 
aggregate supply. 
verb |-ˌgāt| 
form or group into a 
class or cluster: [ no 
obj. ] : the butterflies 
aggregate in dense 
groups. 
PHRASES 
in ( the ) aggregate in 
total; as a whole. 
DERIVATIVES 
aggregation 
|ˌagriˈgāSHən|noun, 
aggregative |-
ˌgātiv|adjective 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Latin 
aggregat- ‘herded 
together,’ from the 
verb aggregare, from 
ad- ‘toward’ + grex, 
greg- ‘a flock.’ 
 
 
Agile |ˈajəl| 
 
adjective 
able to move quickly 
and easily: Ruth was as 
agile as a monkey. 

• able to think and 
understand quickly: his 
vague manner 
concealed an agile 
mind. 
DERIVATIVES 
agilely |ˈajə(l)lē|adverb, 
agility |əˈjilitē|noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: via French 
from Latin agilis, from 
agere ‘do.’ 
 
 
Agronomy |əˈgränəmē| 
 
noun 
the science of soil 
management and crop 
production. 
DERIVATIVES 
agronomic 
|ˌagrəˈnämik|adjective, 
agronomical 
|ˌagrəˈnämikəl|adjective 
agronomically  
agronomist |-mist|noun 
ORIGIN early 19th 
cent.: from French 
agronomie, from 
agronome 
‘agriculturist,’ from 
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Greek agros ‘field’ + -
nomos ‘arranging’ 
(from nemein 
‘arrange’). 
 
 
Aisle |īl| 
noun 
a passage between 
rows of seats in a 
building such as a 
church or theater, an 
airplane, or a train: the 
musical had the 
audience dancing in the 
aisles. 
• a passage between 
shelves of goods in a 
supermarket or other 
building. 
• Architecture (in a 
church) a lower part 
parallel to and at the 
side of a nave, choir, or 
transept, from which it 
is divided by pillars. 
PHRASES 
lead someone up the 
aisle get married to 
someone. 
DERIVATIVES 
aisled |īld|adjective 

ORIGIN late Middle 
English ele, ile, from 
Old French ele, from 
Latin ala ‘wing.’ The 
spelling change in the 
17th cent. was due to 
confusion with isle and 
influenced by French 
aile ‘wing.’ 
 
 
Algorithm 
|ˈalgəˌriT͟Həm| 
 
noun 
a process or set of rules 
to be followed in 
calculations or other 
problem-solving 
operations, esp. by a 
computer: a basic 
algorithm for division. 
DERIVATIVES 
algorithmic 
|ˌalgəˈriT͟Hmik|adjective 
algorithmically 
|ˌalgəˈriT͟Hmik(ə)lē|adv
erb 
ORIGIN late 17th cent.: 
variant (influenced by 
Greek arithmos 
‘number’) of Middle 
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English algorism, via 
Old French from 
medieval Latin 
algorismus. The 
Arabic source, al-
Ḵwārizmī ‘the man of 
Ḵwārizm’ (now Khiva), 
was a name given to 
the 9th-cent. 
mathematician Abū 
Ja῾far Muhammad ibn 
Mūsa. 
 
 
Alignment |əˈlīnmənt| 
 
noun 
1 arrangement in a 
straight line, or in 
correct or appropriate 
relative positions: the 
tiles had slipped out of 
alignment. 
• the act of aligning 
parts of a machine: oil 
changes, lube jobs, and 
wheel alignments. 
• the route or course of 
a road or railroad: four 
railroads, all on different 
alignments. 
2 a position of 

agreement or alliance: 
a firm famous for its 
liberal alignment. 
ORIGIN late 18th cent.: 
from French 
alignement, from 
aligner (see align) . 
 
 
Allelopathy 
|əlēˈläpəTHē, ˌalə-| 
 
noun 
the chemical inhibition 
of one plant (or other 
organism) by another, 
due to the release into 
the environment of 
substances acting as 
germination or growth 
inhibitors. 
ORIGIN 1950s: from 
Greek allēl- ‘one 
another’ + -pathy. 
 
 
 
 
Allure |əˈlo͝or| 
 
noun 
the quality of being 
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powerfully and 
mysteriously attractive 
or fascinating: people 
for whom gold holds no 
allure. 
verb [ with obj. ] 
powerfully attract or 
charm; tempt. 
DERIVATIVES 
allurement noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (in the sense 
‘tempt, entice’): from 
Old French aleurier 
‘attract,’ from a- (from 
Latin ad ‘to’) + luere ‘a 
lure’ (originally a 
falconry term). 
 
 
Allusion |əˈlo͞oZHən| 
 
noun 
an expression designed 
to call something to 
mind without 
mentioning it explicitly; 
an indirect or passing 
reference: an allusion 
to Shakespeare | a 
classical allusion. 
• the practice of making 

such references, esp. 
as an artistic device. 
ORIGIN mid 16th cent. 
(denoting a pun, 
metaphor, or parable): 
from French, or from 
late Latin allusio(n-), 
from the verb alludere 
(see allude) . 
 
 
Alphanumeric 
|ˌalfən(y)o͞oˈmerik| 
 
adjective 
consisting of or using 
both letters and 
numerals: alphanumeric 
data | an alphanumeric 
keyboard. 
noun 
a character that is 
either a letter or a 
number. 
DERIVATIVES 
alphanumerical 
adjective 
ORIGIN 1950s: blend of 
alphabetical and 
numerical. 
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Altruistic |ˌaltro͞oˈistik| 
 
adjective 
showing a disinterested 
and selfless concern for 
the well-being of others; 
unselfish: it was an 
entirely altruistic act. I 
question how altruistic 
his motives were. 
DERIVATIVES 
altruistically adverb 
 
 
Amiability 
|ˌāmēəˈbilitē| 
 
noun 
the quality of having a 
friendly and pleasant 
manner; geniality: his 
good-natured amiability. 
 
 
Amicable |ˈamikəbəl| 
 
adjective 
(of relations between 
people) having a spirit 
of friendliness; without 
serious disagreement 
or rancor: there will be 

an amicable settlement 
of the dispute. 
DERIVATIVES 
amicability 
|ˌamikəˈbilitē|noun, 
amicably |-blē|adverb 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (in the sense 
‘pleasant, benign,’ 
applied to things): from 
late Latin amicabilis, 
from Latin amicus 
‘friend.’ 
 
 
Amorous |ˈamərəs| 
 
adjective 
showing, feeling, or 
relating to sexual 
desire: she rejected his 
amorous advances. 
DERIVATIVES 
amorously adverb, 
amorousness noun 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
via Old French from 
medieval Latin 
amorosus, from Latin 
amor ‘love.’ 
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Ancillary |ˈansəˌlerē| 
 
adjective 
providing necessary 
support to the primary 
activities or operation of 
an organization, 
institution, industry, or 
system: the 
development of 
ancillary services to 
support its products. 
• additional; subsidiary: 
paragraph 19 was 
merely ancillary to 
paragraph 16. 
noun ( pl. ancillaries ) 
a person whose work 
provides necessary 
support to the primary 
activities of an 
organization, institution, 
or industry: the 
employment of 
specialist teachers and 
ancillaries. 
• something that 
functions in a 
supplementary or 
supporting role: 
undergraduate courses 
of three main subjects 

with related ancillaries. 
ORIGIN mid 17th cent.: 
from Latin ancillaris, 
from ancilla 
‘maidservant.’ 
 
 
Anecdote |ˈanikˌdōt| 
 
noun 
a short and amusing or 
interesting story about a 
real incident or person: 
told anecdotes about 
his job | he had a rich 
store of anecdotes. 
• an account regarded 
as unreliable or 
hearsay: his wife's 
death has long been 
the subject of rumor 
and anecdote. 
• the depiction of a 
minor narrative incident 
in a painting. 
ORIGIN late 17th cent.: 
from French, or via 
modern Latin from 
Greek anekdota 
‘things unpublished,’ 
from an- ‘not’ + 
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ekdotos, from 
ekdidōnai ‘publish.’ 
 
 
Anthropology 
|ˌanTHrəˈpäləjē| 
 
noun 
the study of humankind, 
in particular: 
• (also cultural or 
social anthropology 
)the comparative study 
of human societies and 
cultures and their 
development. 
• (also physical 
anthropology )the 
science of human 
zoology, evolution, and 
ecology. 
DERIVATIVES 
anthropological |-
pəˈläjikəl|adjective, 
anthropologically 
adverb, 
anthropologist |-
jist|noun 
Anticorruption 
|ˌantēˌkəˈrəpSHn, ˌantī-
| 
 

adjective 
designed to eradicate 
or prevent dishonest or 
fraudulent conduct, esp. 
in a political context: an 
anticorruption 
campaign. 
 
 
Antonym |ˈantəˌnim| 
 
nounLinguistics 
a word opposite in 
meaning to another 
(e.g., bad and good). 
DERIVATIVES 
antonymous 
|anˈtänəməs|adjective 
ORIGIN mid 19th cent.: 
from French antonyme, 
from ant- (from Greek 
anti- ‘against’) + Greek 
onuma ‘name.’ 
 
 
Apparition 
|ˌapəˈriSHən| 
 
noun 
a ghost or ghostlike 
image of a person. 
• the appearance of 
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something remarkable 
or unexpected, typically 
an image of this type: 
twentieth-century 
apparitions of the 
Virgin. 
DERIVATIVES 
apparitional |-
SHənl|adjective 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (in the sense 
‘the action of 
appearing’): from Latin 
apparitio(n-) 
‘attendance,’ from the 
verb apparere (see 
appear) . 
 
 
Appellant |əˈpelənt| 
 
nounLaw 
a person who applies to 
a higher court for a 
reversal of the decision 
of a lower court. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from French 
apelant, literally 
‘appealing,’ from the 
verb apeler (see 
appeal) . 

Approachable 
|əˈprōCHəbəl| 
 
adjective 
1 friendly and easy to 
talk to: managers 
should be 
approachable. 
2 (of a place) able to be 
reached from a 
particular direction or by 
a particular means: at 
night parrotfish are 
approachable as they 
sleep in nooks and 
crannies on the reef. 
DERIVATIVES 
approachability 
|əˌprōCHəˈbilitē|noun 
 
 
Articulate 
 
adjective |ärˈtikyəlit| 
1 (of a person or a 
person's words) having 
or showing the ability to 
speak fluently and 
coherently: an articulate 
account of their 
experiences. 
2 having joints or 
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jointed segments. 
• Zoology denoting a 
brachiopod that has 
projections and sockets 
that form a hinge joining 
the two halves of the 
shell. 
verb |-ˌlāt| 
1 [ with obj. ] express 
(an idea or feeling) 
fluently and coherently: 
they were unable to 
articulate their 
emotions. 
• pronounce 
(something) clearly and 
distinctly: he articulated 
each word with 
precision | [ no obj. ] : 
people who do not 
articulate well are more 
difficult to lip-read. 
2 [ no obj. ] form a joint: 
the mandible is a solid 
piece articulating with 
the head. 
• (be articulated) be 
connected by joints: the 
wing is articulated to 
the thorax. 
DERIVATIVES 
articulable adjective, 

articulacy |-ləsē|noun, 
articulately adverb, 
articulateness noun, 
articulator |-ˌlātər|noun 
ORIGIN mid 16th cent.: 
from Latin articulatus, 
past participle of 
articulare ‘divide into 
joints, utter distinctly,’ 
from articulus ‘small 
connecting part’ (see 
article) . 
 
 
Assessment 
|əˈsesmənt| 
 
noun 
the evaluation or 
estimation of the 
nature, quality, or ability 
of someone or 
something: the 
assessment of 
educational needs | he 
made a rapid 
assessment of the 
situation | assessments 
of market value. 
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Assiduous |əˈsijəwəs| 
 
adjective 
showing great care and 
perseverance: she was 
assiduous in pointing 
out every feature. 
DERIVATIVES 
assiduously adverb, 
assiduousness noun 
ORIGIN mid 16th cent.: 
from Latin assiduus, 
from assidere ‘be 
engaged in doing’ 
(see assess), + -ous. 
 
 
Assurance 
|əˈSHo͝orəns| 
 
noun 
1 a positive declaration 
intended to give 
confidence; a promise: [ 
with clause ] : he gave 
an assurance that 
work would not 
recommence until 
Wednesday. 
2 confidence or 
certainty in one's own 
abilities: she drove with 

assurance. 
• certainty about 
something: the crowd’s 
assurance of Joe’s 
guilt. 
3 chiefly Brit.insurance, 
specifically life 
insurance. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English ( sense 2): 
from Old French, from 
assurer ‘assure.’ 
 
 
Athletic |aTHˈletik| 
 
adjective 
1 [ attrib. ] of or relating 
to athletes or athletics: 
athletic events | an 
athletic club. 
2 physically strong, fit, 
and active: big, 
muscular, athletic boys. 
DERIVATIVES 
athletically |-
ik(ə)lē|adverb, 
athleticism |-
ˌsizəm|noun 
ORIGIN mid 17th cent.: 
from French athlétique 
or Latin athleticus, 
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from Greek athlētikos, 
from athlētēs (see 
athlete). 
 
 
Attentive |əˈtentiv| 
 
adjective 
paying close attention 
to something: never 
before had she had 
such an attentive 
audience | Congress 
should be more 
attentive to the 
interests of taxpayers. 
• assiduously attending 
to the comfort or wishes 
of others; very polite or 
courteous: the hotel has 
a pleasant atmosphere 
and attentive service. 
DERIVATIVES 
attentively adverb, 
attentiveness noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Old 
French attentif, -ive, 
from atendre ‘give 
one's attention to’ 
(see attend) . 
 

 
Attitude |ˈatiˌt(y)o͞od| 
 
noun 
a settled way of thinking 
or feeling about 
someone or something, 
typically one that is 
reflected in a person's 
behavior: she took a 
tough attitude toward 
other people's 
indulgences | being 
competitive is an 
attitude of mind | 
differences in attitude 
were apparent between 
groups. 
• a position of the body 
proper to or implying an 
action or mental state: 
the boy was standing in 
an attitude of despair, 
his chin sunk on his 
chest. 
• informal truculent or 
uncooperative behavior; 
a resentful or 
antagonistic manner: I 
asked the waiter for a 
clean fork, and all I got 
was attitude. 
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• informal individuality 
and self-confidence as 
manifested by behavior 
or appearance; style: 
she snapped her 
fingers with attitude . 
• the orientation of an 
aircraft or spacecraft, 
relative to the direction 
of travel. 
• Ballet a position in 
which one leg is lifted 
behind with the knee 
bent at right angles and 
turned out, and the 
corresponding arm is 
raised above the head, 
the other extended to 
the side. 
DERIVATIVES 
attitudinal 
|ˌatiˈt(y)o͞odn-
əl|adjective 
ORIGIN late 17th cent. 
(denoting the placing or 
posture of a figure in 
art): from French, from 
Italian attitudine 
‘fitness, posture,’ from 
late Latin aptitudo, 
from aptus ‘fit.’ 
 

Attractive |əˈtraktiv| 
 
adjective 
(of a thing) pleasing or 
appealing to the 
senses: an attractive 
home | foliage can be 
as attractive as flowers. 
• (of a person) 
appealing to look at; 
sexually alluring: an 
attractive, charismatic 
man. 
• (of a thing) having 
beneficial qualities or 
features that induce 
someone to accept 
what is being offered: 
the site is close to the 
high-rent district, which 
should make it 
attractive to 
developers. 
• of or relating to 
attraction between 
physical objects. 
DERIVATIVES 
attractively adverb, 
attractiveness noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (in the sense 
‘absorbent’): from 
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French attractif, -ive, 
from late Latin 
attractivus, from the 
verb attrahere (see 
attract) . 
 
 
Attrition |əˈtriSHən| 
 
noun 
1 the action or process 
of gradually reducing 
the strength or 
effectiveness of 
someone or something 
through sustained 
attack or pressure: the 
council is trying to wear 
down the opposition by 
attrition | the squadron 
suffered severe attrition 
of its bombers. 
• the gradual reduction 
of a workforce by 
employees' leaving and 
not being replaced 
rather than by their 
being laid off: with so 
few retirements since 
March, the year's 
attrition was 
insignificant. 

• wearing away by 
friction; abrasion: the 
skull shows attrition of 
the edges of the teeth. 
2 (in scholastic 
theology) sorrow, but 
not contrition, for sin. 
DERIVATIVES 
attritional |-
SHənl|adjective 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English ( sense 2): 
from late Latin 
attritio(n-), from 
atterere ‘to rub.’ 
 
 
Audacious |ôˈdāSHəs| 
 
adjective 
1 showing a willingness 
to take surprisingly bold 
risks: a series of 
audacious takeovers. 
2 showing an impudent 
lack of respect: an 
audacious remark. 
DERIVATIVES 
audaciously adverb, 
audaciousness noun 
ORIGIN mid 16th cent.: 
from Latin audax, 
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audac- ‘bold’ (from 
audere ‘dare’) + -ious. 
 
 
Audacity |ôˈdasitē| 
 
noun 
1 the willingness to take 
bold risks: her audacity 
came in handy during 
our most recent 
emergency. 
2 rude or disrespectful 
behavior; impudence: 
she had the audacity 
to pick up the receiver 
and ask me to hang up. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from medieval 
Latin audacitas, from 
audax, audac- ‘bold’ 
(see audacious) . 
Authentic 
|ôˈTHentik|(abbr.: auth. 
) 
 
adjective 
1 of undisputed origin; 
genuine: the letter is 
now accepted as an 
authentic document | 
authentic 14th-century 

furniture. 
• made or done in the 
traditional or original 
way, or in a way that 
faithfully resembles an 
original: the restaurant 
serves authentic Italian 
meals | every detail of 
the movie was totally 
authentic. 
• based on facts; 
accurate or reliable: an 
authentic depiction of 
the situation. 
• (in existentialist 
philosophy) relating to 
or denoting an 
emotionally appropriate, 
significant, purposive, 
and responsible mode 
of human life. 
2 Music (of a church 
mode) comprising the 
notes lying between the 
principal note or final 
and the note an octave 
higher. Compare with 
plagal. 
DERIVATIVES 
authentically |-
ik(ə)lē|adverb [ as 
submodifier ] : the food 
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is authentically Cajun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: via Old French 
from late Latin 
authenticus, from 
Greek authentikos 
‘principal, genuine.’ 
 
 
Authorize |ˈôTHəˌrīz| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] 
give official permission 
for or approval to (an 
undertaking or agent): 
the government 
authorized further 
aircraft production | [ 
with obj. and infinitive ] : 
the troops were 
authorized to use force. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Old 
French autoriser, from 
medieval Latin 
auctorizare, from 
auctor ‘originator, 
promoter’ (see author)  
 
 
 
 

Autonomous 
|ôˈtänəməs| 
 
adjective 
(of a country or region) 
having self-government, 
at least to a significant 
degree: the federation 
included sixteen 
autonomous republics. 
• acting independently 
or having the freedom 
to do so: an 
autonomous committee 
of the school board | 
autonomous 
underwater vehicles. 
• (in Kantian moral 
philosophy) acting in 
accordance with one's 
moral duty rather than 
one's desires. 
DERIVATIVES 
autonomously adverb 
ORIGIN early 19th 
cent.: from Greek 
autonomos ‘having its 
own laws’  
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Avulsion |əˈvəlSHən| 
 
nounchiefly Medicine 
the action of pulling or 
tearing away. 
• Law the sudden 
separation of land from 
one property and its 
attachment to another, 
esp. by flooding or a 
change in the course of 
a river. Compare with 
alluvion. 
DERIVATIVES 
avulse |əˈvəls|verb 
ORIGIN early 17th 
cent.: from Latin 
avulsion-, from the 
verb avellere, from ab- 
‘from’ + vallere 
‘pluck.’ 
 
 
Awesome |ˈôsəm| 
 
adjective 
extremely impressive or 
daunting; inspiring great 
admiration, 
apprehension, or fear: 
the awesome power of 
the atomic bomb. 

• informal extremely 
good; excellent: the 
band is truly awesome! 
DERIVATIVES 
awesomely adverb, 
awesomeness noun 
ORIGIN late 16th cent. 
(in the sense ‘filled 
with awe’): from awe + 
-some1. 
 
 
Axiom |ˈaksēəm| 
 
noun 
a statement or 
proposition that is 
regarded as being 
established, accepted, 
or self-evidently true: 
the axiom that supply 
equals demand. 
• chiefly Mathematics a 
statement or 
proposition on which an 
abstractly defined 
structure is based. 
ORIGIN late 15th cent.: 
from French axiome or 
Latin axioma, from 
Greek axiōma ‘what is 
thought fitting,’ from 
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axios ‘worthy.’ 
 
 
Bedizened |biˈdīzənd| 
 
adjective literary 
dressed up or 
decorated gaudily: a 
dress bedizened with 
resplendent military 
medals. 
DERIVATIVES 
bedizen verb 
ORIGIN mid 17th cent.: 
from be- (as an 
intensifier) + obsolete 
dizen ‘deck out,’ 
probably of Dutch 
origin. 
 
 
 
Beige |bāZH| 
 
noun 
a pale sandy yellowish-
brown color: tones of 
beige and green | [ as 
modifier ] : a beige 
raincoat. 
ORIGIN mid 19th cent. 
(denoting a usually 

undyed and unbleached 
woolen fabric of this 
color): from French, of 
unknown ultimate 
origin. 
 
 
Believable |biˈlēvəbəl| 
 
adjective 
(of an account or the 
person relating it) able 
to be believed; credible. 
• (of a fictional 
character or situation) 
convincing or realistic. 
DERIVATIVES 
believability 
|biˌlēvəˈbilitē|noun, 
believably adverb 
 
 
Benevolent 
|bəˈnevələnt| 
 
adjective 
well meaning and 
kindly: a benevolent 
smile. 
• (of an organization) 
serving a charitable 
rather than a profit-
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making purpose: a 
benevolent fund. 
DERIVATIVES 
benevolence noun, 
benevolently adverb 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Old 
French benivolent, 
from Latin bene volent- 
‘well wishing,’ from 
bene ‘well’ + velle ‘to 
wish.’ 
 
 
Benign |biˈnīn| 
 
adjective 
1 gentle; kindly: her 
face was calm and 
benign | his benign but 
firm manner. 
• (of a climate or 
environment) mild and 
favorable. 
• not harmful to the 
environment: [ in 
combination ] : an 
ozone-benign 
refrigerant. 
2 Medicine (of a 
disease) not harmful in 
effect: in particular, (of 

a tumor) not malignant. 
DERIVATIVES 
benignly adverb 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
from Old French 
benigne, from Latin 
benignus, probably 
from bene ‘well’ + -
genus ‘-born.’ 
Compare with gentle. 
 
 
Biennial |bīˈenēəl| 
 
adjective 
1 taking place every 
other year: summit 
meetings are normally 
biennial. 
2 (esp. of a plant) living 
or lasting for two years. 
noun 
1 a plant that takes two 
years to grow from 
seed to fruition and die. 
Compare with annual, 
perennial. 
2 an event celebrated 
or taking place every 
two years. 
DERIVATIVES 
biennially adverb 
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ORIGIN early 17th 
cent.: from Latin 
biennis (from bi- 
‘twice’ + annus ‘year’) 
+ -al. 
usage: Biennial and 
biannual are often 
confused. Biennial 
means 'occurring every 
two years' ( the biennial 
Ryder Cup 
tournament), while 
biannual means 'twice 
a year' ( the solstice is 
a biannual event). See 
also usage at bi-. 
 
 
Bilingual |bīˈliNGgwəl| 
 
adjective 
(of a person) speaking 
two languages fluently: 
a bilingual secretary. 
• (of a text or an 
activity) written or 
conducted in two 
languages: bilingual 
dictionaries | bilingual 
education. 
• (of a country, city, or 
other community) using 

two languages, esp. 
officially: the town is 
virtually bilingual in 
Dutch and German. 
noun 
a person fluent in two 
languages. 
DERIVATIVES 
bilingualism |-
ˌlizəm|noun 
ORIGIN mid 19th cent.: 
from Latin bilinguis, 
from bi- ‘having two’ + 
lingua ‘tongue’ + -al. 
 
 
Binoculars 
|biˈnäkyələrz| 
 
pluralnoun 
an optical instrument 
with a lens for each 
eye, used for viewing 
distant objects. 
ORIGIN late 19th cent.: 
plural of binocular. 
 
 
Blissful |ˈblisfəl| 
 
adjective 
extremely happy; full of 
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joy: a blissful couple 
holding a baby. 
• providing perfect 
happiness or great joy: 
the blissful caress of 
cool cotton sheets. 
PHRASES 
blissful ignorance 
fortunate unawareness 
of something 
unpleasant. 
DERIVATIVES 
blissfully adverb, 
blissfulness noun 
 
 
Boutique |bo͞oˈtēk| 
 
noun 
1 a small store selling 
fashionable clothes or 
accessories. 
2 a business that 
serves a sophisticated 
or specialized clientele: 
a small investment 
boutique | [ as modifier ] 
: a boutique film. 
DERIVATIVES 
boutiquey adjective 
ORIGIN mid 18th cent.: 
French, literally ‘small 

shop,’ via Latin from 
Greek apothēkē 
‘storehouse.’ Compare 
with bodega. 
 
 
Brevity |ˈbrevitē| 
 
noun 
concise and exact use 
of words in writing or 
speech. 
• shortness of time: the 
brevity of human life. 
PHRASES 
brevity is the soul of 
wit proverb the 
essence of a witty 
statement lies in its 
concise wording and 
delivery. 
[from Shakespeare's 
Hamlet ii. ii. 90.] 
ORIGIN late 15th cent.: 
from Old French 
brievete, from Latin 
brevitas, from brevis 
‘brief.’ 
 
 
Brilliant |ˈbrilyənt| 
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adjective 
1 (of light or color) very 
bright and radiant. 
2 exceptionally clever 
or talented: a brilliant 
young mathematician | 
a brilliant idea. 
• outstanding; 
impressive: his brilliant 
career at Harvard. 
• Brit. informal very 
good, excellent, or 
marvelous: we had a 
brilliant time | [ as 
exclamation ] : 
“Brilliant!” he declared 
excitedly as she 
finished telling him what 
had happened. 
noun 
a diamond of brilliant 
cut. 
DERIVATIVES 
brilliantly adverb 
ORIGIN late 17th cent.: 
from French brillant 
‘shining,’ present 
participle of briller, 
from Italian brillare, 
probably from Latin 
beryllus (see beryl) . 
 

 
Bustle  |ˈbəsəl| 
 
verb [ no obj. ] 
move in an energetic or 
noisy manner: people 
clutching clipboards 
bustled about. 
• [ with obj. ] make 
(someone) move 
hurriedly in a particular 
direction: she bustled 
us into the kitchen. 
• (of a place) be full of 
activity: the small 
harbor bustled with 
boats | (as adj. 
bustling) : the bustling 
little town. 
noun 
excited activity and 
movement: all the noise 
and the traffic and the 
bustle. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: perhaps a 
variant of obsolete 
buskle, frequentative of 
busk ‘prepare,’ from 
Old Norse. 
bustle 2 |ˈbəsəl| 
noun historical 
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a pad or frame worn 
under a skirt and 
puffing it out behind. 
ORIGIN late 18th cent.: 
of unknown origin. 
 
 
Cache |kaSH| 
 
noun 
a collection of items of 
the same type stored in 
a hidden or 
inaccessible place: an 
arms cache | a cache of 
gold coins. 
• a hidden or 
inaccessible storage 
place for valuables, 
provisions, or 
ammunition. 
• (also cache memory 
)Computing an auxiliary 
memory from which 
high-speed retrieval is 
possible. 
verb [ with obj. ] 
store away in hiding or 
for future use. 
• Computing store 
(data) in a cache 
memory. 

• Computing provide 
(hardware) with a cache 
memory. 
ORIGIN late 18th cent.: 
from French, from 
cacher ‘to hide.’ 
 
 
Captivate |ˈkaptəˌvāt| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] 
attract and hold the 
interest and attention 
of; charm: he was 
captivated by her 
beauty. 
DERIVATIVES 
captivation 
|ˌkaptəˈvāSHən|noun 
ORIGIN early 16th 
cent.: from late Latin 
captivat- ‘taken 
captive,’ from the verb 
captivare, from 
captivus (see captive)  
 
 
Cautious |ˈkôSHəs| 
 
adjective 
(of a person) careful to 
avoid potential 
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problems or dangers: a 
cautious driver. 
• (of an action) 
characterized by such 
an attitude: the plan 
received a cautious 
welcome. 
DERIVATIVES 
cautiously adverb, 
cautiousness noun 
ORIGIN mid 17th cent.: 
from caution, on the 
pattern of pairs such as 
ambition, ambitious . 
 
 
Cellular |ˈselyələr| 
 
adjective 
1 of, relating to, or 
consisting of living cells: 
cellular proliferation. 
2 denoting or relating to 
a mobile telephone 
system that uses a 
number of short-range 
radio stations to cover 
the area that it serves, 
the signal being 
automatically switched 
from one station to 
another as the user 

travels about. 
3 (of a fabric item, such 
as a blanket or vest) 
knitted so as to form 
holes or hollows that 
trap air and provide 
extra insulation. 
4 consisting of small 
compartments or 
rooms: cellular 
accommodations. 
DERIVATIVES 
cellularity 
|ˌselyəˈlaritē|noun 
ORIGIN mid 18th cent.: 
from French cellulaire, 
from modern Latin 
cellularis, from cellula 
‘little chamber,’ 
diminutive of cella . 
 
 
Censor |ˈsensər| 
 
noun 
1 an official who 
examines material that 
is about to be released, 
such as books, movies, 
news, and art, and 
suppresses any parts 
that are considered 
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obscene, politically 
unacceptable, or a 
threat to security. 
• Psychoanalysis an 
aspect of the superego 
that is said to prevent 
certain ideas and 
memories from 
emerging into 
consciousness. 
[from a mistranslation of 
German Zensur 
‘censorship,’ coined 
by Freud.] 
2 (in ancient Rome) 
either of two 
magistrates who held 
censuses and 
supervised public 
morals. 
verb [ with obj. ] 
examine (a book, 
movie, etc.) officially 
and suppress 
unacceptable parts of it: 
my mail was being 
censored. 
DERIVATIVES 
censorial 
|senˈsôrēəl|adjective 
ORIGIN mid 16th cent. 
( sense 2 of the noun): 

from Latin, from 
censere ‘assess.’ 
usage: Both censor 
and censure are used 
as both verbs and 
nouns, but censor 
means ‘scrutinize, 
revise, or cut 
unacceptable parts 
from (a book, movie, 
etc.)’ or ‘a person who 
does this,’ while 
censure means 
‘criticize harshly’ or 
‘harsh criticism’: the 
inmates received their 
mail only after prison 
officials had censored 
all the contents; some 
senators considered a 
resolution of censure to 
express strong 
disapproval of the 
president's behavior. 
 
 
Centrifuge 
|ˈsentrəˌfyo͞oj| 
 
noun 
a machine with a 
rapidly rotating 
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container that applies 
centrifugal force to its 
contents, typically to 
separate fluids of 
different densities (e.g., 
cream from milk) or 
liquids from solids. 
verb [ with obj. ] (usu. 
be centrifuged) 
subject to the action of 
a centrifuge. 
• separate by 
centrifuge: the black 
liquid is centrifuged into 
oil and water. 
DERIVATIVES 
centrifugation 
|ˌsentrəˌfyo͝oˈgāSHən, 
senˌtrif(y)ə-|noun 
 
 
Character |ˈkariktər| 
 
noun 
1 the mental and moral 
qualities distinctive to 
an individual: running 
away was not in 
keeping with her 
character. 
• the distinctive nature 
of something: gas 

lamps give the area its 
character. 
• the quality of being 
individual, typically in 
an interesting or 
unusual way: the island 
is full of character. 
• strength and 
originality in a person's 
nature: she had 
character as well as 
beauty. 
• a person's good 
reputation: to what do I 
owe this attack on my 
character? 
• dated a written 
statement of someone's 
good qualities; a 
recommendation. 
2 a person in a novel, 
play, or movie. 
• a part played by an 
actor. 
• [ with adj. ] a person 
seen in terms of a 
particular aspect of 
character: he was a 
larger-than-life 
character | shady 
characters. 
• informal an interesting 
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or amusing individual: 
he's a real character. 
3 a printed or written 
letter or symbol. 
• Computing a symbol 
representing a letter or 
number. 
4 chiefly Biology a 
characteristic, esp. one 
that assists in the 
identification of a 
species. 
verb [ with obj. ] archaic 
inscribe; engrave. 
• describe; 
characterize: you have 
well charactered him. 
PHRASES 
in (or out of ) 
character in keeping 
(or not in keeping) with 
someone's usual 
pattern of behavior. 
DERIVATIVES 
characterful |-
fəl|adjective, 
characterfully adverb, 
characterless adjective 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
from Old French 
caractere, via Latin 
from Greek kharaktēr 

‘a stamping tool.’ 
From the early sense 
‘distinctive mark’ 
arose ‘token, feature, 
or trait’ (early 16th 
cent.), and from this ‘a 
description, esp. of a 
person's qualities,’ 
giving rise to 
‘distinguishing 
qualities.’ 
 
 
Charisma |kəˈrizmə| 
 
noun 
1 compelling 
attractiveness or charm 
that can inspire 
devotion in others: she 
enchanted guests with 
her charisma. 
2 ( pl. charismata |-
ˌmətə| ) (also charism 
|ˈkarˌizəm|)a divinely 
conferred power or 
talent. 
ORIGIN mid 17th cent. 
( sense 2): via 
ecclesiastical Latin from 
Greek kharisma, from 
kharis ‘favor, grace.’ 
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Charming |ˈCHärmiNG| 
 
adjective 
pleasant or attractive: a 
charming country 
cottage. 
• (of a person or 
manner) polite, friendly, 
and likable: he was a 
charming, affectionate 
colleague. 
DERIVATIVES 
charmingly adverb 
charm |CHärm| 
noun 
1 the power or quality of 
giving delight or 
arousing admiration: he 
was captivated by her 
youthful charm. 
• (usu. charms) an 
attractive or alluring 
characteristic: the 
hidden charms of the 
city. 
2 a small ornament 
worn on a necklace or 
bracelet. 
3 an object, act, or 
saying believed to have 
magic power: the 
dreamcatcher is a 

charm used to prevent 
bad dreams. 
• an object kept or worn 
to ward off evil and 
bring good luck: a good 
luck charm. 
4 Physics one of six 
flavors of quark. 
verb [ with obj. ] 
1 delight greatly: the 
books have charmed 
children the world over. 
• gain or influence by 
charm: he charmed her 
into going out. 
2 control or achieve by 
or as if by magic: 
pretending to charm a 
cobra | [ with adverbial ] 
: she will charm your 
warts away. 
PHRASES 
turn on the charm use 
one's ability to charm in 
order to influence 
someone. 
work like a charm be 
completely successful 
or effective. 
ORIGIN Middle English 
(in the senses 
‘incantation or magic 
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spell’ and ‘to use 
spells’): from Old 
French charme (noun), 
charmer (verb), from 
Latin carmen ‘song, 
verse, incantation.’\ 
 
 
Chaste |CHāst| 
 
adjective 
abstaining from 
extramarital, or from all, 
sexual intercourse. 
• not having any sexual 
nature or intention: a 
chaste, consoling 
embrace. 
• without unnecessary 
ornamentation; simple 
or restrained: the dark, 
chaste interior was 
lightened by tilework. 
DERIVATIVES 
chastely adverb, 
chasteness noun 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
from Old French, from 
Latin castus . 
 
 
 

Civilization 
|ˌsivələˈzāSHən| 
 
noun 
the stage of human 
social development and 
organization that is 
considered most 
advanced: they equated 
the railroad with 
progress and 
civilization. 
• the process by which 
a society or place 
reaches this stage. 
• the society, culture, 
and way of life of a 
particular area: the 
great books of Western 
civilization | the early 
civilizations of 
Mesopotamia and 
Egypt. 
• the comfort and 
convenience of modern 
life, regarded as 
available only in towns 
and cities: the fur 
traders moved further 
and further from 
civilization. 
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Clearheaded 
|ˈkli(ə)rˌhedid| 
 
adjective 
alert and thinking 
logically and coherently. 
DERIVATIVES 
clearheadedly adverb, 
clearheadedness noun 
 
 
Coalition |ˌkōəˈliSHən| 
 
noun 
an alliance for 
combined action, esp. a 
temporary alliance of 
political parties forming 
a government or of 
states: a coalition of 
conservatives and 
disaffected Democrats | 
the party was only able 
to govern in coalition 
with three or even four 
other parties | [ as 
modifier ] : a coalition 
government. 
DERIVATIVES 
coalitionist |-nist|noun 

ORIGIN early 17th cent. 
(in the sense ‘fusion’): 
from medieval Latin 
coalitio(n-), from the 
verb coalescere (see 
coalesce). Usage in 
politics dates from the 
late 18th cent. 
 
 
Collaborate 
|kəˈlabəˌrāt| 
 
verb [ no obj. ] 
work jointly on an 
activity, esp. to produce 
or create something: he 
collaborated with a 
distinguished painter on 
the designs. 
• cooperate traitorously 
with an enemy: the 
indigenous elite who 
collaborated with the 
colonizers. 
ORIGIN late 19th cent.: 
from Latin collaborat- 
‘worked with,’ from the 
verb collaborare, from 
col- ‘together’ + 
laborare ‘to work.’ 
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Commemorate 
|kəˈmeməˌrāt| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] 
recall and show respect 
for (someone or 
something) in a 
ceremony: a wreath-
laying ceremony to 
commemorate the war 
dead. 
• serve as a memorial 
to: a stone 
commemorating a boy 
who died at sea. 
• celebrate (an event, a 
person, or a situation) 
by doing or building 
something: it was a 
night commemorated in 
a song. 
DERIVATIVES 
commemorator |-
ˌrātər|noun 
ORIGIN late 16th cent.: 
from Latin 
commemorat- 
‘brought to 
remembrance,’ from 
the verb 
commemorare, from 
com- ‘altogether’ + 

memorare ‘relate’ 
(from memor 
‘mindful’). 
 
 
Commendable 
|kəˈmendəbəl| 
 
adjective 
deserving praise: 
commendable restraint. 
DERIVATIVES 
commendably |-
blē|adverb 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: via Old French 
from Latin 
commendabilis, from 
commendare (see 
commend)  
Commissar 
|ˈkäməˌsär, ˌkäməˈsär| 
 
noun 
an official of the 
Communist Party, esp. 
in the former Soviet 
Union or present-day 
China, responsible for 
political education and 
organization. 
• a head of a 
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government department 
in the former Soviet 
Union before 1946. 
• a strict or prescriptive 
figure of authority: our 
academic commissars. 
ORIGIN early 20th cent. 
(Russian Revolution): 
from Russian 
komissar, from French 
commissaire, from 
medieval Latin 
commissarius (see 
commissary) . 
 
Commitment 
|kəˈmitmənt| 
 
noun 
1 the state or quality of 
being dedicated to a 
cause, activity, etc.: the 
company's 
commitment to quality. 
• a pledge or 
undertaking: I cannot 
make such a 
commitment at the 
moment. 
2 (usu. commitments) 
an engagement or 
obligation that restricts 

freedom of action: 
business commitments 
| young people delay 
major commitments 
including marriage and 
children. 
 
 
Communal |kəˈmyo͞onl, 
ˈkämyənəl| 
 
adjective 
1 shared by all 
members of a 
community; for common 
use: a communal 
bathroom and kitchen. 
• of, relating to, or done 
by a community: 
communal 
achievement. 
• involving the sharing 
of work and property: 
communal living. 
2 (of conflict) between 
different communities, 
esp. those having 
different religions or 
ethnic origins: violent 
communal riots. 
DERIVATIVES 
communality 
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|ˌkämyəˈnalitē|noun, 
communally adverb 
ORIGIN early 19th cent. 
(in the sense ‘relating 
to a commune, esp. 
the Paris Commune’): 
from French, from late 
Latin communalis, 
from communis (see 
common) . 
 
 
Compassion 
|kəmˈpaSHən| 
 
noun 
sympathetic pity and 
concern for the 
sufferings or 
misfortunes of others: 
the victims should be 
treated with 
compassion. 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
via Old French from 
ecclesiastical Latin 
compassio(n-), from 
compati ‘suffer with.’ 
 
 
 
 

Compatible 
|kəmˈpatəbəl| 
 
adjective 
(of two things) able to 
exist or occur together 
without conflict: the 
fruitiness of Beaujolais 
is compatible with a 
number of meat dishes. 
• (of two people) able to 
have a harmonious 
relationship: well-suited: 
it's a pity we're not 
compatible. 
• (of one thing) 
consistent with another: 
the symptoms were 
compatible with gastritis 
or a peptic ulcer. 
• (of a computer, a 
piece of software, or 
other device) able to be 
used with a specified 
piece of equipment or 
software without special 
adaptation or 
modification: the printer 
is fully compatible with 
all leading software. 
noun 
a computer that can 
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use software designed 
for another make or 
type. 
DERIVATIVES 
compatibly |-
blē|adverb 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from French, 
from medieval Latin 
compatibilis, from 
compati ‘suffer with.’ 
 
 
Compatriot 
|kəmˈpātrēət| 
 
noun 
a fellow citizen or 
national of a country: 
Stich defeated his 
compatriot Boris Becker 
in the quarterfinals. 
ORIGIN late 16th cent.: 
from French 
compatriote, from late 
Latin compatriota 
(translating Greek 
sumpatriōtēs), from 
com- ‘together with’ + 
patriota (see patriot) . 
 
 

Competent 
|ˈkämpətənt| 
 
adjective 
having the necessary 
ability, knowledge, or 
skill to do something 
successfully: a highly 
competent surgeon | 
make sure the firm is 
competent to carry out 
the work. 
• (of a person) efficient 
and capable: an 
infinitely competent 
mother of three. 
• acceptable and 
satisfactory, though not 
outstanding: she spoke 
quite competent 
French. 
• (chiefly of a court or 
other body) accepted 
as having legal 
authority to deal with a 
particular matter: the 
governor was not the 
competent authority 
to deal with the matter. 
• (of a criminal 
defendant) able to 
understand the charges 
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and to aid in defending 
themselves. 
• Biology & Medicine 
capable of performing 
the normal function 
effectively. 
DERIVATIVES 
competently adverb 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (in the sense 
‘suitable, adequate’): 
from Latin competent-, 
from the verb 
competere in its earlier 
sense ‘be fit or proper’ 
(see compete) . 
 
 
Competition 
|ˌkämpəˈtiSHən| 
 
noun 
the activity or condition 
of competing: there is 
fierce competition 
between banks | at this 
conservatory, 
competition for 
admissions is stiff. 
• an event or contest in 
which people compete: 
a beauty competition. 

• [ in sing. ] the person 
or people with whom 
one is competing, esp. 
in a commercial or 
sporting arena; the 
opposition: I walked 
around to check out the 
competition. 
• Ecology interaction 
between organisms, 
populations, or species, 
in which birth, growth 
and death depend on 
gaining a share of a 
limited environmental 
resource. 
ORIGIN early 17th 
cent.: from late Latin 
competitio(n-) 
‘rivalry,’ from 
competere ‘strive for’ 
(see compete) . 
 
 
Comprehend 
|ˌkämpriˈhend| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] 
1 grasp mentally; 
understand: he couldn't 
comprehend her 
reasons for marrying 
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Lovat | I simply couldn't 
comprehend what had 
happened. 
2 formal include, 
comprise, or 
encompass: a divine 
order comprehending 
all men. 
DERIVATIVES 
comprehender noun 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
from Old French 
comprehender, or 
Latin comprehendere, 
from com- ‘together’ + 
prehendere ‘grasp.’ 
 
 
Conception 
|kənˈsepSHən| 
 
noun 
1 the action of 
conceiving a child or of 
a child being conceived: 
an unfertilized egg 
before conception | a 
rise in premarital 
conceptions. 
• the forming or 
devising of a plan or 
idea: the time between 

a product's conception 
and its launch. 
2 the way in which 
something is perceived 
or regarded: our 
conception of how 
language relates to 
reality. 
• a general notion; an 
abstract idea: the 
conception of a balance 
of power. 
• a plan or intention: 
reconstructing Bach's 
original conceptions. 
• understanding; ability 
to imagine: he had no 
conception of politics. 
DERIVATIVES 
conceptional |-
SHənl|adjective 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
via Old French from 
Latin conceptio(n-), 
from the verb 
concipere (see 
conceive) . 
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Conciliatory 
|kənˈsilēəˌtôrē| 
 
adjective 
intended or likely to 
placate or pacify: a 
conciliatory approach. 
DERIVATIVES 
conciliatoriness noun 
 
 
Concordance 
|kənˈkôrdns| 
 
noun 
1 an alphabetical list of 
the words (esp. the 
important ones) present 
in a text, usually with 
citations of the 
passages concerned: a 
concordance to the 
Bible. 
2 formal agreement: the 
concordance between 
the teams' research 
results. 
• Medicine the 
inheritance by two 
related individuals (esp. 
twins) of the same 
genetic characteristic, 

such as susceptibility to 
a disease. 
verb [ with obj. ] (often 
as adj. concordanced) 
make a concordance of: 
the value of 
concordanced 
information. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Old 
French, from medieval 
Latin concordantia, 
from concordant- 
‘being of one mind’ 
(see concordant) . 
 
 
Condescend 
|ˌkändəˈsend| 
 
verb [ no obj. ] 
show feelings of 
superiority; be 
patronizing: take care 
not to condescend to 
your reader. 
• do something in a 
haughty way, as though 
it is below one's dignity 
or level of importance: 
we'll be waiting for 
twenty minutes before 
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she condescends to 
appear. 
DERIVATIVES 
condescendence |-
ˈsendəns|noun( rare) 
ORIGIN Middle English 
(in the sense ‘give 
way, defer’): from Old 
French condescendre, 
from ecclesiastical Latin 
condescendere, from 
con- ‘together’ + 
descendere 
‘descend.’ 
 
 
Confident |ˈkänfədənt, 
-fəˌdent| 
 
adjective 
feeling or showing 
confidence in oneself; 
self-assured: she was a 
confident, outgoing girl | 
a confident smile. 
• feeling or showing 
certainty about 
something: this time 
they're confident of a 
happy ending | I am not 
very confident about 
tonight's game. 

noun archaic 
a confidant. 
DERIVATIVES 
confidently adverb 
ORIGIN late 16th cent.: 
from French 
confident(e), from 
Italian confidente, from 
Latin confident- 
‘having full trust,’ from 
the verb confidere, 
from con- (expressing 
intensive force) + fidere 
‘trust.’ 
 
 
Conformity 
|kənˈfôrmitē| 
 
noun 
compliance with 
standards, rules, or 
laws: conformity to 
regulations | the goods 
were in conformity 
with the contract. 
• behavior in 
accordance with 
socially accepted 
conventions or 
standards: loyalty to 
one's party need not 
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imply unquestioning 
conformity. 
• Brit., chiefly historical 
compliance with the 
practices of the Church 
of England. 
• similarity in form or 
type; agreement in 
character: these 
changes are intended 
to ensure conformity 
between all schemes. 
• Geology (of strata in 
contact) a continuous 
sequence of deposits, 
typically in parallel 
strata. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Old 
French conformite or 
late Latin conformitas, 
from conformare ‘to 
form, fashion’ (see 
conform) . 
Congenial |kənˈjēnyəl| 
 
adjective 
(of a person) pleasant 
because of a 
personality, qualities, or 
interests that are similar 
to one's own: his need 

for some congenial 
company. 
• (of a thing) pleasant or 
agreeable because 
suited to one's taste or 
inclination: he went 
back to a climate more 
congenial to his cold 
stony soul. 
DERIVATIVES 
congeniality |-
ˌjēnēˈalitē|noun, 
congenially adverb 
 
 
Conglomerate 
 
noun |kənˈglämərət| 
1 a number of different 
things or parts that are 
put or grouped together 
to form a whole but 
remain distinct entities: 
the Earth is a 
specialized 
conglomerate of 
organisms. 
• a large corporation 
formed by the merging 
of separate and diverse 
firms: a media 
conglomerate. 
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2 Geology a coarse-
grained sedimentary 
rock composed of 
rounded fragments (> 2 
mm) within a matrix of 
finer grained material: 
the sediments vary from 
coarse conglomerate to 
fine silt and clay. 
adjective 
of or relating to a 
conglomerate, esp. a 
large corporation: 
conglomerate 
businesses. 
verb |-ˌrāt| [ no obj. ] 
gather together into a 
compact mass: atoms 
that conglomerate at 
the center. 
• form a conglomerate 
by merging diverse 
businesses. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (as an adjective 
describing something 
gathered up into a 
rounded mass): from 
Latin conglomeratus, 
past participle of 
conglomerare, from 
con- ‘together’ + 

glomus, glomer- ‘ball.’ 
The geological sense 
dates from the early 
19th cent.; the other 
noun senses are later. 
 
 
Congratulation 
|kənˌgraCHəˈlāSHən, -
ˌgrajə-| 
 
noun 
an expression of praise 
for an achievement or 
good wishes on a 
special occasion; the 
act of congratulating: he 
began pumping the 
hand of his son in 
congratulation. 
• (congratulations) 
words expressing 
congratulation: our 
congratulations to the 
winners | [ as 
exclamation ] : 
congratulations on a job 
well done! 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Latin 
congratulatio(n-), from 
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the verb congratulari 
(see congratulate) . 
 
 
Conscientious 
|ˌkänCHēˈenCHəs| 
 
adjective 
1 (of a person) wishing 
to do what is right, esp. 
to do one's work or duty 
well and thoroughly: a 
conscientious and 
hardworking clerk. 
2 relating to a person's 
conscience: the act 
does not provide 
exemption from service 
on the basis of personal 
conscientious beliefs. 
DERIVATIVES 
conscientiously 
adverb, 
conscientiousness 
noun 
ORIGIN early 17th 
cent.: from French 
consciencieux, from 
medieval Latin 
conscientiosus, from 
Latin conscientia (see 
conscience) . 

 
 
Consecutive 
|kənˈsekyətiv| 
 
adjective 
following continuously: 
five consecutive months 
of serious decline. 
• in unbroken or logical 
sequence. 
• Grammar expressing 
consequence or result: 
a consecutive clause. 
• Music denoting 
intervals of the same 
kind (esp. fifths or 
octaves) occurring in 
succession between 
two parts or voices. 
DERIVATIVES 
consecutively adverb, 
consecutiveness noun 
ORIGIN early 17th 
cent.: from French 
consécutif, -ive, from 
medieval Latin 
consecutivus, from 
Latin consecut- 
‘followed closely,’ 
from the verb consequi  
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Consensus 
|kənˈsensəs| 
 
noun [ usu. in sing. ] 
general agreement: a 
consensus of opinion 
among judges | [ as 
modifier ] : a consensus 
view. 
ORIGIN mid 17th cent.: 
from Latin,‘agreement,’ 
from consens- 
‘agreed,’ from the verb 
consentire . 
 
 
Considerate 
|kənˈsidərət| 
 
adjective 
careful not to cause 
inconvenience or hurt to 
others: the quietest and 
most considerate 
tenants possible. 
• archaic showing 
careful thought: be 
considerate over your 
handwriting. 
DERIVATIVES 
considerately adverb, 

considerateness noun 
ORIGIN late 16th cent. 
(in the sense ‘showing 
careful thought’): from 
Latin consideratus, 
past participle of 
considerare ‘examine’ 
(see consider) . 
 
 
Consignment 
|kənˈsīnmənt| 
 
noun 
a batch of goods 
destined for or 
delivered to someone: a 
consignment of beef. 
• the action of 
consigning or delivering 
something. 
• agreement to pay a 
supplier of goods after 
the goods are sold: new 
and used children's 
clothing on 
consignment . 
consistent |kənˈsistənt| 
adjective 
(of a person, behavior, 
or process) unchanging 
in achievement or effect 
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over a period of time: 
manufacturing 
processes require a 
consistent approach. 
• compatible or in 
agreement with 
something: the injuries 
are consistent with 
falling from a great 
height. 
• (of an argument or set 
of ideas) not containing 
any logical 
contradictions: a 
consistent explanation. 
DERIVATIVES 
consistently adverb 
ORIGIN late 16th cent. 
(in the sense 
‘consisting or 
composed of’): from 
Latin consistent- 
‘standing firm or still, 
existing,’ from the verb 
consistere (see 
consist) . 
 
 
Constituency 
|kənˈstiCHo͞oənsē| 
 
noun ( pl. 

constituencies ) 
a body of voters in a 
specified area who 
elect a representative to 
a legislative body: the 
politician who wishes to 
remain in the good 
graces of his 
constituency. 
• chiefly Brit.the area 
represented in this way. 
• a body of customers 
or supporters: a 
constituency of racing 
fans. 
 
 
Courageous |kəˈrājəs| 
 
adjective 
not deterred by danger 
or pain; brave: her 
courageous human 
rights work. 
DERIVATIVES 
courageously adverb, 
courageousness noun 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
from Old French 
corageus, from corage 
(see courage) .  
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Courteous |ˈkərtēəs| 
 
adjective 
polite, respectful, or 
considerate in manner. 
DERIVATIVES 
courteously adverb, 
courteousness noun 
ORIGIN Middle English 
(meaning ‘having 
manners fit for a royal 
court’): from Old 
French corteis, based 
on Latin cohors ‘yard, 
retinue’ (see court). 
The change in the 
ending in the 16th cent. 
was due to association 
with words ending in -
eous. 
 
 
Crystallize |ˈkristəˌlīz| 
 
verb 
form or cause to form 
crystals: [ no obj. ] : 
when most liquids 
freeze they crystallize. 
• [ no obj. ] make or 
become definite and 

clear: vague feelings of 
unrest crystallized into 
something more 
concrete | [ with obj. ] : 
writing can help to 
crystallize your 
thoughts. 
• (usu. as adj. 
crystallized) coat and 
impregnate (fruit or 
petals) with sugar as a 
means of preserving 
them: a box of 
crystallized fruits. 
DERIVATIVES 
crystallizable 
|ˈkristəˌlīzəbəl, 
ˌkristəˈlīzəbəl|adjective, 
crystallization 
|ˌkristələˈzāSHən|noun 
 
 
 
Decentralize 
|dēˈsentrəˌlīz| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] (often 
as adj. decentralized) 
transfer (authority) from 
central to local 
government: Canada 
has one of the most 
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decentralized 
governments in the 
world | [ no obj. ] : 
European countries 
were trying to 
decentralize. 
• move departments of 
(a large organization) 
away from a single 
administrative center to 
other locations, usually 
granting them some 
degree of autonomy. 
DERIVATIVES 
decentralist |-
list|noun& adjective, 
decentralization 
|dēˌsentrəliˈzāSHən|no
un 
 
Declaration 
|ˌdekləˈrāSHən| 
 
noun 
a formal or explicit 
statement or 
announcement: they 
issued a declaration at 
the close of the talks | 
declarations of love. 
• the formal 
announcement of the 

beginning of a state or 
condition: the 
declaration of war | a 
declaration of 
independence. 
• a listing of goods, 
property, income, etc., 
subject to duty or tax. 
• a written public 
announcement of 
intentions or of the 
terms of an agreement. 
• Law a plaintiff's 
statement of claims in 
proceedings. 
• Law an affirmation 
made instead of taking 
an oath. 
• the naming of trump in 
bridge, whist, or a 
similar card game. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Latin 
declaratio(n-), from 
declarare ‘make quite 
clear’ (see declare) . 
 
 
Dedicate |ˈdediˌkāt| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] (often 
dedicate something 
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to) 
devote (time, effort, or 
oneself) to a particular 
task or purpose: Joan 
has dedicated her life to 
animals. 
• devote (something) to 
a particular subject or 
purpose: you should 
dedicate a telephone 
line to each modem you 
plan to install. 
• cite (a book or other 
artistic work) as being 
issued or performed in 
someone's honor: the 
novel is dedicated to 
the memory of my 
mother. 
• ceremonially assign (a 
church or other 
building) to a deity or 
saint: the parish church 
is dedicated to St. Paul. 
DERIVATIVES 
dedicatee 
|ˌdedikāˈtē|noun, 
dedicator |-
ˌkātər|noun, 
dedicatory |-
kəˌtôrē|adjective 

ORIGIN late Middle 
English (in the sense 
‘devote to sacred use 
by solemn rites’): from 
Latin dedicat- 
‘devoted, 
consecrated,’ from the 
verb dedicare . 
 
 
Deliberate 
 
adjective |diˈlibərit| 
done consciously and 
intentionally: a 
deliberate attempt to 
provoke conflict. 
• fully considered; not 
impulsive: a deliberate 
decision. 
• done or acting in a 
careful and unhurried 
way: a careful and 
deliberate worker. 
verb |-ˌrāt| [ no obj. ] 
engage in long and 
careful consideration: 
she deliberated over 
the menu. 
• [ with obj. ] consider (a 
question) carefully: 
jurors deliberated the 
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fate of those charged | [ 
with clause ] : 
deliberating what she 
should do. 
DERIVATIVES 
deliberateness |-
ritnis|noun, 
deliberator |-
ˌrātər|noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (as an 
adjective): from Latin 
deliberatus,‘considere
d carefully,’ past 
participle of deliberare, 
from de- ‘down’ + 
librare ‘weigh’ (from 
libra ‘scales’). 
delicacy |ˈdelikəsē| 
noun ( pl. delicacies ) 
1 the quality of being 
delicate, in particular: 
• fineness or intricacy of 
texture or structure: 
miniature pearls of 
exquisite delicacy. 
• susceptibility to illness 
or adverse conditions; 
fragility. 
• the quality of requiring 
discretion or sensitivity: 
the delicacy of the 

situation. 
• tact and 
consideration: I have to 
treat this matter with the 
utmost delicacy. 
• accuracy of 
perception; 
sensitiveness. 
2 a choice or expensive 
food: asparagus was 
considered a delicacy 
by the ancient Greeks. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (in the senses 
‘voluptuousness’ and 
‘luxuriousness’): from 
delicate + -acy. 
 
 
Demographic 
|ˌdeməˈgrafik| 
 
adjective 
relating to the structure 
of populations: the 
demographic trend is 
toward an older 
population. 
noun 
a particular sector of a 
population: the drink is 
popular with a young 
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demographic. 
DERIVATIVES 
demographical 
adjective, 
demographically |-
ik(ə)lē|adverb 
 
 
Descendant 
|diˈsendənt| 
 
noun 
a person, plant, or 
animal that is 
descended from a 
particular ancestor: 
Shakespeare's last 
direct descendant. 
• a machine, artifact, 
system, etc., that has 
developed from an 
earlier, more 
rudimentary version. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (as an adjective 
in the sense 
‘descending’): from 
French, present 
participle of descendre 
‘to descend’ (see 
descend). The noun 
dates from the early 

17th cent. 
usage: The correct 
spelling for the noun 
meaning ‘person 
descended from a 
particular ancestor’ is 
descendant, ending 
with the suffix -ant, not 
-ent (as in she claims to 
be a descendant of 
Paul Revere). The word 
descendent is an 
adjective, now used 
almost exlusively in 
scientific contexts, 
meaning ‘descending 
from an ancestor’ (as in 
extinct species are 
replaced by 
descendent species). 
Almost 15 percent of 
the citations for the 
noun in the Oxford 
English Corpus use the 
wrong spelling. 
 
 
Determination 
|diˌtərməˈnāSHən| 
 
noun 
1 firmness of purpose; 
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resoluteness: he 
advanced with an 
unflinching 
determination. 
2 the process of 
establishing something 
exactly, typically by 
calculation or research: 
determination of 
molecular structures. 
• Law the settlement of 
a dispute by the 
authoritative decision of 
a judge or arbitrator. 
• Law a judicial decision 
or sentence. 
3 the controlling or 
deciding of something's 
nature or outcome: 
genetic sex 
determination. 
4 Law the cessation of 
an estate or interest. 
5 archaic a tendency to 
move in a fixed 
direction. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (in the senses 
‘settlement of a 
controversy by a 
judge or by 
reasoning’ and 

‘authoritative 
opinion’): via Old 
French from Latin 
determinatio(n-), from 
the verb determinare 
(see determine) . 
 
 
Differentiate 
|ˌdifəˈrenSHēˌāt| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] 
1 recognize or ascertain 
what makes (someone 
or something) different: 
children can 
differentiate the past 
from the present. 
• [ no obj. ] 
(differentiate between) 
identify differences 
between (two or more 
things or people): he is 
unable to differentiate 
between fantasy and 
reality. 
• make (someone or 
something) appear 
different or distinct: 
Twain was careful to 
differentiate Huck's 
speech from that of 
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other white people. 
2 technical make or 
become different in the 
process of growth or 
development: [ with obj. 
] : the receptors are 
developed and 
differentiated into sense 
organs | [ no obj. ] : the 
cells differentiate into a 
wide variety of cell 
types. 
3 Mathematics 
transform (a function) 
into its derivative. 
DERIVATIVES 
differentiator |-
ˌātər|noun 
ORIGIN early 19th 
cent.: from medieval 
Latin differentiat- 
‘carried away from,’ 
from the verb 
differentiare, from 
differentia (see 
differentia) . 
 
 
Dignified |ˈdigniˌfīd| 
 
adjective 
having or showing a 

composed or serious 
manner that is worthy of 
respect: she maintained 
a dignified silence | a 
dignified old lady. 
DERIVATIVES 
dignifiedly |-
ˌfī(ə)dlē|adverb 
dignify |ˈdignəˌfī| 
verb ( dignifies, 
dignifying, dignified ) [ 
with obj. ] 
make (something) 
seem worthy and 
impressive: the 
Americans had dignified 
their departure with a 
ceremony. 
• give an impressive 
name to (someone or 
something that one 
considers worthless): 
dumps are increasingly 
dignified as landfills. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Old 
French dignefier, from 
late Latin dignificare, 
from Latin dignus 
‘worthy.’ 
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Diligent |ˈdiləjənt| 
 
adjective 
having or showing care 
and conscientiousness 
in one's work or duties: 
many caves are located 
only after a diligent 
search. 
DERIVATIVES 
diligently adverb 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
via Old French from 
Latin diligens, diligent- 
‘assiduous,’ from 
diligere ‘love, take 
delight in.’ 
 
Discerning 
|diˈsərniNG| 
 
adjective 
having or showing good 
judgment: the 
restaurant attracts 
discerning customers. 
DERIVATIVES 
discerningly adverb 
discern |diˈsərn| 
verb [ with obj. ] 
perceive or recognize 
(something): I can 

discern no difference 
between the two 
policies | [ with clause ] 
: students quickly 
discern what is 
acceptable to the 
teacher. 
• distinguish (someone 
or something) with 
difficulty by sight or with 
the other senses: she 
could faintly discern the 
shape of a skull. 
DERIVATIVES 
discerner noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: via Old French 
from Latin discernere, 
from dis- ‘apart’ + 
cernere ‘to separate.’ 
 
 
Disciple |diˈsīpəl| 
 
noun 
a personal follower of 
Jesus during his life, 
esp. one of the twelve 
Apostles. 
• a follower or student 
of a teacher, leader, or 
philosopher: a disciple 
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of Rousseau. 
DERIVATIVES 
discipleship |-
ˌSHip|noun, 
discipular |-
ˈsipyələr|adjective 
ORIGIN Old English, 
from Latin discipulus 
‘learner,’ from discere 
‘learn’; reinforced by 
Old French deciple . 
 
 
Discipline |ˈdisəplin| 
 
noun 
1 the practice of training 
people to obey rules or 
a code of behavior, 
using punishment to 
correct disobedience: a 
lack of proper parental 
and school discipline. 
• the controlled 
behavior resulting from 
such training: he was 
able to maintain 
discipline among his 
men. 
• activity or experience 
that provides mental or 
physical training: the 

tariqa offered spiritual 
discipline | Kung fu is a 
discipline open to old 
and young. 
• a system of rules of 
conduct: he doesn't 
have to submit to 
normal disciplines. 
2 a branch of 
knowledge, typically 
one studied in higher 
education: sociology is 
a fairly new discipline. 
verb [ with obj. ] 
train (someone) to obey 
rules or a code of 
behavior, using 
punishment to correct 
disobedience: many 
parents have been 
afraid to discipline their 
children. 
• punish or rebuke 
(someone) formally for 
an offense: a member 
of the staff was to be 
disciplined by 
management. 
• (discipline oneself to 
do something) train 
oneself to do something 
in a controlled and 
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habitual way: every 
month discipline 
yourself to go through 
the file. 
DERIVATIVES 
disciplinable adjective, 
disciplinal |-
nəl|adjective 
ORIGIN Middle English 
(in the sense 
‘mortification by 
scourging oneself’): 
via Old French from 
Latin disciplina 
‘instruction, 
knowledge,’ from 
discipulus (see 
disciple). 
Discourse 
 
noun |ˈdisˌkôrs| 
written or spoken 
communication or 
debate: the language of 
political discourse | an 
imagined discourse 
between two people 
traveling in France. 
• a formal discussion of 
a topic in speech or 
writing: a discourse on 
critical theory. 

• Linguistics a 
connected series of 
utterances; a text or 
conversation. 
verb |disˈkôrs| [ no obj. ] 
speak or write 
authoritatively about a 
topic: she could 
discourse at great 
length on the history of 
Europe. 
• engage in 
conversation: he spent 
an hour discoursing 
with his supporters in 
the courtroom. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (denoting the 
process of reasoning, 
also in the phrase 
discourse of reason): 
from Old French 
discours, from Latin 
discursus ‘running to 
and fro’ (in medieval 
Latin‘argument’), from 
the verb discurrere, 
from dis- ‘away’ + 
currere ‘to run’; the 
verb influenced by 
French discourir . 
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Discrete |disˈkrēt| 
 
adjective 
individually separate 
and distinct: speech 
sounds are produced 
as a continuous sound 
signal rather than 
discrete units. 
DERIVATIVES 
discretely adverb, 
discreteness noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Latin 
discretus ‘separate’; 
compare with discreet. 
usage: On the 
difference between 
discrete and discreet, 
see usage at discreet. 
 
 
Distinction 
|disˈtiNGkSHən| 
 
noun 
1 a difference or 
contrast between 
similar things or people: 
there is a sharp 
distinction between 

domestic politics and 
international politics | I 
was completely 
unaware of class 
distinctions. 
• the separation of 
things or people into 
different groups 
according to their 
attributes or 
characteristics: these 
procedures were to be 
applied to all births, 
without distinction. 
2 excellence that sets 
someone or something 
apart from others: a 
novelist of distinction. 
• a decoration or honor 
awarded to someone in 
recognition of 
outstanding 
achievement: he gained 
the highest distinction 
awarded for excellence 
in photography. 
• recognition of 
outstanding 
achievement, such as 
on an examination: I 
made a distinction in 
Greek. Compare with 
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merit. 
PHRASES 
distinction without a 
difference an artificially 
created distinction 
where no real 
difference exists. 
have the distinction of 
be different from others 
of a similar type by 
virtue of a notable 
characteristic or 
achievement: pinto 
beans have the 
distinction of being one 
of the quickest beans to 
cook. 
ORIGIN Middle English 
(in the sense 
‘subdivision, 
category’): via Old 
French from Latin 
distinctio(n-), from the 
verb distinguere (see 
distinguish) . 
 
 
Doctrine |ˈdäktrin| 
 
noun 
a belief or set of beliefs 
held and taught by a 

church, political party, 
or other group: the 
doctrine of 
predestination. 
• a stated principle of 
government policy, 
mainly in foreign or 
military affairs: the 
Monroe Doctrine. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Old 
French, from Latin 
doctrina ‘teaching, 
learning,’ from doctor 
‘teacher,’ from docere 
‘teach.’ 
 
Earnest |ˈərnist| 
 
adjective 
resulting from or 
showing sincere and 
intense conviction: an 
earnest student | two 
girls were in earnest 
conversation. 
PHRASES 
in earnest occurring to 
a greater extent or 
more intensely than 
before: after Labor Day 
the campaign begins in 
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earnest. • (of a person) 
sincere and serious in 
behavior or convictions. 
DERIVATIVES 
earnestly adverb, 
earnestness noun 
ORIGIN Old English 
eornoste (adjective), 
eornost (noun), of 
Germanic origin; related 
to German Ernst 
(noun). 
earnest 2 |ˈərnist| 
noun [ in sing. ] 
a thing intended or 
regarded as a sign or 
promise of what is to 
come: the presence of 
the troops is an earnest 
of the world's desire not 
to see the conflict 
repeated elsewhere. 
ORIGIN Middle English 
ernes, literally 
‘installment paid to 
confirm a contract,’ 
based on Old French 
erres, from Latin arra, 
shortened form of 
arrabo ‘a pledge.’ The 
spelling was influenced 
by words ending in -

ness; the final -t is 
probably by association 
with earnest1. 
 
 
Ecstasy |ˈekstəsē| 
 
noun ( pl. ecstasies ) 
1 an overwhelming 
feeling of great 
happiness or joyful 
excitement: there was a 
look of ecstasy on his 
face | they went into 
ecstasies over the view. 
2 an emotional or 
religious frenzy or 
trancelike state, 
originally one involving 
an experience of mystic 
self-transcendence. 
3 (Ecstasy) an 
amphetamine-based 
synthetic drug with 
euphoric and 
hallucinatory effects, 
originally promoted as 
an adjunct to 
psychotherapy.(abbr.: 
MDMA ) 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English ( sense 2): 
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from Old French 
extasie, via late Latin 
from Greek ekstasis 
‘standing outside 
oneself,’ based on ek- 
‘out’ + histanai ‘to 
place.’ 
 
 
Edification 
|ˌedəfiˈkāSHən| 
 
noun formal 
the instruction or 
improvement of a 
person morally or 
intellectually: the idea 
that art's main purpose 
is to supply moral uplift 
and edification. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Latin 
aedificatio(n-), from 
aedificare ‘build’ (see 
edify) . 
 
 
Efficient |iˈfiSHənt| 
 
adjective 
(esp. of a system or 
machine) achieving 

maximum productivity 
with minimum wasted 
effort or expense: 
fluorescent lamps are 
efficient at converting 
electricity into light. 
• (of a person) working 
in a well-organized and 
competent way: an 
efficient administrator. 
• [ in combination ] 
preventing the wasteful 
use of a particular 
resource: an energy-
efficient heating 
system. 
DERIVATIVES 
efficiently adverb 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (in the sense 
‘making, causing,’ 
usually in efficient 
cause): from Latin 
efficient- 
‘accomplishing,’ from 
the verb efficere (see 
effect). The current 
sense dates from the 
late 18th cent. 
 
 
Elaborate 
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adjective |iˈlab(ə)rit| 
involving many carefully 
arranged parts or 
details; detailed and 
complicated in design 
and planning: elaborate 
security precautions | 
elaborate wrought-iron 
gates. 
• (of an action) lengthy 
and exaggerated: he 
made an elaborate 
pretense of yawning. 
verb |iˈlabəˌrāt| 
1 [ with obj. ] develop or 
present (a theory, 
policy, or system) in 
detail: the key idea of 
the book is expressed 
in the title and 
elaborated in the text. 
• [ no obj. ] add more 
detail concerning what 
has already been said: 
he would not elaborate 
on his news. 
2 [ with obj. ] Biology (of 
a natural agency) 
produce (a substance) 
from its elements or 
simpler constituents. 

DERIVATIVES 
elaborately adverb, 
elaborateness noun, 
elaboration 
|iˌlabəˈrāSHən|noun, 
elaborative |-
ˌrātiv|adjective, 
elaborator |-tər|noun 
ORIGIN late 16th cent. 
(in the sense 
‘produced by effort of 
labor,’ also sense 2 of 
the verb of the verb): 
from Latin elaborat- 
‘worked out,’ from the 
verb elaborare, from e- 
(variant of ex-)‘out’ + 
labor ‘work.’ 
 
 
Elate |iˈlāt| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] (usu. 
as adj. elated) 
make (someone) 
ecstatically happy: I felt 
elated at beating 
Dennis. 
adjective archaic 
in high spirits; exultant 
or proud: the ladies 
returned with elate and 
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animated faces. 
DERIVATIVES 
elatedly adverb, 
elatedness noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (as an 
adjective): from Latin 
elat- ‘raised,’ from the 
verb efferre, from ex- 
‘out, from’ + ferre ‘to 
bear.’ The verb dates 
from the late 16th cent. 
 
 
 
 
Election |iˈlekSHən| 
 
noun 
a formal and organized 
process of electing or 
being elected, esp. of 
members of a political 
body: the 1860 
presidential election | [ 
as modifier ] : an 
election year | the first 
of his family to run for 
election . 
• the act or an instance 
of electing: his election 
to the House of 

Representatives. 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
via Old French from 
Latin electio(n-), from 
eligere ‘pick out’ (see 
elect) . 
electorate |iˈlektərət| 
noun 
1 [ treated as sing. or 
pl. ] all the people in a 
country or area who are 
entitled to vote in an 
election. 
2 historical the office or 
territories of a German 
elector. 
Elegant |ˈeləgənt| 
 
adjective 
pleasingly graceful and 
stylish in appearance or 
manner: she will look 
elegant in black | an 
elegant, comfortable 
house. 
• (of a scientific theory 
or solution to a 
problem) pleasingly 
ingenious and simple: 
the grand unified theory 
is compact and elegant 
in mathematical terms. 
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DERIVATIVES 
elegantly adverb 
ORIGIN late 15th cent. 
(describing a person 
dressing tastefully): 
from French, or from 
Latin elegans, elegant-
, related to eligere 
‘choose, select’ (see 
elect) . 
 
 
Eloquent |ˈeləkwənt| 
 
adjective 
fluent or persuasive in 
speaking or writing: an 
eloquent speech. 
• clearly expressing or 
indicating something: 
the touches of 
fatherliness are 
eloquent of the real 
man. 
DERIVATIVES 
eloquently adverb 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: via Old French 
from Latin eloquent- 
‘speaking out,’ from 
the verb eloqui (see 
eloquence) . 

 
 
Embark |emˈbärk| 
 
verb [ no obj. ] 
go on board a ship, 
aircraft, or other 
vehicle: he embarked 
for India in 1817. 
• [ with obj. ] put or take 
on board a ship or 
aircraft: its passengers 
were ready to be 
embarked. 
• (embark on/upon) 
begin (a course of 
action, esp. one that is 
important or 
demanding): he 
embarked on a new 
career. 
DERIVATIVES 
embarkation 
|ˌembärˈkāSHən|noun, 
embarkment noun 
ORIGIN mid 16th cent.: 
from French 
embarquer, from em- 
‘in’ + barque ‘bark, 
ship.’ 
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Emeritus |iˈmerətəs| 
 
adjective 
(of the former holder of 
an office, esp. a college 
professor) having 
retired but allowed to 
retain their title as an 
honor: emeritus 
professor of 
microbiology | [ 
postpositive ] : the 
gallery's director 
emeritus. 
ORIGIN mid 18th cent.: 
from Latin, past 
participle of emereri 
‘earn one's discharge 
by service,’ from e- 
(variant of ex-)‘out of, 
from’ + mereri ‘earn.’ 
 
 
Emigrate |ˈemiˌgrāt| 
 
verb [ no obj. ] 
leave one's own 
country in order to 
settle permanently in 
another: Rosa's parents 
emigrated from 
Argentina. 

DERIVATIVES 
emigration 
|ˌemiˈgrāSHən|noun 
ORIGIN late 18th cent.: 
from Latin emigrat- 
‘emigrated,’ from the 
verb emigrare, from e- 
(variant of ex-)‘out of’ 
+ migrare ‘migrate.’ 
usage: To emigrate is 
to leave a country, 
especially one's own, 
intending to remain 
away. To immigrate is 
to enter a country, 
intending to remain 
there: my aunt 
emigrated from Poland 
and immigrated to 
Canada. 
 
 
Eminence |ˈemənəns| 
 
noun 
1 fame or recognized 
superiority, esp. within 
a particular sphere or 
profession: her 
eminence in 
cinematography. 
• an important, 
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influential, or 
distinguished person: 
the Lord Chancellor 
canvassed the views of 
various legal 
eminences. 
• (His/Your Eminence) 
a title given to a Roman 
Catholic cardinal, or 
used in addressing him: 
His Eminence, Thomas 
Cardinal Wolsey. 
2 formal or literary a 
piece of rising ground: 
an eminence 
commanding the River 
Emme. 
• Anatomy a slight 
projection from the 
surface of a part of the 
body. 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
from Latin eminentia, 
from eminere ‘jut, 
project.’ 
 
 
Emissary |ˈeməˌserē| 
 
noun ( pl. emissaries ) 
a person sent on a 
special mission, usually 

as a diplomatic 
representative. 
ORIGIN early 17th 
cent.: from Latin 
emissarius ‘scout, 
spy,’ from emittere 
‘send out’ (see emit) . 
 
 
Emotional 
|iˈmōSHənəl| 
 
adjective 
of or relating to a 
person's emotions: 
children with emotional 
difficulties. 
• arousing or 
characterized by 
intense feeling: an 
emotional speech. 
• (of a person) having 
feelings that are easily 
excited and openly 
displayed: he was a 
strongly emotional 
young man. 
DERIVATIVES 
emotionalism |-
ˌizəm|noun, 
emotionalist |-
ist|noun& adjective, 
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emotionality 
|iˌmōSHəˈnalitē|noun, 
emotionalize |-
ˌlīz|verb, 
emotionally adverb 
usage: See usage at 
emotive. 
 
 
Empathy |ˈempəTHē| 
 
noun 
the ability to understand 
and share the feelings 
of another. 
DERIVATIVES 
empathetic 
|ˌempəˈTHetik|adjective
, 
empathetically 
|ˌempəˈTHetik(ə)lē|adv
erb, 
empathic 
|emˈpaTHik|adjective, 
empathically 
|emˈpaTHik(ə)lē|adverb 
ORIGIN early 20th 
cent.: from Greek 
empatheia (from em- 
‘in’ + pathos ‘feeling’) 
translating German 
Einfühlung . 

 
 
Emphasis |ˈemfəsis| 
 
noun ( pl. emphases |-
ˌsēz| ) 
special importance, 
value, or prominence 
given to something: 
they placed great 
emphasis on the 
individual's freedom | 
different emphases and 
viewpoints. 
• stress laid on a word 
or words to indicate 
special meaning or 
particular importance. 
• vigor or intensity of 
expression: he spoke 
with emphasis and with 
complete conviction. 
ORIGIN late 16th cent.: 
via Latin from Greek, 
originally ‘appearance, 
show,’ later denoting a 
figure of speech in 
which more is implied 
than is said (the original 
sense in English), from 
emphainein ‘exhibit,’ 
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from em- ‘in, within’ + 
phainein ‘to show.’ 
 
 
Enchant |enˈCHant| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] 
fill (someone) with great 
delight; charm: Isabel 
was enchanted with 
the idea. 
• put (someone or 
something) under a 
spell: (as adj. 
enchanted) : an 
enchanted garden. 
DERIVATIVES 
enchantedly adverb 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (in the senses 
‘put under a spell’ and 
‘delude’; formerly also 
as inchant): from 
French enchanter, 
from Latin incantare, 
from in- ‘in’ + cantare 
‘sing.’ 
 
 
Encourage |enˈkərij, -
ˈkə-rij| 
 

verb [ with obj. ] 
give support, 
confidence, or hope to 
(someone): we were 
encouraged by the 
success of this venture 
| (as adj. encouraged) : 
I feel much 
encouraged. 
• give support and 
advice to (someone) so 
that they will do or 
continue to do 
something: [ with obj. 
and infinitive ] : pupils 
are encouraged to be 
creative. 
• help or stimulate (an 
activity, state, or view) 
to develop: the intention 
is to encourage new 
writing talent. 
DERIVATIVES 
encourager noun 
ORIGIN Middle English 
(formerly also as 
incourage): from French 
encourager, from en- 
‘in’ + corage 
‘courage.’ 
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Encyclopedia 
|enˌsīkləˈpēdēə|(also 
chiefly Brit. 
encyclopaedia ) 
 
noun 
a book or set of books 
giving information on 
many subjects or on 
many aspects of one 
subject and typically 
arranged alphabetically. 
ORIGIN mid 16th cent.: 
modern Latin, from 
pseudo-Greek 
enkuklopaideia for 
enkuklios paideia ‘all-
around education.’ 
 
 
Endogenous 
|enˈdäjənəs| 
 
adjective 
having an internal 
cause or origin: the 
expected rate of 
infection is endogenous 
to the system. Often 
contrasted with 
exogenous. 
• Biology growing or 

originating from within 
an organism: 
endogenous gene 
sequences. 
• chiefly Psychiatry (of a 
disease or symptom) 
not attributable to any 
external or 
environmental factor: 
endogenous 
depression. 
• confined within a 
group or society. 
DERIVATIVES 
endogenously adverb 
 
Endurance 
|enˈd(y)o͝orəns| 
 
noun 
the fact or power of 
enduring an unpleasant 
or difficult process or 
situation without giving 
way: she was close to 
the limit of her 
endurance. 
• the capacity of 
something to last or to 
withstand wear and 
tear. 
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ORIGIN late 15th cent. 
(in the sense 
‘continued existence, 
ability to last’; formerly 
also as indurance): 
from Old French, from 
endurer ‘make hard’ 
(see endure) . 
 
 
Energetic |ˌenərˈjetik| 
 
adjective 
showing or involving 
great activity or vitality: 
energetic exercise. 
• Physics characterized 
by a high level of 
energy (in the technical 
sense): energetic X-
rays. 
• of or relating to energy 
(in the technical sense). 
DERIVATIVES 
energetically |-
(ə)lē|adverb 
ORIGIN mid 17th cent. 
(in the sense 
‘powerfully effective’): 
from Greek 
energētikos, from 
energein ‘operate, 

work in or upon’ 
(based on ergon 
‘work’). 
 
 
Engineer |ˌenjəˈni(ə)r| 
 
noun 
a person who designs, 
builds, or maintains 
engines, machines, or 
public works. 
• a person qualified in a 
branch of engineering, 
esp. as a professional: 
an aeronautical 
engineer. 
• the operator or 
supervisor of an engine, 
esp. a railroad 
locomotive or the 
engine on an aircraft or 
ship. 
• a skillful contriver or 
originator of something: 
the prime engineer of 
the approach. 
verb [ with obj. ] 
design and build (a 
machine or structure): 
the men who 
engineered the tunnel. 
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• skillfully or artfully 
arrange for (an event or 
situation) to occur: she 
engineered another 
meeting with him. 
• modify (an organism) 
by manipulating its 
genetic material: [ as 
adj., with submodifier ] 
(engineered) : 
genetically engineered 
plants. 
ORIGIN Middle English 
(denoting a designer 
and constructor of 
fortifications and 
weapons; formerly also 
as ingineer): in early 
use from Old French 
engigneor, from 
medieval Latin 
ingeniator, from 
ingeniare ‘contrive, 
devise,’ from Latin 
ingenium (see 
engine); in later use 
from French ingénieur 
or Italian ingegnere, 
also based on Latin 
ingenium, with the 
ending influenced by -
eer. 

 
 
Enhance |enˈhans| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] 
intensify, increase, or 
further improve the 
quality, value, or extent 
of: his refusal does 
nothing to enhance his 
reputation | computer 
techniques that 
enhance images. 
DERIVATIVES 
enhancer noun 
ORIGIN Middle English 
(formerly also as 
inhance): from Anglo-
Norman French 
enhauncer, based on 
Latin in- (expressing 
intensive force) + altus 
‘high.’ The word 
originally meant 
‘elevate’ (literally and 
figuratively), later 
‘exaggerate, make 
appear greater,’ also 
‘raise the value or 
price of something’ 
Current senses date 
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from the early 16th 
cent. 
 
 
Enjoyment |enˈjoimənt| 
 
noun 
1 the state or process 
of taking pleasure in 
something: the 
enjoyment of a good 
wine. 
• a thing that gives 
pleasure: one of his 
particular enjoyments 
was campfire singing. 
2 the action of 
possessing and 
benefiting from 
something. 
 
Enlighten |enˈlītn| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] 
give (someone) greater 
knowledge and 
understanding about a 
subject or situation: 
Christopher had not 
enlightened Frances as 
to their relationship. 
• give (someone) 

spiritual knowledge or 
insight. 
• archaic shed light on 
(an object). 
DERIVATIVES 
enlightener noun 
ORIGIN Middle English 
(in the sense ‘make 
luminous’; formerly 
also as inlighten): in 
early use from Old 
English inlīhtan ‘to 
shine’; later from en-
1,in-2 (as an intensifier) 
+ lighten2 or the noun 
light1. 
 
 
Enrollment 
|enˈrōlmənt|(Brit. 
enrolment ) 
 
noun 
the action of enrolling or 
being enrolled: the 
amount due must be 
paid on enrollment in 
October | enrollments 
for teacher training 
have dropped off 
sharply. 
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• the number of people 
enrolled, typically at a 
school or college. 
 
 
Enterprise |ˈentərˌprīz| 
 
noun 
1 a project or 
undertaking, typically 
one that is difficult or 
requires effort: a joint 
enterprise between 
French and Japanese 
companies. 
• initiative and 
resourcefulness: 
success came quickly, 
thanks to a mixture of 
talent, enterprise, and 
luck. 
2 a business or 
company: a state-
owned enterprise. 
• entrepreneurial 
economic activity. 
DERIVATIVES 
enterpriser noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Old 
French, ‘something 
undertaken,’ feminine 

past participle (used as 
a noun) of 
entreprendre, based 
on Latin prendere, 
prehendere ‘to take.’ 
 
 
Enthuse |enˈTHo͞oz| 
 
verb [ reporting verb ] 
say something that 
expresses one's eager 
enjoyment, interest, or 
approval: [ no obj. ] : 
they both enthused 
over my new look | [ 
with direct speech ] : 
“This place is superb!” 
she enthused. 
• [ with obj. ] make 
(someone) interested 
and eagerly 
appreciative: public art 
is a tonic that can 
enthuse alienated 
youth. 
usage: The verb 
enthuse is formed as a 
back-formation from the 
noun enthusiasm and, 
like many verbs formed 
from nouns in this way, 
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it is regarded by 
traditionalists as 
unacceptable. It is 
difficult to see why: it is 
a perfectly established 
means for creating new 
words in the language 
(verbs like classify, 
commentate, and edit 
were also formed as 
back-formations from 
nouns, for example). 
Enthuse itself has been 
in the language for 
more than 150 years. 
 
 
 
 
 
Enthusiastic 
|enˌTHo͞ozēˈastik| 
 
adjective 
having or showing 
intense and eager 
enjoyment, interest, or 
approval: the promoter 
was enthusiastic about 
the concert venue. 
DERIVATIVES 
enthusiastically 

adverb 
ORIGIN early 17th 
cent.: from Greek 
enthousiastikos, from 
enthous ‘possessed 
by a god’ (see 
enthusiasm) . 
 
 
Entrepreneur 
|ˌäntrəprəˈno͝or, -ˈnər| 
 
noun 
a person who organizes 
and operates a 
business or businesses, 
taking on greater than 
normal financial risks in 
order to do so. 
• a promoter in the 
entertainment industry. 
DERIVATIVES 
entrepreneurism noun, 
entrepreneurship 
noun 
ORIGIN early 19th cent. 
(denoting the director of 
a musical institution): 
from French, from 
entreprendre 
‘undertake’ (see 
enterprise) . 
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Estimable |ˈestəməbəl| 
 
adjective 
worthy of great respect. 
DERIVATIVES 
estimably |-blē|adverb 
ORIGIN late 15th cent. 
(in the sense ‘able to 
be estimated or 
appraised’; earlier in 
inestimable): via Old 
French from Latin 
aestimabilis, from 
aestimare ‘to 
estimate.’ 
 
 
Ethical |ˈeTHikəl| 
 
adjective 
1 of or relating to moral 
principles or the branch 
of knowledge dealing 
with these: ethical 
issues in nursing | 
ethical churchgoing 
men. 
• morally good or 
correct: can a profitable 
business be ethical? 

• avoiding activities or 
organizations that do 
harm to people or the 
environment: an expert 
on ethical investment | 
switching to more 
ethical products | adopt 
ethical shopping habits 
| ethical holidays. 
2 [ attrib. ] (of a 
medicine) legally 
available only on a 
doctor's prescription 
and usually not 
advertised to the 
general public. 
DERIVATIVES 
ethicality 
|ˌeTHəˈkalitē|noun, 
ethically |-
ik(ə)lē|adverb is 
capitalism ethically 
justifiable? 
 
 
Etiquette |ˈetikit, -ˌket| 
 
noun 
the customary code of 
polite behavior in 
society or among 
members of a particular 
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profession or group. 
ORIGIN mid 18th cent.: 
from French étiquette 
‘list of ceremonial 
observances of a 
court,’ also ‘label, 
etiquette,’ from Old 
French estiquette (see 
ticket) . 
 
 
Evergreen |ˈevərˌgrēn| 
adjective 
of or denoting a plant 
that retains green 
leaves throughout the 
year: the glossy laurel 
is hardy and evergreen 
| evergreen shrubs. 
Often contrasted with 
deciduous. 
noun 
a plant that retains 
green leaves 
throughout the year: 
evergreens planted to 
cut off the east wind. 
 
 
Excellence |ˈeksələns| 
 
noun 

the quality of being 
outstanding or 
extremely good: the 
award for excellence in 
engineering | a center 
of academic excellence. 
• archaic an 
outstanding feature or 
quality. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Latin 
excellentia, from the 
verb excellere 
‘surpass’ (see excel) . 
 
 
 
 
 
Exclusive |ikˈsklo͞osiv| 
 
adjective 
1 excluding or not 
admitting other things: 
my exclusive focus is 
on San Antonio issues. 
• unable to exist or be 
true if something else 
exists or is true: these 
approaches are not 
exclusive; many 
students will combine 
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them | mutually 
exclusive political 
views. 
• (of terms) excluding all 
but what is specified. 
2 restricted or limited to 
the person, group, or 
area concerned: the 
couple had exclusive 
possession of the 
condo | the jaguar and 
puma are exclusive to 
the New World. 
• (of an item or story) 
not published or 
broadcast elsewhere: 
an exclusive interview. 
• (of a commodity) not 
obtainable elsewhere: 
exclusive designer 
jewelry. 
3 catering or available 
to only a few, select 
people; high class and 
expensive: an exclusive 
Georgetown 
neighborhood. 
4 [ predic. ] (exclusive 
of) not including; 
excepting: prices are 
exclusive of tax and 
delivery. 

noun 
an item or story 
published or broadcast 
by only one source. 
DERIVATIVES 
exclusiveness noun, 
exclusivity 
|ˌeksklo͞oˈsivitē|noun 
ORIGIN late 15th cent. 
(as a noun denoting 
something that 
excludes or causes 
exclusion): from 
medieval Latin 
exclusivus, from Latin 
excludere ‘shut out’ 
(see exclude). 
 
 
Exhaustive |igˈzôstiv| 
 
adjective 
examining, including, or 
considering all 
elements or aspects; 
fully comprehensive: 
she has undergone 
exhaustive tests since 
becoming ill. 
DERIVATIVES 
exhaustively adverb, 
exhaustiveness noun 
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Expectation 
|ˌekspekˈtāSHən| 
noun 
a strong belief that 
something will happen 
or be the case in the 
future: reality had not 
lived up to expectations 
| an expectation that 
the government will 
provide the resources | 
he drilled his men in 
expectation of a 
Prussian advance. 
• a belief that someone 
will or should achieve 
something: students 
had high expectations 
for their future. 
• (expectations) 
archaic one's prospects 
of inheritance. 
• Mathematics another 
term for expected 
value. 
 
 
Experience 
|ikˈspi(ə)rēəns| 
 

noun 
practical contact with 
and observation of facts 
or events: he had 
already learned his 
lesson by painful 
experience | he spoke 
from experience. 
• the knowledge or skill 
acquired by such 
means over a period of 
time, esp. that gained in 
a particular profession 
by someone at work: 
older men whose 
experience could be 
called upon | 
candidates with the 
necessary experience. 
• an event or 
occurrence that leaves 
an impression on 
someone: for the 
younger players it has 
been a learning 
experience . 
verb [ with obj. ] 
encounter or undergo 
(an event or 
occurrence): the 
company is 
experiencing difficulties. 
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• feel (an emotion): an 
opportunity to 
experience the 
excitement of New 
York. 
DERIVATIVES 
experienceable 
adjective, 
experiencer noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: via Old French 
from Latin experientia, 
from experiri ‘try.’ 
Compare with 
experiment and 
expert. 
 
 
 
Extraordinary 
|ikˈstrôrdnˌerē, 
ˌekstrəˈôrdn-| 
 
adjective 
very unusual or 
remarkable: the 
extraordinary plumage 
of the male | [ with 
clause ] : it is 
extraordinary that no 
consultation took place. 
• unusually great: 

young children need 
extraordinary amounts 
of attention. 
• [ attrib. ] (of a meeting) 
specially convened: an 
extraordinary session of 
the Congress. 
• [ postpositive ] (of an 
official) additional; 
specially employed: his 
appointment as 
Ambassador 
Extraordinary in 
London. 
noun (usu. 
extraordinaries) 
an item in a company's 
accounts not arising 
from its normal 
activities. Compare with 
exceptional. 
DERIVATIVES 
extraordinarily |-
ˌerəlē|adverb [ as 
submodifier ] : an 
extraordinarily beautiful 
girl, 
extraordinariness 
noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Latin 
extraordinarius, from 
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extra ordinem 
‘outside the normal 
course of events.’ 
 
 
Exultant |igˈzəltnt| 
 
adjective 
triumphantly happy: she 
felt exultant and 
powerful. 
DERIVATIVES 
exultancy |-
ˈzəltnsē|noun, 
exultantly adverb 
ORIGIN mid 17th cent.: 
from Latin exsultant- 
‘exulting,’ from the 
verb exsultare . 
 
Exaltation 
|ˌegzôlˈtāSHən, ˌeksôl-| 
 
noun 
1 a feeling or state of 
extreme happiness: she 
beams with exaltation. 
2 the action of elevating 
someone in rank, 
power, or character: the 
resurrection and 
exaltation of Christ. 

• the action of praising 
someone or something 
highly: the exaltation of 
the army as a place for 
brotherhood. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (in the sense 
‘the action of raising 
high’): from late Latin 
exaltatio(n-), from Latin 
exaltare ‘raise aloft’ 
(see exalt) . 
 
 
Fabulous |ˈfabyələs| 
 
adjective 
extraordinary, esp. 
extraordinarily large: 
fabulous riches. 
• informal amazingly 
good; wonderful: a 
fabulous two-week 
vacation. 
• having no basis in 
reality; mythical: 
fabulous creatures. 
DERIVATIVES 
fabulosity 
|ˌfabyəˈläsətē|noun, 
fabulously adverb, 
fabulousness noun 
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ORIGIN late Middle 
English (in the sense 
‘known through fable, 
unhistorical’): from 
French fabuleux or 
Latin fabulosus 
‘celebrated in fable,’ 
from fabula (see fable)  
 
 
Faithful |ˈfāTHfəl| 
 
adjective 
1 loyal, constant, and 
steadfast: he exhorted 
them to remain faithful 
to the principles of 
Reaganism | 
employees who had 
notched up decades of 
faithful service | (as 
plural noun the faithful) 
: the struggle to please 
the party faithful. 
• (of a spouse or 
partner) never having a 
sexual relationship with 
anyone else: her 
husband was faithful to 
her. 
• (of an object) reliable: 
my faithful compass. 

2 (usu. as plural noun 
the faithful) having a 
strong belief in a 
particular religion, esp. 
Islam. 
3 true to the facts or the 
original: the rugs they 
make today remain 
faithful to their 
ancestors' methods. 
 
 
Fantastic |fanˈtastik| 
 
adjective 
1 imaginative or 
fanciful; remote from 
reality: novels are 
capable of mixing 
fantastic and realistic 
elements. 
• of extraordinary size 
or degree: the prices 
were fantastic, far 
higher than elsewhere. 
• (of a shape or design) 
bizarre or exotic; 
seeming more 
appropriate to a fairy 
tale than to reality or 
practical use: visions of 
a fantastic, mazelike 
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building. 
2 informal 
extraordinarily good or 
attractive: your support 
has been fantastic. 
DERIVATIVES 
fantastical adjective 
(fantastic ( sense 1)) , 
fantasticality 
|ˌfanˌtastəˈkalitē|noun 
(fantastic ( sense 1)) , 
fantastically |-
(ə)lē|adverb 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (in the sense 
‘existing only in the 
imagination, unreal’): 
from Old French 
fantastique, via 
medieval Latin from 
Greek phantastikos, 
from phantazein ‘make 
visible,’ phantazesthai 
‘have visions, 
imagine,’ from 
phantos ‘visible.’ 
From the 16th to the 
19th centuries the 
Latinized spelling 
phantastic was also 
used. 
 

 
Farsighted |ˈfärˌsītid, -
ˈsītid| 
 
adjective 
unable to see things 
clearly, esp. if they are 
relatively close to the 
eyes, owing to the 
focusing of rays of light 
by the eye at a point 
behind the retina; 
hyperopic. 
• seeing or able to see 
for a great distance. 
• having imagination or 
foresight: a farsighted 
businessman. 
DERIVATIVES 
farsightedly adverb, 
farsightedness noun 
 
 
Fascinate |ˈfasəˌnāt| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] (usu. 
be fascinated) 
draw irresistibly the 
attention and interest of 
(someone): I've always 
been fascinated by 
other cultures | [ with 
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obj. ] : she was 
fascinated to learn 
about this strange land. 
• archaic (esp. of a 
snake) deprive (a 
person or animal) of the 
ability to resist or 
escape by the power of 
a look or gaze: the 
serpent fascinates its 
prey. 
DERIVATIVES 
fascinator |-
ˌnātər|noun 
ORIGIN late 16th cent. 
(in the sense ‘bewitch, 
put under a spell’): 
from Latin fascinat- 
‘bewitched,’ from the 
verb fascinare, from 
fascinum ‘spell, 
witchcraft.’ 
 
 
Fastidious |fasˈtidēəs| 
 
adjective 
very attentive to and 
concerned about 
accuracy and detail: he 
chooses his words with 
fastidious care. 

• very concerned about 
matters of cleanliness: 
the child seemed 
fastidious about getting 
her fingers sticky or 
dirty. 
DERIVATIVES 
fastidiously adverb, 
fastidiousness noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Latin 
fastidiosus, from 
fastidium ‘loathing.’ 
The word originally 
meant ‘disagreeable, 
distasteful,’ later 
‘disgusted’ Current 
senses date from the 
17th cent. 
Fauna |ˈfônə, ˈfänə| 
 
noun ( pl. faunas |-nəz| 
) 
the animals of a 
particular region, 
habitat, or geological 
period: the flora and 
fauna of Siberia | 
islands that support one 
of the richest of all 
marine faunas. 
Compare with flora. 
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• a book or other work 
describing or listing the 
animal life of a region. 
DERIVATIVES 
faunal |ˈfônl, 
ˈfänl|adjective, 
faunistic |fôˈnistik, fä-
|adjective 
ORIGIN late 18th cent.: 
modern Latin 
application of Fauna, 
the name of a rural 
goddess, sister of 
Faunus. 
 
 
 
 
 
Federation 
|ˌfedəˈrāSHən| 
 
noun 
a group of states with a 
central government but 
independence in 
internal affairs: [ in 
names ] : should the 
world be governed by a 
Pax Americana or by a 
democratic UN 
federation? 

• an organization or 
group within which 
smaller divisions have 
some degree of internal 
autonomy: [ in names ] : 
the best tag team in the 
World Wrestling 
Federation. 
• the action of forming 
states or organizations 
into a single group with 
centralized control: a 
first step in the 
federation of Europe. 
DERIVATIVES 
federationist |-ist|noun 
ORIGIN early 18th 
cent.: from French 
fédération, from late 
Latin foederatio(n-), 
from the verb 
foederare ‘to ally,’ 
from foedus ‘league.’ 
 
 
Feisty |ˈfīstē| 
 
adjective ( feistier, 
feistiest ) informal 
(of a person, typically 
one who is relatively 
small or weak) lively, 
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determined, and 
courageous: a feisty 
heroine who's more 
than a pretty face | a 
feisty upstart. 
• touchy and 
aggressive: he got a bit 
feisty and tried to hit 
me. 
DERIVATIVES 
feistily |ˈfīstəlē|adverb, 
feistiness 
|ˈfīstēnis|noun 
ORIGIN late 19th cent.: 
from earlier feist, fist 
‘small dog,’ from fisting 
cur or hound, a 
derogatory term for a 
lapdog, from Middle 
English fist ‘break 
wind.’ Compare with 
fizzle. 
 
 
Fidelity |fəˈdelətē| 
 
noun 
faithfulness to a person, 
cause, or belief, 
demonstrated by 
continuing loyalty and 
support: he sought only 

the strictest fidelity to 
justice. 
• sexual faithfulness to 
a spouse or partner. 
• the degree of 
exactness with which 
something is copied or 
reproduced: the 1949 
recording provides 
reasonable fidelity. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Old 
French fidelite or Latin 
fidelitas, from fidelis 
‘faithful,’ from fides 
‘faith.’ Compare with 
fealty. 
 
 
Filial |ˈfilēəl, ˈfilyəl| 
 
adjective 
of or due from a son or 
daughter: a display of 
filial affection. 
• Biology denoting the 
generation or 
generations after the 
parental generation. 
See also F1. 
DERIVATIVES 
filially adverb 
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ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Old 
French, or from 
ecclesiastical Latin 
filialis, from filius 
‘son,’ filia ‘daughter.’ 
 
 
Flagrant |ˈflāgrənt| 
 
adjective 
(of something 
considered wrong or 
immoral) conspicuously 
or obviously offensive: 
his flagrant bad taste | a 
flagrant violation of the 
law. 
DERIVATIVES 
flagrancy |-
grənsē|noun, 
flagrantly adverb 
ORIGIN late 15th cent. 
(in the sense ‘blazing, 
resplendent’): from 
French, or from Latin 
flagrant- ‘blazing,’ 
from the verb flagrare . 
 
fledgling |ˈflejliNG|(also 
fledgeling ) 
noun 

a young bird that has 
just fledged. 
• [ usu. as modifier ] a 
person or organization 
that is immature, 
inexperienced, or 
underdeveloped: the 
fledgling democracies 
of eastern Europe. 
ORIGIN mid 19th cent.: 
from the obsolete 
adjective fledge (see 
fledge), on the pattern 
of nestling . 
 
 
 
 
 
Fundamental 
|ˌfəndəˈmentl| 
 
adjective 
forming a necessary 
base or core; of central 
importance: the 
protection of 
fundamental human 
rights | interpretation of 
evidence is 
fundamental to the 
historian's craft. 
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• affecting or relating to 
the essential nature of 
something or the crucial 
point about an issue: 
the fundamental 
problem remains that of 
the housing shortage. 
• so basic as to be hard 
to alter, resolve, or 
overcome: the theories 
are based on a 
fundamental error. 
noun (usu. 
fundamentals) 
a central or primary rule 
or principle on which 
something is based: 
two courses cover the 
fundamentals of 
microbiology. 
• a fundamental note, 
tone, or frequency. 
DERIVATIVES 
fundamentality 
|ˌfəndəmənˈtalətē|noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from French 
fondamental, or late 
Latin fundamentalis, 
from Latin 
fundamentum, from 
fundare ‘to found.’ 

 
 
Galaxy |ˈgaləksē| 
 
noun ( pl. galaxies ) 
a system of millions or 
billions of stars, 
together with gas and 
dust, held together by 
gravitational attraction. 
• ( the Galaxy )the 
galaxy of which the 
solar system is a part; 
the Milky Way. 
• a large group of 
impressive people or 
things: the four 
musicians have played 
with a galaxy of stars. 
The Galaxy in which the 
earth is located is a 
disk-shaped spiral 
galaxy with 
approximately 100,000 
million stars. The sun is 
located about two thirds 
of the way out from the 
center. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (originally 
referring to the Milky 
Way): via Old French 
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from medieval Latin 
galaxia, from Greek 
galaxias 
(kuklos)‘milky (vault),’ 
from gala, galakt- 
‘milk.’ 
 
 
Gallant 
 
adjective 
1 |ˈgalənt|(of a person 
or their behavior) brave; 
heroic: she had made 
gallant efforts to pull 
herself together. 
• archaic grand; fine: 
they made a gallant 
array as they marched 
off. 
2 |ˈgalənt|(of a man or 
his behavior) giving 
special attention and 
respect to women; 
chivalrous. 
noun |gəˈlant, -ˈlänt, 
ˈgalənt| dated or literary 
a man who pays special 
attention to women. 
• a dashing man of 
fashion; a fine 
gentleman. 

verb |gəˈlant, -ˈlänt| [ 
with obj. ] archaic 
(of a man) flirt with (a 
woman). 
DERIVATIVES 
gallantly 
|ˈgaləntlē|adverb 
ORIGIN Middle English 
(in the sense ‘finely 
dressed’): from Old 
French galant, from 
galer ‘have fun, make 
a show,’ from gale 
‘pleasure, rejoicing.’ 
 
 
 
 
 
Generous |ˈjenərəs| 
 
adjective 
(of a person) showing a 
readiness to give more 
of something, as money 
or time, than is strictly 
necessary or expected: 
she was generous 
with her money. 
• showing kindness 
toward others: it was 
generous of them to 
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ask her along. 
• (of a thing) larger or 
more plentiful than is 
usual or necessary: a 
generous sprinkle of 
pepper. 
DERIVATIVES 
generously adverb, 
generousness noun 
ORIGIN late 16th cent.: 
via Old French from 
Latin generosus 
‘noble, 
magnanimous,’ from 
genus, gener- ‘stock, 
race.’ The original 
sense was ‘of noble 
birth,’ hence 
‘characteristic of 
noble birth, 
courageous, 
magnanimous, not 
mean’ (a sense already 
present in Latin). 
 
 
Genetics |jəˈnetiks| 
 
pluralnoun [ treated as 
sing. ] 
the study of heredity 
and the variation of 

inherited 
characteristics. 
• [ treated as sing. or pl. 
] the genetic properties 
or features of an 
organism, 
characteristic, etc.: the 
effects of family 
genetics on the choice 
of career. 
DERIVATIVES 
geneticist |-
ˈnetəsist|noun 
 
 
Genial  |ˈjēnyəl, -nēəl| 
 
adjective 
friendly and cheerful: 
waved to them in genial 
greeting. 
• (esp. of air or climate) 
pleasantly mild and 
warm. 
DERIVATIVES 
genially adverb 
ORIGIN mid 16th cent.: 
from Latin genialis 
‘nuptial, productive,’ 
from genius (see 
genius). The Latin 
sense was adopted into 
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English; hence the 
senses ‘mild and 
conducive to growth’ 
(mid 17th cent.), later 
‘cheerful, kindly’ (mid 
18th cent.). 
genial 2 |ˈjēnyəl| 
adjectiveAnatomy, rare 
of or relating to the 
chin. 
ORIGIN mid 19th cent.: 
from Greek geneion 
‘chin’ (from genus 
‘jaw’) + -al. 
 
 
 
 
 
Genuine |ˈjenyo͞oin| 
 
adjective 
truly what something is 
said to be; authentic: 
each book is bound in 
genuine leather. 
• (of a person, emotion, 
or action) sincere: she 
had no doubts as to 
whether Tom was 
genuine | a genuine 
attempt to delegate 

authority. 
DERIVATIVES 
genuinely adverb, 
genuineness noun 
ORIGIN late 16th cent. 
(in the sense ‘natural 
or proper’): from Latin 
genuinus, from genu 
‘knee’ (with reference 
to the Roman custom of 
a father acknowledging 
paternity of a newborn 
child by placing it on his 
knee); later associated 
with genus ‘birth, race, 
stock.’ 
 
 
 
Glaciation 
|ˌglāSHēˈāSHən| 
 
Noun Geology 
the process, condition, 
or result of being 
covered by glaciers or 
ice sheets. 
• a glacial period. 
 
 
Government 
|ˈgəvər(n)mənt| 
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noun 
1 [ treated as sing. or 
pl. ] the governing body 
of a nation, state, or 
community: an agency 
of the federal 
government | [ as 
modifier ] : government 
controls. 
• the system by which a 
nation, state, or 
community is governed: 
a secular, pluralistic, 
democratic 
government. 
• the action or manner 
of controlling or 
regulating a nation, 
organization, or people: 
rules for the 
government of the 
infirmary. 
• the group of people in 
office at a particular 
time; administration: the 
election of the new 
government. 
• another term for 
political science. 
2 Grammar the relation 
between a governed 

and a governing word. 
DERIVATIVES 
governmental 
|ˌgəvər(n)ˈmentl|adjecti
ve, 
governmentally 
|ˌgəvər(n)ˈmentl-
ē|adverb 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
from Old French 
governement, from 
governer (see govern)  
 
 
Gracious |ˈgrāSHəs| 
 
adjective 
1 courteous, kind, and 
pleasant: smiling and 
gracious in defeat. 
• elegant and tasteful, 
esp. as exhibiting 
wealth or high social 
status: the British 
painter specialized in 
gracious Victorian 
interiors | gracious 
living. 
2 (in Christian belief) 
showing divine grace: I 
am saved by God's 
gracious intervention on 
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my behalf. 
3 Brit.a polite epithet 
used of royalty or their 
acts: the accession of 
Her present gracious 
Majesty. 
exclam. 
expressing polite 
surprise. 
DERIVATIVES 
graciously adverb, 
graciousness noun 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
via Old French from 
Latin gratiosus, from 
gratia ‘esteem, favor’ 
(see grace) . 
 
 
Guarantee |ˌgarənˈtē| 
 
noun 
1 a formal promise or 
assurance (typically in 
writing) that certain 
conditions will be 
fulfilled, esp. that a 
product will be repaired 
or replaced if not of a 
specified quality and 
durability: we offer a 10-
year guarantee 

against rusting. 
• something that gives a 
certainty of outcome: 
past performance is no 
guarantee of future 
results. 
2 (also guaranty )Law 
a formal pledge to pay 
another person's debt 
or to perform another 
person's obligation in 
the case of default. 
• a thing serving as 
security for such a 
pledge. 
• less common term for 
guarantor. 
verb ( guarantees , 
guaranteeing , 
guaranteed ) [ no obj. ] 
provide a formal 
assurance or promise, 
esp. that certain 
conditions shall be 
fulfilled relating to a 
product, service, or 
transaction: [ with 
clause or infinitive ] : 
the con artist 
guarantees that the dirt 
pile will yield at least 20 
ounces of gold. 
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• [ with obj. ] provide 
such an assurance 
regarding (something, 
esp. a product): the 
repairs will be 
guaranteed for three 
years | (as adj. 
guaranteed) : the 
guaranteed bonus is 
not very high. 
• [ with obj. ] provide 
financial security for; 
underwrite: a demand 
that $100,000 be 
deposited to guarantee 
their costs. 
• [ with obj. ] promise 
with certainty: no one 
can guarantee a profit 
on stocks. 
ORIGIN late 17th cent. 
(in the sense 
‘guarantor’): perhaps 
from Spanish garante, 
corresponding to 
French garant (see 
warrant), later 
influenced by French 
garantie ‘guaranty.’ 
 
 
Gynecology 

|ˌgīnəˈkäləjē, ˌjinə-|(Brit. 
gynaecology ) 
 
noun 
the branch of 
physiology and 
medicine that deals with 
the functions and 
diseases specific to 
women and girls, esp. 
those affecting the 
reproductive system. 
DERIVATIVES 
gynecologic |-
kəˈläjik|adjective, 
gynecological |-
kəˈläjikəl|adjective, 
gynecologically |-
kəˈläjik(ə)lē|adverb 
Handiwork 
|ˈhandēˌwərk| 
 
noun 
1 (one's handiwork) 
something that one has 
made or done: the 
dressmakers stood 
back to survey their 
handiwork. 
2 making things by 
hand, considered as a 
subject of instruction: 
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they taught young 
women reading, writing, 
and handiwork. 
ORIGIN Old English 
handgeweorc, from 
hand + geweorc 
‘something made,’ 
interpreted in the 16th 
cent. as handy + work . 
 
 
Happiness |ˈhapēnis| 
 
noun 
the state of being 
happy: she struggled to 
find happiness in her 
life. Tom's heart 
swelled with happiness. 
Harmonious 
|härˈmōnēəs| 
 
adjective 
tuneful; not discordant: 
harmonious music. 
• forming a pleasing or 
consistent whole: the 
decor is a harmonious 
blend of traditional and 
modern. 
• free from 
disagreement or 

dissent: harmonious 
relationships. 
DERIVATIVES 
harmoniously adverb, 
harmoniousness noun 
 
 
Hoarse |hôrs| 
 
adjective 
(of a person's voice) 
sounding rough and 
harsh, typically as the 
result of a sore throat or 
of shouting: a hoarse 
whisper | [ as 
complement ] : he 
shouted himself hoarse. 
DERIVATIVES 
hoarsely adverb, 
hoarsen |ˈhôrsən|verb, 
hoarseness noun 
ORIGIN Old English 
hās, of Germanic origin; 
related to Dutch hees. 
The spelling with r was 
influenced in Middle 
English by an Old 
Norse cognate. 
 
 
Honourable |ˈɑːnərəbl| 
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adjective 
British spelling of 
honorable. 
honorable 
|ˈänərəbəl|(Brit. 
honourable ) 
adjective 
1 bringing or worthy of 
honor: this is the only 
honorable course | a 
decent and honorable 
man. 
• formal or humorous 
(of the intentions of a 
man courting a woman) 
directed toward 
marriage: the young 
man's intentions had 
been honorable. 
2 ( Honorable )used as 
a title indicating 
eminence or distinction, 
given esp. to judges 
and certain high 
officials: the Honorable 
Richard Morris Esquire, 
chief justice of the 
supreme court of our 
state. 
DERIVATIVES 
honorableness noun, 

honorably adverb 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
via Old French from 
Latin honorabilis, from 
honor ‘honor.’ 
 
 
Hospitable 
|häˈspitəbəl, 
ˈhäspitəbəl| 
 
adjective 
friendly and welcoming 
to strangers or guests: 
two friendly, hospitable 
brothers run the hotel. 
• (of an environment) 
pleasant and favorable 
for living in: the 
Sonoran desert is one 
of the least hospitable 
places on earth. 
DERIVATIVES 
hospitably |-blē|adverb 
ORIGIN late 16th cent.: 
from French, from 
obsolete hospiter 
‘receive a guest,’ from 
medieval Latin 
hospitare ‘entertain,’ 
from hospes, hospit- 
(see host1) . 
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Humane |(h)yo͞oˈmān| 
 
adjective 
1 having or showing 
compassion or 
benevolence: 
regulations ensuring the 
humane treatment of 
animals. 
• inflicting the minimum 
of pain: humane 
methods of killing. 
2 formal (of a branch of 
learning) intended to 
have a civilizing or 
refining effect on 
people: the center 
emphasizes economics 
as a humane discipline. 
DERIVATIVES 
humanely adverb, 
humaneness noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: the earlier form 
of human, restricted to 
the senses above in the 
18th cent. 
 
 
Humanitarian 

|(h)yo͞oˌmaniˈte(ə)rēən| 
 
adjective 
concerned with or 
seeking to promote 
human welfare: groups 
sending humanitarian 
aid | a humanitarian 
organization. 
• denoting an event or 
situation that causes or 
involves widespread 
human suffering, esp. 
one that requires the 
large-scale provision of 
aid: human rights 
groups have warned of 
a worsening 
humanitarian crisis. 
noun 
a person who seeks to 
promote human 
welfare; a 
philanthropist. 
DERIVATIVES 
humanitarianism |-
ˌnizəm|noun 
usage: The primary 
sense of humanitarian 
is 'concerned with or 
seeking to promote 
human welfare.’ Since 
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the 1930s, a new 
sense, exemplified by 
phrases such as the 
worst humanitarian 
disaster this country 
has seen, has been 
gaining currency, and is 
now broadly 
established, especially 
in journalism, although 
it is not considered 
good style by all. In the 
Oxford English Corpus, 
the second most 
common collocation of 
humanitarian is 
humanitarian crisis . 
 
 
Humility |(h)yo͞oˈmilitē| 
 
noun 
a modest or low view of 
one's own importance; 
humbleness. 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
from Old French 
humilite, from Latin 
humilitas, from 
humilis (see humble) . 
 
 

Humorous 
|ˈ(h)yo͞omərəs| 
 
adjective 
causing lighthearted 
laughter and 
amusement; comic: a 
humorous and 
entertaining talk. 
• having or showing a 
sense of humor: his 
humorous gray eyes. 
DERIVATIVES 
humorously adverb, 
humorousness noun 
 
 
 
 
Identification 
|īˌdentəfiˈkāSHən| 
 
noun 
the action or process of 
identifying someone or 
something or the fact of 
being identified: each 
child was tagged with a 
number for identification 
| it may be impossible 
for relatives to make 
positive identifications. 
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• a means of proving a 
person's identity, esp. 
in the form of official 
papers: I asked to see 
his identification. 
• a person's sense of 
identity with someone 
or something: children's 
identification with 
storybook characters. 
• the association or 
linking of one thing with 
another: the traditional 
Russian identification of 
democracy with 
anarchy. 
ORIGIN mid 17th cent.: 
originally from medieval 
Latin identificat- 
‘identified,’ from the 
verb identificare; later 
from identify. 
 
 
Imagination 
|iˌmajəˈnāSHən| 
 
noun 
the faculty or action of 
forming new ideas, or 
images or concepts of 
external objects not 

present to the senses: 
she'd never been 
blessed with a vivid 
imagination. 
• the ability of the mind 
to be creative or 
resourceful: technology 
gives workers the 
chance to use their 
imagination. 
• the part of the mind 
that imagines things: a 
girl who existed only in 
my imagination. 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
via Old French from 
Latin imaginatio(n-), 
from the verb imaginari 
‘picture to oneself,’ 
from imago, imagin- 
‘image.’ 
 
 
Immaculate |iˈmakyəlit| 
 
adjective 
(esp. of a person or 
their clothes) perfectly 
clean, neat, or tidy: an 
immaculate white suit. 
• free from flaws or 
mistakes; perfect: an 
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immaculate safety 
record. 
• Theology (in the 
Roman Catholic 
Church) free from sin. 
• Botany & Zoology 
uniformly colored 
without spots or other 
marks. 
DERIVATIVES 
immaculacy |-
ləsē|noun, 
immaculately adverb, 
immaculateness noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (in the sense 
‘free from moral 
stain’): from Latin 
immaculatus, from in- 
‘not’ + maculatus 
‘stained’ (from macula 
‘spot’). 
 
 
Impartial |imˈpärSHəl| 
 
adjective 
treating all rivals or 
disputants equally; fair 
and just: independent 
and impartial advice. 
DERIVATIVES 

impartiality |-
ˌpärSHēˈalitē|noun, 
impartially adverb 
 
 
Inauguration 
|iˌnôg(y)əˈrāSHən| 
 
noun 
the beginning or 
introduction of a 
system, policy, or 
period: the inauguration 
of an independent 
prosecution service. 
• the formal admission 
of someone to office: 
Truman's second 
presidential 
inauguration. 
• a ceremony to mark 
the beginning of 
something: the 
inauguration of the 
Modern Art Museum. 
 
 
Indictment |inˈdītmənt| 
 
noun 
1 Law a formal charge 
or accusation of a 
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serious crime: an 
indictment for 
conspiracy. 
• the action of indicting 
or being indicted: the 
indictment of twelve 
people who had 
imported cocaine. 
2 a thing that serves to 
illustrate that a system 
or situation is bad and 
deserves to be 
condemned: these 
rapidly escalating crime 
figures are an 
indictment of our 
society. 
ORIGIN Middle English 
enditement, inditement, 
from Anglo-Norman 
French enditement, 
from enditer (see 
indict) . 
 
 
Industrious 
|inˈdəstrēəs| 
 
adjective 
diligent and hard-
working. 
DERIVATIVES 

industriously adverb, 
industriousness noun 
ORIGIN late 15th cent. 
(in the sense ‘skillful, 
clever, ingenious’): 
from French 
industrieux or late 
Latin industriosus, 
from Latin industria 
‘diligence.’ 
 
 
Inexorable 
|inˈeksərəbəl| 
 
adjective 
impossible to stop or 
prevent: the seemingly 
inexorable march of 
new technology. 
• (of a person) 
impossible to persuade 
by request or entreaty: 
the doctors were 
inexorable, and there 
was nothing to be done. 
DERIVATIVES 
inexorability |-
ˌeksərəˈbilitē|noun, 
inexorably |-blē|adverb 
ORIGIN mid 16th cent.: 
from French, or from 
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Latin inexorabilis, from 
in- ‘not’ + exorabilis 
(from exorare 
‘entreat’).  
 
   
Inevitable |inˈevitəbəl| 
 
adjective 
certain to happen; 
unavoidable: war was 
inevitable. 
• informal so frequently 
experienced or seen 
that it is completely 
predictable: the 
inevitable letter from the 
bank. 
noun (the inevitable) 
a situation that is 
unavoidable. 
DERIVATIVES 
inevitability |-
ˌevitəˈbilitē|noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Latin 
inevitabilis, from in- 
‘not’ + evitabilis 
‘avoidable’ (from 
evitare ‘avoid’). 
 
 

Influential 
|ˌinflo͞oˈenCHəl| 
 
adjective 
having great influence 
on someone or 
something: her work is 
influential in feminist 
psychology. 
noun (usu. influentials) 
an influential person. 
DERIVATIVES 
influentially adverb 
ORIGIN late 16th cent. 
(referring to astral 
influence): from 
medieval Latin 
influentia (see 
influence) . 
Ingenious |inˈjēnyəs| 
 
adjective 
(of a person) clever, 
original, and inventive: 
he was ingenious 
enough to overcome 
the limited budget. 
• (of a machine or idea) 
cleverly and originally 
devised and well suited 
to its purpose. 
DERIVATIVES 
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ingeniously adverb, 
ingeniousness noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from French 
ingénieux or Latin 
ingeniosus, from 
ingenium ‘mind, 
intellect’; compare with 
engine. 
usage: Ingenious and 
ingenuous are often 
confused. Ingenious 
means ‘clever, skillful, 
resourceful’ ( an 
ingenious device), while 
ingenuous means 
‘artless, frank’ ( 
charmed by the 
ingenuous honesty of 
the child). 
 
 
Innovation 
|ˌinəˈvāSHən| 
 
noun 
the action or process of 
innovating. 
• a new method, idea, 
product, etc.: 
technological 
innovations designed to 

save energy. 
DERIVATIVES 
innovational |-
SHənl|adjective 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Latin 
innovatio(n-), from the 
verb innovare (see 
innovate) . 
 
 
Insurrection 
|ˌinsəˈrekSHən| 
 
noun 
a violent uprising 
against an authority or 
government: the 
insurrection was 
savagely put down | 
opposition to the new 
regime led to armed 
insurrection. 
DERIVATIVES 
insurrectionary 
adjective, 
insurrectionist noun& 
adjective 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: via Old French 
from late Latin 
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insurrectio(n-), from 
insurgere ‘rise up.’ 
 
 
Intellectual 
|ˌintlˈekCHo͞oəl| 
 
adjective 
of or relating to the 
intellect: children need 
intellectual stimulation. 
• appealing to or 
requiring use of the 
intellect: the movie 
wasn't very intellectual, 
but it caught the mood 
of the times. 
• possessing a highly 
developed intellect: you 
are an intellectual girl, 
like your mother. 
noun 
a person possessing a 
highly developed 
intellect. 
DERIVATIVES 
intellectuality 
|ˌintlˌekCHo͞oˈalitē|noun
, 
intellectually adverb 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Latin 

intellectualis, from 
intellectus 
‘understanding,’ from 
intellegere 
‘understand’ (see 
intelligent) . 
 
 
Intelligence |inˈtelijəns| 
 
noun 
1 the ability to acquire 
and apply knowledge 
and skills: an eminent 
man of great 
intelligence | they 
underestimated her 
intelligence. 
• a person or being with 
this ability: 
extraterrestrial 
intelligences. 
2 the collection of 
information of military or 
political value: the chief 
of military intelligence | [ 
as modifier ] : the 
intelligence department. 
• people employed in 
the collection of military 
or political information: 
French intelligence has 
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been able to secure 
numerous local 
informers. 
• information collected 
in this way: the 
gathering of 
intelligence. 
• archaic information in 
general; news. 
DERIVATIVES 
intelligential 
|inˌteləˈjenCHəl|adjectiv
e( archaic) 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: via Old French 
from Latin intelligentia, 
from intelligere 
‘understand’ (see 
intelligent)  
Intricate |ˈintrikit| 
 
adjective 
very complicated or 
detailed: an intricate 
network of canals. 
DERIVATIVES 
intricately adverb 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Latin 
intricat- ‘entangled,’ 
from the verb intricare, 

from in- ‘into’ + tricae 
‘tricks, perplexities.’ 
 
 
Investiture 
|inˈvestiCHər, -ˌCHo͝or| 
 
noun 
the action of formally 
investing a person with 
honors or rank: the 
investiture of bishops. 
• a ceremony at which 
honors or rank are 
formally conferred on a 
particular person. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from medieval 
Latin investitura, from 
investire (see invest) . 
Jewel |ˈjo͞oəl| 
 
noun 
a precious stone, 
typically a single crystal 
or a piece of a hard 
lustrous or translucent 
mineral, cut into shape 
with flat facets or 
smoothed and polished 
for use as an ornament. 
• (usu. jewels) an 
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ornament or piece of 
jewelry containing such 
a stone or stones. 
• a hard precious stone 
used as a bearing in a 
watch, compass, or 
other device. 
• a very pleasing or 
valued person or thing; 
a very fine example: 
she was a jewel of a 
nurse. 
PHRASES 
the jewel in the (or 
one's ) crown the most 
valuable or successful 
part of something: 
science is the brightest 
jewel in the crown of 
our civilization. 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
from Old French joel, 
from jeu ‘game, play,’ 
from Latin jocus ‘jest.’ 
 
 
Juxtaposition 
|ˌjəkstəpəˈziSHən| 
 
noun 
the fact of two things 
being seen or placed 

close together with 
contrasting effect: the 
juxtaposition of these 
two images. 
DERIVATIVES 
juxtapositional 
|ˌjəkstəpəˈziSHənl|adje
ctive 
 
 
Kindred |ˈkindrid| 
 
noun [ treated as pl. ] 
one's family and 
relations. 
• relationship by blood: 
ties of kindred. 
adjective [ attrib. ] 
similar in kind; related: 
books on kindred 
subjects. 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
from kin + -red (from 
Old English rǣden 
‘condition’), with 
insertion of -d- in the 
modern spelling 
through phonetic 
development (as in 
thunder). 
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Lactation |lakˈtāSHən| 
 
noun 
the secretion of milk by 
the mammary glands. 
• the suckling of young. 
DERIVATIVES 
lactational |-
ˈtāSHənl|adjective 
ORIGIN mid 17th cent.: 
from Latin lactatio(n-), 
from lactare ‘suckle,’ 
from lac, lact- ‘milk.’ 
 
 
 
Laudable |ˈlôdəbəl| 
 
adjective 
(of an action, idea, or 
goal) deserving praise 
and commendation: 
laudable though the aim 
might be, the results 
have been criticized. 
DERIVATIVES 
laudability 
|ˌlôdəˈbilətē|noun, 
laudably |-blē|adverb 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Latin 

laudabilis, from laus, 
laud- ‘praise.’ 
 
 
Laureate |ˈlôrē-it, ˈlär-| 
 
noun 
a person who is 
honored with an award 
for outstanding creative 
or intellectual 
achievement: a Nobel 
laureate. 
• short for poet 
laureate. 
adjective literary 
wreathed with laurel as 
a mark of honor. 
• (of a crown or wreath) 
consisting of laurel. 
DERIVATIVES 
laureateship |-
ˌSHip|noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (as an 
adjective): from Latin 
laureatus, from laurea 
‘laurel wreath,’ from 
laurus ‘laurel.’ 
 
 
Liberation 
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|ˌlibəˈrāSHən| 
 
noun 
the act of setting 
someone free from 
imprisonment, slavery, 
or oppression; release: 
the liberation of all 
political prisoners. 
• freedom from limits on 
thought or behavior: the 
struggle for women's 
liberation. 
DERIVATIVES 
liberationist 
|ˌlibəˈrāSHənist|noun 
 
Likeable |ˈlaɪkəbl| 
 
adjective 
variant spelling of 
likable. 
likable |ˈlīkəbəl|(also 
likeable ) 
adjective 
(esp. of a person) 
pleasant, friendly, and 
easy to like. 
DERIVATIVES 
likability 
|ˌlīkəˈbilətē|noun, 
likableness noun, 

likably |-blē|adverb 
 
 
Luminous |ˈlo͞omənəs| 
 
adjective 
full of or shedding light; 
bright or shining, esp. in 
the dark: the luminous 
dial on his watch | a 
luminous glow | 
figurative : her eyes 
were luminous with 
joy. 
• (of a color) very bright; 
harsh to the eye: he 
wore luminous green 
socks. 
• Physics relating to 
light as it is perceived 
by the eye, rather than 
in terms of its actual 
energy. 
DERIVATIVES 
luminously adverb, 
luminousness noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Old 
French lumineux or 
Latin luminosus, from 
lumen, lumin- ‘light.’ 
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Marathon |ˈmarəˌTHän| 
 
noun 
a long-distance running 
race, strictly one of 26 
miles and 385 yards 
(42.195 km). 
• a long-lasting or 
difficult task or 
operation of a specified 
kind: the last leg of an 
interview marathon that 
began this summer | [ 
as modifier ] : marathon 
workdays. 
DERIVATIVES 
marathoner noun 
ORIGIN late 19th cent.: 
from Marathōn in 
Greece, the scene of a 
victory over the 
Persians in 490 bc; the 
modern race is based 
on the tradition that a 
messenger ran from 
Marathon to Athens (22 
miles) with the news. 
The original account by 
Herodotus told of the 
messenger 
Pheidippides running 

150 miles from Athens 
to Sparta before the 
battle, seeking help. 
 
 
Masterly |ˈmastərlē| 
 
adjective 
performed or 
performing in a very 
skillful and 
accomplished way: his 
masterly account of 
rural France. 
usage: On the 
difference in use 
between masterly and 
masterful, see usage 
at masterful. 
 
 
Mesmerism 
|ˈmezməˌrizəm| 
 
noun historical 
the therapeutic system 
of F. A. Mesmer. 
• (in general use) 
hypnotism. 
DERIVATIVES 
mesmerist |-ist|noun 
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ORIGIN late 18th cent.: 
named after F. A. 
Mesmer, Franz Anton. 
 
 
Meticulous 
|məˈtikyələs| 
 
adjective 
showing great attention 
to detail; very careful 
and precise: he had 
always been so 
meticulous about his 
appearance. 
DERIVATIVES 
meticulously adverb, 
meticulousness noun 
ORIGIN mid 16th cent. 
(in the sense ‘fearful or 
timid’): from Latin 
meticulosus, from 
metus ‘fear.’ The word 
came to mean 
‘overcareful about 
detail,’ hence the 
current sense (early 
19th cent). 
Métis |māˈtēs|(also 
Metis ) 
noun ( pl. same ) 
(esp. in western 

Canada) a person of 
mixed American Indian 
and Euro-American 
ancestry, in particular 
one of a group of such 
people who in the 19th 
century constituted the 
so-called Métis nation 
in the areas around the 
Red and Saskatchewan 
rivers. 
adjective 
denoting or relating to 
such people. 
ORIGIN from French, 
from Late Latin 
mixticius, from Latin 
mixtus ‘mixed’ (see 
also mestizo). 
 
 
 
Mural |ˈmyo͝orəl| 
 
noun 
a painting or other work 
of art executed directly 
on a wall. 
adjective [ attrib. ] 
of, like, or relating to a 
wall: a mural 
escarpment. 
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• Medicine of, relating 
to, or occurring in the 
wall of a body cavity or 
blood vessel: mural 
thrombosis. 
DERIVATIVES 
muralist noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from French, 
from Latin muralis, 
from murus ‘wall.’ The 
adjective was first used 
in mural crown; later 
(mid 16th cent.) the 
sense ‘placed or 
executed on a wall’ 
arose, reflected in the 
current noun use 
(dating from the early 
20th cent). 
 
 
Mustard |ˈməstərd| 
 
noun 
1 a pungent-tasting 
yellow or brown paste 
made from the crushed 
seeds of certain plants, 
typically eaten with 
meat or used as a 
cooking ingredient. 

2 the yellow-flowered 
Eurasian plant of the 
cabbage family whose 
seeds are used to make 
this paste. 
[Genera Brassica and 
Sinapis, family 
Brassicaceae: several 
species, in particular 
black mustard (B. nigra) 
and white mustard (S. 
alba).] 
• used in names of 
related plants, only 
some of which are used 
to produce mustard for 
the table, e.g., hedge 
mustard. 
3 a dark yellow color. 
PHRASES 
cut the mustard see 
cut. 
DERIVATIVES 
mustardy adjective 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
from Old French 
moustarde, from Latin 
mustum ‘must’ (the 
condiment being 
originally prepared with 
‘must’). 
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Nugget |ˈnəgət| 
 
noun 
a small lump of gold or 
other precious metal 
found ready-formed in 
the earth. 
• a small chunk or lump 
of another substance: 
tiny nuggets of chicken 
and shrimp. 
• a valuable idea or 
fact: nuggets of 
information. 
DERIVATIVES 
nuggety adjective 
ORIGIN mid 19th cent.: 
apparently from dialect 
nug ‘lump,’ of unknown 
origin. 
 
Obliterate |əˈblitəˌrāt| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] 
destroy utterly; wipe 
out: figurative : the 
memory was so painful 
that he obliterated it 
from his mind. 
• cause to become 
invisible or indistinct; 

blot out: clouds were 
darkening, obliterating 
the sun. 
DERIVATIVES 
obliterative |-
ˌrātiv|adjective, 
obliterator |-
ˌrātər|noun 
ORIGIN mid 16th cent.: 
from Latin obliterat- 
‘struck out, erased,’ 
from the verb 
obliterare, based on 
littera ‘letter, 
something written.’ 
 
 
Optimistic 
|ˌäptəˈmistik| 
 
adjective 
hopeful and confident 
about the future: the 
optimistic mood of the 
sixties | he was 
optimistic about the 
deal. 
• involving an 
overestimate: previous 
estimates may be wildly 
optimistic. 
DERIVATIVES 
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optimistically |-
ik(ə)lē|adverb 
 
 
Ordinance |ˈôrdn-əns| 
 
noun 
1 a piece of legislation 
enacted by a municipal 
authority: a city 
ordinance banned 
smoking in nearly all 
types of restaurants. 
2 an authoritative order; 
a decree. 
3 a prescribed religious 
rite: Talmudic 
ordinances. 
ORIGIN Middle English 
(also in the sense 
‘arrangement in 
ranks’): from Old 
French ordenance, 
from medieval Latin 
ordinantia, from Latin 
ordinare ‘put in order’ 
(see ordain) . 
 
 
Outlier |ˈoutˌlīər| 
 
noun 

a person or thing 
situated away or 
detached from the main 
body or system: less 
accessible islands and 
outliers. 
• a person or thing 
excluded from a group; 
an outsider. 
• Geology a younger 
rock formation isolated 
among older rocks. 
• Statistics a data point 
on a graph or in a set of 
results that is very 
much bigger or smaller 
than the next nearest 
data point. 
 
 
Oxymoron 
|ˌäksəˈmôrˌän| 
 
noun 
a figure of speech in 
which apparently 
contradictory terms 
appear in conjunction 
(e.g., faith unfaithful 
kept him falsely true). 
DERIVATIVES 
oxymoronic |-
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məˈränik|adjective 
ORIGIN mid 17th cent.: 
from Greek oxumōron, 
neuter (used as a noun) 
of oxumōros 
‘pointedly foolish,’ 
from oxus ‘sharp’ + 
mōros ‘foolish.’ 
 
 
Paradigm |ˈparəˌdīm| 
 
noun 
1 technical a typical 
example or pattern of 
something; a model: 
there is a new paradigm 
for public art in this 
country. 
• a worldview 
underlying the theories 
and methodology of a 
particular scientific 
subject: the discovery 
of universal gravitation 
became the paradigm 
of successful science. 
2 a set of linguistic 
items that form mutually 
exclusive choices in 
particular syntactic 
roles: English 

determiners form a 
paradigm: we can say 
“a book” or “his book” 
but not “a his book.” 
Often contrasted with 
syntagm. 
• (in the traditional 
grammar of Latin, 
Greek, and other 
inflected languages) a 
table of all the inflected 
forms of a particular 
verb, noun, or adjective, 
serving as a model for 
other words of the 
same conjugation or 
declension. 
ORIGIN late 15th cent.: 
via late Latin from 
Greek paradeigma, 
from paradeiknunai 
‘show side by side,’ 
from para- ‘beside’ + 
deiknunai ‘to show.’ 
 
 
Parameter |pəˈramitər| 
 
noun technical 
a numerical or other 
measurable factor 
forming one of a set 
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that defines a system or 
sets the conditions of its 
operation: the 
transmission will not let 
you downshift unless 
your speed is within the 
lower gear's 
parameters. 
• Mathematics a 
quantity whose value is 
selected for the 
particular 
circumstances and in 
relation to which other 
variable quantities may 
be expressed. 
• Statistics a numerical 
characteristic of a 
population, as distinct 
from a statistic of a 
sample. 
• (in general use) a limit 
or boundary that 
defines the scope of a 
particular process or 
activity: they set the 
parameters of the 
debate. 
ORIGIN mid 17th cent.: 
modern Latin, from 
Greek para- ‘beside’ + 
metron ‘measure.’ 

usage: Until recently, 
use of the word 
parameter was 
confined to 
mathematics and 
related technical fields. 
Since around the mid 
20th century, however, 
it has been used in 
nontechnical fields as a 
technical-sounding 
word for ‘a limit or 
boundary,’ as in they 
set the parameters of 
the debate. This use, 
probably influenced by 
the word perimeter, 
has been criticized for 
being a weakening of 
the technical sense. 
Careful writers will 
leave parameter to 
specialists in 
mathematics, computer 
science, and other 
technical disciplines. As 
a loose synonym for 
limit, boundary, 
guideline, framework, it 
is a vogue word that 
blurs more than it 
clarifies. Perimeter is a 
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different word, meaning 
‘border, outer boundary, 
or the length of such a 
boundary.’ 
 
 
Partition |pärˈtiSHən, 
pər-| 
 
noun 
(esp. with reference to 
a country with separate 
areas of government) 
the action or state of 
dividing or being 
divided into parts: the 
country's partition into 
separate states. 
• a structure dividing a 
space into two parts, 
esp. a light interior wall. 
• Chemistry the 
distribution of a solute 
between two immiscible 
or slightly miscible 
solvents in contact with 
one another, in 
accordance with its 
differing solubility in 
each. 
• Computing each of a 
number of portions into 

which some operating 
systems divide memory 
or storage. 
verb [ with obj. ] 
divide into parts: an 
agreement was 
reached to partition the 
country. 
• divide (a room) into 
smaller rooms or areas 
by erecting partitions: 
the hall was partitioned 
to contain the noise of 
the computers. 
• (partition something 
off) separate a part of a 
room from the rest by 
erecting a partition: 
partition off part of a 
large bedroom to create 
a small bathroom. 
DERIVATIVES 
partitioner noun, 
partitionist |-ist|noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Latin 
partitio(n-), from partiri 
‘divide into parts.’ 
 
 
Passion |ˈpaSHən| 
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noun 
1 strong and barely 
controllable emotion: a 
man of impetuous 
passion. 
• a state or outburst of 
such emotion: oratory in 
which he gradually 
works himself up into a 
passion. 
• intense sexual love: 
their all-consuming 
passion for each other | 
she nurses a passion 
for Thomas. 
• an intense desire or 
enthusiasm for 
something: the English 
have a passion for 
gardens. 
• a thing arousing 
enthusiasm: modern 
furniture is a particular 
passion of Bill's. 
2 ( the Passion )the 
suffering and death of 
Jesus: meditations on 
the Passion of Christ. 
• a narrative of this from 
any of the Gospels. 
• a musical setting of 
any of these narratives: 

an aria from Bach's St. 
Matthew Passion. 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
from Old French, from 
late Latin passio(n-) 
(chiefly a term in 
Christian theology), 
from Latin pati ‘suffer.’ 
 
 
Patriot |ˈpātrēət| 
 
noun 
1 a person who 
vigorously supports 
their country and is 
prepared to defend it 
against enemies or 
detractors. 
2 ( Patriot ) trademark 
an automated surface-
to-air missile designed 
for preemptive strikes. 
DERIVATIVES 
patriotism |-
ˌtizəm|noun 
ORIGIN late 16th cent. 
(in the late Latin sense): 
from French patriote, 
from late Latin patriota 
‘fellow countryman,’ 
from Greek patriōtēs, 
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from patrios ‘of one's 
fathers,’ from patris 
‘fatherland.’ 
 
 
Peculiar |pəˈkyo͞olyər| 
 
adjective 
1 strange or odd; 
unusual: his accent was 
a peculiar mixture of 
Cockney and Irish. 
• [ predic. ] informal 
slightly and indefinably 
unwell; faint or dizzy: I 
felt a little peculiar for 
a while, but I'm 
absolutely fine now. 
2 [ predic. ] (peculiar 
to) belonging 
exclusively to: the air 
hung with an antiseptic 
aroma peculiar to 
hospitals. 
• formal particular; 
special: any attempt to 
explicate the theme is 
bound to run into 
peculiar difficulties. 
nounchiefly Brit. 
a parish or church 
exempt from the 

jurisdiction of the 
diocese in which it lies, 
through being subject to 
the jurisdiction of the 
monarch or an 
archbishop. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (in the sense 
‘particular, special’): 
from Latin peculiaris 
‘of private property,’ 
from peculium 
‘property,’ from pecu 
‘cattle’ (cattle being 
private property). The 
sense ‘odd’ dates from 
the early 17th cent. 
 
 
Perceptive |pərˈseptiv| 
 
adjective 
having or showing 
sensitive insight: an 
extraordinarily 
perceptive account of 
their relationship. 
DERIVATIVES 
perceptively adverb, 
perceptiveness noun, 
perceptivity 
|ˌpərsepˈtivitē|noun 
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Personable 
|ˈpərsənəbəl| 
 
adjective 
(of a person) having a 
pleasant appearance 
and manner. 
DERIVATIVES 
personableness noun, 
personably |-
blē|adverb 
 
 
Perspective 
|pərˈspektiv| 
 
noun 
1 the art of drawing 
solid objects on a two-
dimensional surface so 
as to give the right 
impression of their 
height, width, depth, 
and position in relation 
to each other when 
viewed from a particular 
point: [ as modifier ] : a 
perspective drawing. 
See also linear 
perspective and aerial 

perspective. 
• a picture drawn in 
such a way, esp. one 
appearing to enlarge or 
extend the actual 
space, or to give the 
effect of distance. 
• a view or prospect. 
• Geometry the relation 
of two figures in the 
same plane, such that 
pairs of corresponding 
points lie on concurrent 
lines, and 
corresponding lines 
meet in collinear points. 
2 a particular attitude 
toward or way of 
regarding something; a 
point of view: most 
guidebook history is 
written from the editor's 
perspective. 
• true understanding of 
the relative importance 
of things; a sense of 
proportion: we must 
keep a sense of 
perspective about what 
he's done. 
3 an apparent spatial 
distribution in perceived 
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sound. 
PHRASES 
in (or out of ) 
perspective showing 
the right (or wrong) 
relationship between 
visible objects. • 
correctly (or incorrectly) 
regarded in terms of 
relative importance: 
these expenses may 
seem high, but they 
need to be put into 
perspective . 
DERIVATIVES 
perspectival |-
tivəl|adjective 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (in the sense 
‘optics’): from medieval 
Latin perspectiva 
(ars)‘science of 
optics,’ from perspect- 
‘looked at closely,’ 
from the verb 
perspicere, from per- 
‘through’ + specere 
‘to look.’ 
 
 
Persuasive 
|pərˈswāsiv, -ziv| 

 
adjective 
good at persuading 
someone to do or 
believe something 
through reasoning or 
the use of temptation: 
an informative and 
persuasive speech. 
DERIVATIVES 
persuasively adverb, 
persuasiveness noun 
ORIGIN late 15th cent.: 
from French persuasif, 
-ive or medieval Latin 
persuasivus, from 
persuas- ‘convinced 
by reasoning,’ from 
the verb persuadere 
(see persuade) . 
 
 
Philanthropic 
|ˌfilənˈTHräpik| 
 
adjective 
(of a person or 
organization) seeking to 
promote the welfare of 
others, esp. by donating 
money to good causes; 
generous and 
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benevolent: they 
receive financial 
support from 
philanthropic bodies. 
DERIVATIVES 
philanthropically |-
(ə)lē|adverb 
ORIGIN late 18th cent.: 
from French 
philanthropique, from 
Greek philanthrōpos 
‘man-loving’ (see 
philanthrope) . 
 
 
Philosophy |fəˈläsəfē| 
 
noun ( pl. philosophies 
) 
the study of the 
fundamental nature of 
knowledge, reality, and 
existence, esp. when 
considered as an 
academic discipline. 
See also natural 
philosophy. 
• a set of views and 
theories of a particular 
philosopher concerning 
such study or an aspect 
of it: Schopenhauer’s 

philosophy. 
• the study of the 
theoretical basis of a 
particular branch of 
knowledge or 
experience: the 
philosophy of science. 
• a theory or attitude 
held by a person or 
organization that acts 
as a guiding principle 
for behavior: don't 
expect anything and 
you won't be 
disappointed, that's my 
philosophy. 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
from Old French 
philosophie, via Latin 
from Greek 
philosophia ‘love of 
wisdom.’ 
Pilgrimage |ˈpilgrəmij| 
 
noun 
a pilgrim's journey. 
• a journey to a place 
associated with 
someone or something 
well known or 
respected: making a 
pilgrimage to the 
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famous racing circuit. 
• life viewed as a 
journey: life's 
pilgrimage. 
verb [ no obj. ] 
go on a pilgrimage. 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
from Provençal 
pelegrinatge, from 
pelegrin (see pilgrim) . 
 
 
 
Pious |ˈpīəs| 
 
adjective 
devoutly religious. 
• making a hypocritical 
display of virtue: there'll 
be no pious words said 
over her. 
• [ attrib. ] (of a hope) 
sincere but unlikely to 
be fulfilled. 
• archaic dutiful or loyal, 
esp. toward one's 
parents. 
DERIVATIVES 
piously adverb, 
piousness noun 

ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Latin pius 
‘dutiful, pious’ + -ous. 
 
 
Platinum |ˈplatn-əm| 
 
noun 
a precious silvery-white 
metal, the chemical 
element of atomic 
number 78. It was first 
encountered by the 
Spanish in South 
America in the 16th 
century and is used in 
jewelry, electrical 
contacts, laboratory 
equipment, and 
industrial 
catalysts.(Symbol: Pt ) 
• [ often as modifier ] 
the grayish-white or 
silvery color of 
platinum: a platinum 
wig. 
PHRASES 
go platinum (of a 
recording) achieve 
sales meriting a 
platinum disk. 
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ORIGIN early 19th 
cent.: alteration of 
earlier platina, from 
Spanish, diminutive of 
plata ‘silver.’ 
 
 
Ponder |ˈpändər| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] 
think about (something) 
carefully, esp. before 
making a decision or 
reaching a conclusion: I 
pondered the question 
of what clothes to wear 
for the occasion | [ no 
obj. ] : she sat 
pondering over her 
problem. 
DERIVATIVES 
ponderation 
|ˌpändəˈrāSHən|noun( 
rare) 
ORIGIN Middle English 
(in the sense ‘appraise, 
judge the worth of’): 
from Old French 
ponderer ‘consider,’ 
from Latin ponderare 
‘weigh, reflect on,’ 

from pondus, ponder- 
‘weight.’ 
 
 
Pragmatic |pragˈmatik| 
 
adjective 
dealing with things 
sensibly and 
realistically in a way 
that is based on 
practical rather than 
theoretical 
considerations: a 
pragmatic approach to 
politics. 
• relating to 
philosophical or political 
pragmatism. 
• Linguistics of or 
relating to pragmatics. 
DERIVATIVES 
pragmatically |-
ik(ə)lē|adverb 
ORIGIN late 16th cent. 
(in the senses ‘busy, 
interfering, 
conceited’): via Latin 
from Greek 
pragmatikos ‘relating 
to fact,’ from pragma 
‘deed’ (from the stem 
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of prattein ‘do’). The 
current sense dates 
from the mid 19th cent. 
 
 
Prioritize |prīˈôrəˌtīz, 
ˈprīərə-| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] 
designate or treat 
(something) as more 
important than other 
things: prioritize your 
credit card debt. 
• determine the order 
for dealing with (a 
series of items or tasks) 
according to their 
relative importance: age 
affects the way people 
prioritize their goals | [ 
no obj. ] : are you able 
to prioritize? 
DERIVATIVES 
prioritization 
|ˌprīˌôrətəˈzāSHən|nou
n 
 
 
Privilege |ˈpriv(ə)lij| 
 
noun 

a special right, 
advantage, or immunity 
granted or available 
only to a particular 
person or group of 
people: education is a 
right, not a privilege | he 
has been accustomed 
all his life to wealth and 
privilege. 
• something regarded 
as a rare opportunity 
and bringing particular 
pleasure: I have the 
privilege of awarding 
you this scholarship. 
• (also absolute 
privilege )(in a 
parliamentary context) 
the right to say or write 
something without the 
risk of incurring 
punishment or legal 
action for defamation. 
• the right of a lawyer or 
official to refuse to 
divulge confidential 
information. 
• chiefly historical a 
grant to an individual, 
corporation, or place of 
special rights or 
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immunities, esp. in the 
form of a franchise or 
monopoly. 
verb [ with obj. ] formal 
grant a privilege or 
privileges to: English 
inheritance law 
privileged the eldest 
son. 
• (usu. be privileged 
from) exempt 
(someone) from a 
liability or obligation to 
which others are 
subject. 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
via Old French from 
Latin privilegium ‘bill 
or law affecting an 
individual,’ from 
privus ‘private’ + lex, 
leg- ‘law.’ 
 
 
Professional 
|prəˈfeSHənl| 
 
adjective 
1 [ attrib. ] of, relating 
to, or connected with a 
profession: young 
professional people | 

the professional 
schools of Yale and 
Harvard. 
2 (of a person) engaged 
in a specified activity as 
one's main paid 
occupation rather than 
as a pastime: a 
professional boxer. 
• having or showing the 
skill appropriate to a 
professional person; 
competent or skillful: 
their music is both 
memorable and 
professional. 
• worthy of or 
appropriate to a 
professional person: his 
professional expertise. 
• informal, derogatory 
denoting a person who 
persistently makes a 
feature of a particular 
activity or attribute: a 
professional naysayer. 
noun 
a person engaged or 
qualified in a 
profession: 
professionals such as 
lawyers and surveyors. 
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• a person engaged in a 
specified activity, esp. a 
sport or branch of the 
performing arts, as a 
main paid occupation 
rather than as a 
pastime. 
• a person competent or 
skilled in a particular 
activity: she was a real 
professional on stage. 
DERIVATIVES 
professionally |-
SHənl-ē|adverb 
 
 
Prolific |prəˈlifik| 
 
adjective 
1 (of a plant, animal, or 
person) producing 
much fruit or foliage or 
many offspring: in 
captivity, tigers are 
prolific breeders. 
• (of an artist, author, or 
composer) producing 
many works: he was a 
prolific composer of 
operas. 
• (of a sports player) 
high-scoring: a prolific 

home-run hitter. 
2 present in large 
numbers or quantities; 
plentiful: mahogany 
was once prolific in the 
tropical forests. 
• (of a river, area, or 
season of the year) 
characterized by 
plentiful wildlife or 
produce: the prolific 
rivers and lakes of 
Franklin County. 
DERIVATIVES 
prolificacy |-
ikəsē|noun, 
prolifically |-
ik(ə)lē|adverb, 
prolificness noun 
ORIGIN mid 17th cent.: 
from medieval Latin 
prolificus, from Latin 
proles ‘offspring’ (see 
proliferous)  
Prominent 
|ˈprämənənt| 
 
adjective 
1 important; famous: 
she was a prominent 
member of the city 
council. 
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2 projecting from 
something; protuberant: 
a man with big, 
prominent eyes like a 
lobster's. 
• situated so as to catch 
the attention; 
noticeable: the new 
housing developments 
are prominent 
landmarks. 
DERIVATIVES 
prominently adverb 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (in the sense 
‘projecting’): from 
Latin prominent- 
‘jutting out,’ from the 
verb prominere. 
Compare with eminent. 
 
 
 
 
Promissory 
|ˈpräməˌsôrē| 
 
Adjective 
chiefly Law conveying 
or implying a promise: 
statements that are 
promissory in nature | 

promissory words. 
• archaic indicative of 
something to come; full 
of promise: the glow of 
evening is promissory 
of the splendid days to 
come. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from medieval 
Latin promissorius, 
from promiss- 
‘promised,’ from the 
verb promittere (see 
promise) . 
 
 
Pronunciation 
|prəˌnənsēˈāSHən| 
 
noun 
the way in which a word 
is pronounced: spelling 
does not determine 
pronunciation | similar 
pronunciations are 
heard in Brooklyn. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Latin 
pronuntiatio(n-), from 
the verb pronuntiare 
(see pronounce) . 
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Propagate |ˈpräpəˌgāt| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] 
1 breed specimens of 
(a plant, animal, etc.) by 
natural processes from 
the parent stock: try 
propagating your own 
houseplants from 
cuttings. 
• [ no obj. ] (of a plant, 
animal, etc.) reproduce 
in such a way: the plant 
propagates freely from 
stem cuttings. 
2 spread and promote 
(an idea, theory, etc.) 
widely: the French 
propagated the idea 
that the English were 
violent and gluttonous 
drunkards. 
3 (with reference to 
motion, light, sound, 
etc.) transmit or be 
transmitted in a 
particular direction or 
through a medium: [ 
with obj. ] : 
electromagnetic effects 
can be propagated at a 

finite velocity only 
through material 
substances | [ no obj. ] : 
a hydraulic fracture is 
generally expected to 
propagate in a vertical 
plane. (as adj. 
propagated) : a 
propagated electrical 
signal. 
DERIVATIVES 
propagation 
|ˌpräpəˈgāSHən|noun, 
propagative |-
ˌgātiv|adjective, 
propagator |-
ˌgātər|noun 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Latin 
propagat- ‘multiplied 
from layers or 
shoots,’ from the verb 
propagare; related to 
propago ‘young 
shoot’ (from a base 
meaning ‘fix’). 
 
 
Prospective 
|prəˈspektiv| 
 
adjective [ attrib. ] 
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(of a person) expected 
or expecting to be 
something particular in 
the future: she showed 
a prospective buyer 
around the house. 
• likely to happen at a 
future date; concerned 
with or applying to the 
future: a meeting to 
discuss prospective 
changes in government 
legislation. 
DERIVATIVES 
prospectively adverb, 
prospectiveness noun 
ORIGIN late 16th cent. 
(in the sense ‘looking 
forward, having 
foresight’): from 
obsolete French 
prospectif, -ive or late 
Latin prospectivus, 
from Latin prospectus 
‘view’ (see prospect) . 
 
 
Prosperity |präˈsperitē| 
 
noun 
the state of being 
prosperous: a long 

period of prosperity. 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
from Old French 
prosperite, from Latin 
prosperitas, from 
prosperus ‘doing 
well.’ 
 
 
Prudent |ˈpro͞odnt| 
 
adjective 
acting with or showing 
care and thought for the 
future: no prudent 
money manager would 
authorize a loan without 
first knowing its 
purpose. 
DERIVATIVES 
prudently adverb 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Old 
French, or from Latin 
prudent-, contraction of 
provident- 
‘foreseeing, attending 
to’ (see provident) . 
 
 
Quadrant |ˈkwädrənt| 
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noun technical 
each of four quarters of 
a circle. 
• each of four parts of a 
plane, sphere, space, 
or body divided by two 
lines or planes at right 
angles: the right upper 
quadrant of the kidney. 
• historical an 
instrument used for 
taking angular 
measurements of 
altitude in astronomy 
and navigation, typically 
consisting of a 
graduated quarter circle 
and a sighting 
mechanism. 
• a frame fixed to the 
head of a ship's rudder, 
to which the steering 
mechanism is attached. 
• a panel with slots 
through which a lever is 
moved to orient or 
otherwise control a 
mechanism. 
DERIVATIVES 
quadrantal 
|kwäˈdran(t)l|adjective 

ORIGIN late Middle 
English (denoting the 
astronomical 
instrument): from Latin 
quadrans, quadrant- 
‘quarter,’ from 
quattuor four. 
 
 
Quantum |ˈkwäntəm| 
 
noun ( pl. quanta |-tə| ) 
1 Physics a discrete 
quantity of energy 
proportional in 
magnitude to the 
frequency of the 
radiation it represents. 
• an analogous discrete 
amount of any other 
physical quantity, such 
as momentum or 
electric charge. 
• Physiology the unit 
quantity of acetylcholine 
released at a 
neuromuscular junction 
by a single synaptic 
vesicle, contributing a 
discrete small voltage 
to the measured end-
plate potential. 
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2 a required or allowed 
amount, esp. an 
amount of money 
legally payable in 
damages. 
• a share or portion: 
each man has only a 
quantum of 
compassion. 
ORIGIN mid 16th cent. 
(in the general sense 
‘quantity’): from Latin, 
neuter of quantus (see 
quantity). Sense 1 
dates from the early 
20th cent. 
 
 
Radiant |ˈrādēənt| 
 
adjective 
1 sending out light; 
shining or glowing 
brightly: a bird with 
radiant green and red 
plumage. 
• (of a person or their 
expression) clearly 
emanating great joy, 
love, or health: she 
gave him a radiant 
smile. 

• (of an emotion or 
quality) emanating 
powerfully from 
someone or something; 
very intense or 
conspicuous: he 
praised her radiant self-
confidence. 
2 [ attrib. ] (of heat) 
transmitted by radiation, 
rather than conduction 
or convection. 
• (of an appliance) 
designed to emit such 
energy, esp. for cooking 
or heating. 
noun 
a point or object from 
which light or heat 
radiates, esp. a heating 
element in an electric or 
gas heater. 
DERIVATIVES 
radiancy |-ənsē|noun, 
radiantly adverb 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Latin 
radiant- ‘emitting 
rays,’ from the verb 
radiare (see radiate) . 
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Realtor |ˈrē(ə)ltər, -ˌtôr, 
ˈrē(ə)lətər| 
 
noun trademark 
a person who acts as 
an agent for the sale 
and purchase of 
buildings and land; a 
real estate agent. 
ORIGIN early 20th 
cent.: from realty + -
or1. 
 
 
Receptive |riˈseptiv| 
 
adjective 
able or willing to receive 
something, esp. signals 
or stimuli. 
• willing to consider or 
accept new suggestions 
and ideas: a receptive 
audience | the 
institution was 
receptive to new ideas. 
• (of a female animal) 
ready to mate. 
DERIVATIVES 
receptively adverb, 
receptiveness noun, 

receptivity 
|ˌrēˌsepˈtivətē|noun 
 
 
Reciprocate 
|riˈsiprəˌkāt| 
 
verb 
1 [ with obj. ] respond to 
(a gesture or action) 
bymaking a 
corresponding one: the 
favor was reciprocated | 
[ no obj. ] : perhaps I 
was expected to 
reciprocate with some 
remark of my own. 
• experience the same 
(love, liking, or 
affection) for someone 
as that person does for 
oneself: her passion for 
him was not 
reciprocated. 
2 [ no obj. ] (usu. as adj. 
reciprocating) (of a 
part of a machine) 
move backward and 
forward in a straight 
line: a reciprocating 
blade. 
DERIVATIVES 
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reciprocation 
|riˌsiprəˈkāSHən|noun, 
reciprocator |-
ˌkātər|noun 
ORIGIN late 16th cent.: 
from Latin reciprocat- 
‘moved backwards 
and forwards’from the 
verb reciprocare, from 
reciprocus (see 
reciprocal) . 
 
 
Reliable |riˈlīəbəl| 
 
adjective 
consistently good in 
quality or performance; 
able to be trusted: a 
reliable source of 
information. 
noun 
a person or thing with 
such trustworthy 
qualities: the supporting 
cast includes old 
reliables like Mitchell. 
DERIVATIVES 
reliability 
|riˌlīəˈbilətē|noun, 
reliableness noun, 
reliably |-blē|adverb 

 
 
Remittance |riˈmitns| 
 
noun 
a sum of money sent, 
esp. by mail, in 
payment for goods or 
services or as a gift. 
• the action of sending 
money in such a way. 
 
 
Renewable 
|riˈn(y)o͞oəbəl| 
 
adjective 
capable of being 
renewed: the 30-day 
truce is renewable by 
mutual agreement. 
• (of energy or its 
source) not 
permanently depleted 
when used: a shift away 
from fossil fuels to 
renewable energy. 
noun (usu. 
renewables) 
a source of energy that 
is not depleted by use, 
such as water, wind, or 
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solar power. 
DERIVATIVES 
renewability 
|riˌn(y)o͞oəˈbilətē|noun 
 
 
Reposition 
|ˌrēpəˈziSHən| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] 
place in a different 
position; adjust or alter 
the position of: try 
repositioning the 
thermostat in another 
room. 
• change the image of 
(a company, product, 
etc.) to target a new or 
wider market: our 
assignment was to 
reposition coffee from a 
“rite of passage” drink 
to a “contemporary 
experience.” 
Reputation 
|ˌrepyəˈtāSHən| 
 
noun 
the beliefs or opinions 
that are generally held 
about someone or 

something: his 
reputation was 
tarnished by allegations 
that he had taken 
bribes. 
• a widespread belief 
that someone or 
something has a 
particular habit or 
characteristic: his 
knowledge of his 
subject earned him a 
reputation as an expert. 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
from Latin reputatio(n-
), from reputare ‘think 
over’ (see repute)  
 
 
Resilience |riˈzilyəns| 
 
noun 
1 the ability of a 
substance or object to 
spring back into shape; 
elasticity: nylon is 
excellent in wearability 
and resilience. 
2 the capacity to 
recover quickly from 
difficulties; toughness: 
the often remarkable 
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resilience of so many 
British institutions. 
DERIVATIVES 
resiliency noun 
 
 
Responsible 
|riˈspänsəbəl| 
 
adjective [ predic. ] 
having an obligation to 
do something, or having 
control over or care for 
someone, as part of 
one's job or role: the 
department 
responsible for 
education. 
• being the primary 
cause of something and 
so able to be blamed or 
credited for it: the gene 
was responsible for a 
rare type of eye cancer. 
• [ attrib. ] (of a job or 
position) involving 
important duties, 
independent decision-
making, or control over 
others. 
• [ predic. ] 
(responsible to) 

having to report to (a 
superior or someone in 
authority) and be 
answerable to them for 
one's actions: the team 
manager is responsible 
to the league president. 
• capable of being 
trusted: a responsible 
adult. 
• morally accountable 
for one's behavior: the 
progressive emergence 
of the child as a 
responsible being. 
DERIVATIVES 
responsibleness noun, 
responsibly |-
blē|adverb 
ORIGIN late 16th cent. 
(in the sense 
‘answering to, 
corresponding’): from 
obsolete French, from 
Latin respons- 
‘answered, offered in 
return,’ from the verb 
respondere (see 
respond) . 
 
 
Responsive 
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|riˈspänsiv| 
 
adjective 
1 reacting quickly and 
positively: a flexible 
service that is 
responsive to 
changing social and 
economic patterns. 
• responding readily 
and with interest or 
enthusiasm: our most 
enthusiastic and 
responsive students. 
2 answering: I'm 
distracted by a nibble 
on my line: I jig it 
several times, but there 
is no responsive tug. 
• (of a section of liturgy) 
using responses. 
DERIVATIVES 
responsively adverb, 
responsiveness noun 
 
Revelation 
|ˌrevəˈlāSHən| 
 
noun 
1 a surprising and 
previously unknown 
fact, esp. one that is 

made known in a 
dramatic way: 
revelations about his 
personal life. 
• the making known of 
something that was 
previously secret or 
unknown: the revelation 
of an alleged plot to 
assassinate the king. 
• used to emphasize 
the surprising or 
remarkable quality of 
someone or something: 
seeing them play at 
international level was a 
revelation. 
2 the divine or 
supernatural disclosure 
to humans of something 
relating to human 
existence or the world: 
an attempt to reconcile 
Darwinian theories with 
biblical revelation | a 
divine revelation. 
• ( Revelation or 
Revelations; in full the 
Revelation of St John 
the Divine )the last 
book of the New 
Testament, recounting 
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a divine revelation of 
the future to St. John. 
DERIVATIVES 
revelational |-
SHənl|adjective 
ORIGIN Middle English 
(in the theological 
sense): from Old 
French, or from late 
Latin revelatio(n-), 
from revelare ‘lay 
bare’ (see reveal1). 
Sense 1 dates from the 
mid 19th cent. 
 
 
Reverent |ˈrev(ə)rənt, 
ˈrevərnt| 
 
adjective 
feeling or showing deep 
and solemn respect: a 
reverent silence. 
DERIVATIVES 
reverently adverb 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Latin 
reverent- ‘revering,’ 
from the verb revereri 
(see revere) . 
 
 

Rhetoric |ˈretərik| 
 
noun 
the art of effective or 
persuasive speaking or 
writing, esp. the use of 
figures of speech and 
other compositional 
techniques. 
• language designed to 
have a persuasive or 
impressive effect on its 
audience, but often 
regarded as lacking in 
sincerity or meaningful 
content: all we have 
from the opposition is 
empty rhetoric. 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
from Old French 
rethorique, via Latin 
from Greek rhētorikē 
(tekhnē)‘(art) of 
rhetoric,’ from rhētōr 
‘rhetor.’ 
Sabbatical |səˈbatikəl| 
 
noun 
a period of paid leave 
granted to a college 
teacher for study or 
travel, traditionally 
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every seventh year: 
she's away on 
sabbatical . 
adjective 
1 of or relating to a 
sabbatical. 
2 archaic of or 
appropriate to the 
sabbath. 
ORIGIN late 16th cent.: 
via late Latin from 
Greek sabbatikos ‘of 
the sabbath’ + -al. 
 
 
 
Sanctity |ˈsaNG(k)titē| 
 
noun ( pl. sanctities ) 
the state or quality of 
being holy, sacred, or 
saintly: the site of the 
tomb was a place of 
sanctity for the ancient 
Egyptians. 
• ultimate importance 
and inviolability: the 
sanctity of human life. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (in the sense 
‘saintliness’): from Old 
French sainctite, 

reinforced by Latin 
sanctitas, from 
sanctus ‘holy.’ 
sanitation 
|ˌsaniˈtāSHən| 
noun 
conditions relating to 
public health, esp. the 
provision of clean 
drinking water and 
adequate sewage 
disposal. 
ORIGIN mid 19th cent.: 
formed irregularly from 
sanitary. 
 
 
Satisfaction 
|ˌsatisˈfakSHən| 
 
noun 
fulfillment of one's 
wishes, expectations, or 
needs, or the pleasure 
derived from this: he 
smiled with satisfaction 
| managing directors 
seeking greater job 
satisfaction. 
• Law the payment of a 
debt or fulfillment of an 
obligation or claim: in 
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full and final 
satisfaction of the 
claim. 
• [ with negative ] what 
is felt to be owed or due 
to one, esp. in 
reparation of an 
injustice or wrong: the 
work will come to a halt 
if the electricity and 
telephone people don't 
get satisfaction . 
• Christian Theology 
Christ's atonement for 
sin. 
• historical the 
opportunity to defend 
one's honor in a duel: I 
demand the 
satisfaction of a 
gentleman. 
PHRASES 
to one's satisfaction 
so that one is satisfied: 
some amendments 
were made, not entirely 
to his satisfaction. 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
from Old French, or 
from Latin 
satisfactio(n-), from 
satisfacere ‘satisfy, 

content’ (see satisfy). 
The earliest recorded 
use referred to the last 
part of religious 
penance after 
“contrition” and 
“confession”: this 
involved fulfillment of 
the observance 
required by the 
confessor, in contrast 
with the current 
meaning ‘fulfillment of 
one's own 
expectations.’ 
 
 
Scenario |səˈne(ə)rēˌō, 
-ˈnär-| 
 
noun ( pl. scenarios ) 
a written outline of a 
movie, novel, or stage 
work giving details of 
the plot and individual 
scenes: imagine the 
scenarios for four short 
stories. 
• a postulated 
sequence or 
development of events: 
a possible scenario is 
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that he was attacked 
after opening the front 
door. 
• a setting, in particular 
for a work of art or 
literature: the scenario 
is World War II. 
ORIGIN late 19th cent.: 
from Italian, from Latin 
scena ‘scene.’ 
usage: Strictly, a 
scenario is ‘an outline 
of a plot’ or ‘a 
postulated sequence of 
events’: the worst-case 
scenario. It is often 
used loosely to mean 
‘situation,’ as in a 
nightmare scenario, but 
this should be avoided 
in careful writing. 
 
 
 
 
Scholar |ˈskälər| 
 
noun 
a specialist in a 
particular branch of 
study, esp. the 
humanities; a 

distinguished academic: 
a Hebrew scholar. 
• chiefly archaic a 
person who is highly 
educated or has an 
aptitude for study: Mr. 
Bell declares himself no 
scholar. 
• a student holding a 
scholarship. 
• archaic a student. 
ORIGIN Old English 
scol(i)ere ‘schoolchild, 
student,’ from late 
Latin scholaris, from 
Latin schola (see 
school1) . 
 
 
Scrutiny |ˈskro͞otn-ē| 
 
noun ( pl. scrutinies ) 
critical observation or 
examination: every 
aspect of local 
government was placed 
under scrutiny . 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Latin 
scrutinium, from 
scrutari ‘to search’ 
(originally ‘sort trash,’ 
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from scruta ‘trash’). 
Early use referred to 
the taking of individual 
votes in an election 
procedure. 
 
 
Shrewd |SHro͞od| 
 
adjective 
1 having or showing 
sharp powers of 
judgment; astute: she 
was shrewd enough to 
guess the motive 
behind his gesture | a 
shrewd career move. 
2 archaic (esp. of 
weather) piercingly 
cold: a shrewd east 
wind. 
• (of a blow) severe: a 
bayonet's shrewd 
thrust. 
• mischievous; 
malicious. 
DERIVATIVES 
shrewdly adverb, 
shrewdness noun 
ORIGIN Middle English 
(in the sense ‘evil in 
nature or character’): 

from shrew in the 
sense ‘evil person or 
thing,’ or as the past 
participle of obsolete 
shrew ‘to curse.’ The 
word developed the 
sense ‘cunning,’ and 
gradually gained a 
favorable connotation 
during the 17th cent. 
 
 
Significance 
|sigˈnifikəns| 
 
noun 
1 the quality of being 
worthy of attention; 
importance: adolescent 
education was felt to be 
a social issue of some 
significance. 
2 the meaning to be 
found in words or 
events: the significance 
of what was happening 
was clearer to me than 
to her. 
3 (also statistical 
significance )the 
extent to which a result 
deviates from that 
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expected to arise 
simply from random 
variation or errors in 
sampling. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (denoting 
unstated meaning): 
from Old French, or 
from Latin 
significantia, from 
significare ‘indicate, 
portend.’ 
similarity |ˌsiməˈlaritē| 
noun ( pl. similarities ) 
the state or fact of 
being similar: the 
similarity of symptoms 
makes them hard to 
diagnose. 
• (usu. similarities) a 
similar feature or 
aspect: the similarities 
between people of 
different nationalities. 
 
Sophisticated 
|səˈfistiˌkātid| 
 
adjective 
(of a machine, system, 
or technique) 
developed to a high 

degree of complexity: 
highly sophisticated 
computer systems. 
• (of a person or their 
thoughts, reactions, and 
understanding) aware 
of and able to interpret 
complex issues; subtle: 
discussion and 
reflection are necessary 
for a sophisticated 
response to a text. 
• having, revealing, or 
proceeding from a great 
deal of worldly 
experience and 
knowledge of fashion 
and culture: a chic, 
sophisticated woman | 
a young man with 
sophisticated tastes. 
• appealing to people 
with such knowledge of 
experience: a 
sophisticated 
restaurant. 
DERIVATIVES 
sophisticatedly adverb 
sophisticate 
verb |səˈfistəˌkāt| [ with 
obj. ] 
make (someone or 
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something) more 
sophisticated: readers 
who have been 
sophisticated by 
modern literary practice 
| functions that other 
software applications 
have sophisticated. 
• [ no obj. ] archaic talk 
or reason in an 
impressively complex 
and educated manner. 
• archaic mislead or 
corrupt (a person, an 
argument, the mind, 
etc.) by sophistry: 
books of casuistry, 
which sophisticate the 
understanding and 
defile the heart. 
adjective |səˈfistəˌkāt, -
kit| archaic 
sophisticated. 
noun |səˈfistəˌkāt, -kit| 
a person with much 
worldly experience and 
knowledge of fashion 
and culture: he is still 
the butt of jokes made 
by New York 
sophisticates. 

ORIGIN late Middle 
English (as an adjective 
in the sense 
‘adulterated,’ and as a 
verb in the sense ‘mix 
with a foreign 
substance’): from 
medieval Latin 
sophisticatus 
‘tampered with,’ past 
participle of the verb 
sophisticare, from 
sophisticus 
‘sophistic.’ The shift of 
sense probably 
occurred first in the 
adjective 
unsophisticated, from 
‘uncorrupted’ via 
‘innocent’ to 
‘inexperienced, 
uncultured.’ The noun 
dates from the early 
20th cent. 
 
 
Sparkle |ˈspärkəl| 
 
verb [ no obj. ] 
1 shine brightly with 
flashes of light: her 
earrings sparkled as 
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she turned her head. 
2 be vivacious and 
witty: after a glass of 
wine, she began to 
sparkle. 
noun 
1 a glittering flash of 
light: there was a 
sparkle in his eyes. 
2 vivacity and wit: she's 
got a kind of sparkle. 
DERIVATIVES 
sparkly adjective 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
frequentative (verb) or 
diminutive (noun) of 
spark1. 
 
 
Splendid |ˈsplendid| 
 
adjective 
magnificent; very 
impressive: a splendid 
view of Windsor Castle 
| his robes were 
splendid. 
• informal excellent; 
very good: a splendid 
fellow | [ as exclamation 
] : “Is your family well? 
Splendid!” 

PHRASES 
splendid isolation 
used to emphasize the 
isolation of a person or 
thing: the stone stands 
in splendid isolation 
near the moorland road. 
[1896: first applied to 
the period from 1890 to 
1907 when Britain 
pursued a policy of 
diplomatic and 
commercial 
noninvolvement.] 
DERIVATIVES 
splendidly adverb [ as 
submodifier ] : a 
splendidly ornate style, 
splendidness noun 
ORIGIN early 17th 
cent.: from French 
splendide or Latin 
splendidus, from 
splendere ‘shine, be 
bright.’ 
 
Spontaneous 
|spänˈtānēəs| 
 
adjective 
performed or occurring 
as a result of a sudden 
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inner impulse or 
inclination and without 
premeditation or 
external stimulus: the 
audience broke into 
spontaneous applause | 
a spontaneous display 
of affection. 
• (of a person) having 
an open, natural, and 
uninhibited manner. 
• (of a process or event) 
occurring without 
apparent external 
cause: spontaneous 
miscarriages. 
• archaic (of a plant) 
growing naturally and 
without being tended or 
cultivated. 
• Biology (of movement 
or activity in an 
organism) instinctive or 
involuntary: the 
spontaneous 
mechanical activity of 
circular smooth muscle. 
DERIVATIVES 
spontaneously adverb 
ORIGIN mid 17th cent.: 
from late Latin 
spontaneus (from 

(sua) sponte ‘of 
(one's) own accord’) + 
-ous. 
 
 
Sporadic |spəˈradik| 
 
adjective 
occurring at irregular 
intervals or only in a 
few places; scattered or 
isolated: sporadic 
fighting broke out. 
DERIVATIVES 
sporadically |-
ik(ə)lē|adverb 
ORIGIN late 17th cent.: 
via medieval Latin from 
Greek sporadikos, 
from sporas, sporad- 
‘scattered’; related to 
speirein ‘to sow.’ 
 
 
Stamina |ˈstamənə| 
 
noun 
the ability to sustain 
prolonged physical or 
mental effort: their 
secret is stamina rather 
than speed. 
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ORIGIN late 17th cent. 
(in the sense 
‘rudiments, essential 
elements of 
something’): from 
Latin, plural of stamen 
in the sense ‘threads 
spun by the Fates.’ 
 
 
Sturdy |ˈstərdē| 
 
adjective ( sturdier , 
sturdiest ) 
(of a person or their 
body) strongly and 
solidly built: he had a 
sturdy, muscular 
physique. 
• strong enough to 
withstand rough work or 
treatment: the bike is 
sturdy enough to cope 
with bumpy tracks. 
• showing confidence 
and determination: the 
townspeople have a 
sturdy independence. 
noun 
vertigo in sheep caused 
by a tapeworm larva 
encysted in the brain. 

DERIVATIVES 
sturdily |-dl-ē|adverb, 
sturdiness noun 
ORIGIN Middle English 
(in the senses 
‘reckless, violent’ and 
‘intractable, 
obstinate’): shortening 
of Old French esturdi 
‘stunned, dazed.’ The 
derivation remains 
obscure; thought by 
some to be based on 
Latin turdus ‘a thrush’ 
(compare with the 
French phrase soûl 
comme une grive 
‘drunk as a thrush’). 
 
 
Superiority 
|səˌpi(ə)rēˈôritē, -ˈäritē| 
 
noun 
the state of being 
superior: an attempt to 
establish superiority 
over others | the allies 
have achieved air 
superiority. 
• a supercilious manner 
or attitude: he attacked 
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the media's smug 
superiority. 
 
 
Sympathetic 
|ˌsimpəˈTHetik| 
 
adjective 
1 feeling, showing, or 
expressing sympathy: 
he was sympathetic 
toward staff with family 
problems | he spoke in 
a sympathetic tone. 
• [ predic. ] showing 
approval of or favor 
toward an idea or 
action: he was 
sympathetic to 
evolutionary ideas. 
2 pleasant or 
agreeable, in particular: 
• (of a person) 
attracting the liking of 
others: Audrey 
develops as a 
sympathetic character. 
• (of a structure) 
designed in a sensitive 
or fitting way: buildings 
that were sympathetic 
to their surroundings. 

3 relating to or denoting 
the part of the 
autonomic nervous 
system consisting of 
nerves arising from 
ganglia near the middle 
part of the spinal cord, 
supplying the internal 
organs, blood vessels, 
and glands, and 
balancing the action of 
the parasympathetic 
nerves. 
4 relating to, producing, 
or denoting an effect 
that arises in response 
to a similar action 
elsewhere. 
DERIVATIVES 
sympathetically |-
ik(ə)lē|adverb 
ORIGIN mid 17th cent. 
(in the sense ‘relating 
to an affinity or 
paranormal influence,’ 
as in sympathetic 
magic): from 
sympathy, on the 
pattern of pathetic  
 
 
Synchronize 
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|ˈsiNGkrəˌnīz| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] 
cause to occur or 
operate at the same 
time or rate: soldiers 
used watches to 
synchronize 
movements | 
synchronize your hand 
gestures with your main 
points. 
• [ no obj. ] occur at the 
same time or rate: 
sometimes converging 
swells will synchronize 
to produce a peak. 
• adjust (a clock or 
watch) to show the 
same time as another: 
It is now 5:48. 
Synchronize watches. 
• [ no obj. ] tally; agree: 
their version failed to 
synchronize with the 
police view. 
• coordinate; combine: 
both media 
synchronize national 
interests with 
multinational scope. 
DERIVATIVES 

synchronization 
|ˌsiNGkrənəˈzāSHən|no
un, 
synchronizer noun 
 
 
Tendency |ˈtendənsē| 
 
noun ( pl. tendencies ) 
an inclination toward a 
particular characteristic 
or type of behavior: for 
students, there is a 
tendency to socialize 
in the evenings | 
criminal tendencies. 
• a group within a larger 
political party or 
movement: the 
dominant tendency in 
the party remained 
right-wing. 
ORIGIN early 17th 
cent.: from medieval 
Latin tendentia, from 
tendere ‘to stretch’ 
(see tend1) . 
 
 
Terminology 
|ˌtərməˈnäləjē| 
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noun ( pl. 
terminologies ) 
the body of terms used 
with a particular 
technical application in 
a subject of study, 
theory, profession, etc.: 
the terminology of 
semiotics | specialized 
terminologies for higher 
education. 
DERIVATIVES 
terminological |-
nəˈläjikəl|adjective, 
terminologically |-
nəˈläjik(ə)lē|adverb, 
terminologist |-
jist|noun 
ORIGIN early 19th 
cent.: from German 
Terminologie, from 
medieval Latin 
terminus ‘term.’ 
 
 
Thoughtful |ˈTHôtfəl| 
 
adjective 
absorbed in or involving 
thought: brows drawn 
together in thoughtful 
consideration. 

• showing consideration 
for the needs of other 
people: he was 
attentive and thoughtful 
| how very thoughtful 
of you! 
• showing careful 
consideration or 
attention: her work is 
thoughtful and 
provocative. 
DERIVATIVES 
thoughtfully adverb, 
thoughtfulness noun 
 
 
Thrifty |ˈTHriftē| 
 
adjective ( thriftier , 
thriftiest ) 
1 (of a person or their 
behavior) using money 
and other resources 
carefully and not 
wastefully. 
2 chiefly archaic dialect 
(of livestock or plants) 
strong and healthy. 
• archaic prosperous. 
DERIVATIVES 
thriftily |-lē|adverb, 
thriftiness noun 
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Tournament 
|ˈtərnəmənt, ˈto͝or-| 
 
noun 
1 (in a sport or game) a 
series of contests 
between a number of 
competitors, who 
compete for an overall 
prize. 
2 (in the Middle Ages) a 
sporting event in which 
two knights (or two 
groups of knights) 
jousted on horseback 
with blunted weapons, 
each trying to knock the 
other off, the winner 
receiving a prize. 
ORIGIN Middle English 
( sense 2): from Anglo-
Norman French 
variants of Old French 
torneiement, from 
torneier ‘take part in a 
tourney’ (see tourney)  
 
 
Tranquil |ˈtraNGkwəl| 
 

adjective 
free from disturbance; 
calm: her tranquil gaze | 
the sea was tranquil. 
DERIVATIVES 
tranquilly adverb 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from French 
tranquille or Latin 
tranquillus . 
Treasure |ˈtreZHər| 
 
noun 
a quantity of precious 
metals, gems, or other 
valuable objects. 
• a very valuable object: 
she set out to look at 
the art treasures. 
• informal a person 
whom the speaker 
loves or who is valued 
for the assistance they 
can give: the 
housekeeper is a real 
treasure—I don't know 
what he would do 
without her. 
verb [ with obj. ] 
keep carefully (a 
valuable or valued 
item). 
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• value highly: the 
island is treasured by 
walkers and 
conservationists | (as 
adj. treasured) : his 
library was his most 
treasured possession. 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
from Old French tresor, 
based on Greek 
thēsauros (see 
thesaurus) . 
 
 
Trend |trend| 
 
noun 
a general direction in 
which something is 
developing or changing: 
an upward trend in 
sales and profit 
margins. 
• a fashion: the latest 
trends in modern 
dance. 
verb [ no obj. ] 
(esp. of geographical 
features) bend or turn 
away in a specified 
direction: the Richelieu 
River trending 

northward to Lake 
Champlain. 
• change or develop in 
a general direction: 
unemployment has 
been trending upward. 
ORIGIN Old English 
trendan ‘revolve, 
rotate,’ of Germanic 
origin; compare with 
trundle. The verb 
sense ‘turn in a 
specified direction’ 
dates from the late 16th 
cent. and gave rise to 
the figurative use 
‘assume a general 
tendency’ in the mid 
19th cent., a 
development paralleled 
in the noun. 
 
 
 
 
Triumph |ˈtrīəmf| 
 
noun 
1 a great victory or 
achievement: a garden 
built to celebrate 
Napoleon's many 
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triumphs. 
• the state of being 
victorious or successful: 
the king returned home 
in triumph . 
• joy or satisfaction 
resulting from a 
success or victory: 
“Here it is!” Helen's 
voice rose in triumph . 
• a highly successful 
example of something: 
the marriage had been 
a triumph of 
togetherness. 
2 the processional entry 
of a victorious general 
into ancient Rome. 
verb [ no obj. ] 
1 achieve a victory; be 
successful: spectacle 
has once again 
triumphed over 
content. 
• rejoice or exult at a 
victory or success: 
“There!” triumphed 
Alima. 
2 (of a Roman general) 
ride into ancient Rome 
after a victory. 

ORIGIN late Middle 
English: from Old 
French triumphe 
(noun), from Latin 
triump(h)us, probably 
from Greek thriambos 
‘hymn to Bacchus.’ 
Current senses of the 
verb date from the early 
16th cent. 
 
 
Ultimate |ˈəltəmit| 
 
adjective 
being or happening at 
the end of a process; 
final: their ultimate aim 
was to force his 
resignation. 
• being the best or most 
extreme example of its 
kind: the ultimate 
accolade. 
• basic or fundamental: 
the ultimate 
constituents of anything 
that exists are atoms. 
• Physics denoting the 
maximum possible 
strength or resistance 
beyond which an object 
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breaks. 
noun 
1 (the ultimate) the 
best achievable or 
imaginable of its kind: 
the ultimate in 
decorative luxury. 
2 a final or fundamental 
fact or principle. 
DERIVATIVES 
ultimacy |-məsē|noun ( 
pl. ultimacies ) 
ORIGIN mid 17th cent.: 
from late Latin 
ultimatus, past 
participle of ultimare 
‘come to an end.’ 
 
 
Unique |yo͞oˈnēk| 
 
adjective 
being the only one of its 
kind; unlike anything 
else: the situation was 
unique in modern 
politics | original and 
unique designs. 
• particularly 
remarkable, special, or 
unusual: a unique 
opportunity to see the 

spectacular Bolshoi 
Ballet. 
• [ predic. ] (unique to) 
belonging or connected 
to (one particular 
person, group, or 
place): a style of 
architecture that is 
unique to Portugal. 
noun archaic 
a unique person or 
thing. 
DERIVATIVES 
uniquely adverb, 
uniqueness noun 
ORIGIN early 17th 
cent.: from French, from 
Latin unicus, from 
unus ‘one.’ 
usage: There is a set of 
adjectives—including 
unique, complete, 
equal, and perfect —
whose core meaning 
embraces a 
mathematically 
absolute concept and 
which therefore, 
according to a 
traditional argument, 
cannot be modified by 
adverbs such as really, 
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quite, or very. For 
example, since the core 
meaning of unique 
(from Latin ‘one’) is 
‘being only one of its 
kind,’ it is logically 
impossible, the 
argument goes, to 
submodify it: it either is 
‘unique’ or it is not, and 
there are no stages in 
between. In practice, 
the situation in the 
language is more 
complex than this. 
Words like unique have 
a core sense, but they 
often also have a 
secondary, less precise 
(nonabsolute) sense of 
‘very remarkable or 
unusual,’ as in a really 
unique opportunity. It is 
advisable, however, to 
use unique in this 
sense sparingly and not 
to modify it with very, 
quite, really, etc. 
 
 
Upright |ˈəpˌrīt| 
 

adjective 
1 vertical; erect: the 
posts must be in an 
upright position. 
• (of a piano) having 
vertical strings. 
• greater in height than 
breadth: an upright 
freezer. 
• denoting a device 
designed to be used in 
a vertical position: an 
upright vacuum cleaner. 
2 (of a person or their 
behavior) strictly 
honorable or honest: an 
upright member of the 
community. 
adverb 
in or into a vertical 
position: she was sitting 
upright in bed. 
noun 
1 a post or rod fixed 
vertically, esp. as a 
structural support: the 
stone uprights of the 
parapet. 
• (uprights) Football 
the vertical posts 
extending up from the 
crossbar of the 
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goalpost, between 
which a field goal must 
pass to score. 
2 an upright piano. 
DERIVATIVES 
uprightly adverb 
ORIGIN Old English 
upriht, of Germanic 
origin; related to Dutch 
oprecht and German 
aufrecht (see up,right)  
 
 
Valiant |ˈvalyənt| 
 
adjective 
possessing or showing 
courage or 
determination: she 
made a valiant effort to 
hold her anger in check 
| a valiant warrior. 
DERIVATIVES 
valiantly adverb 
ORIGIN Middle English 
(also in the sense 
‘robust, well-built’): 
from Old French 
vailant, based on Latin 
valere ‘be strong.’ 
 
 

Venture |ˈvenCHər| 
 
noun 
a risky or daring journey 
or undertaking: 
pioneering ventures into 
little-known waters. 
• a business enterprise 
involving considerable 
risk. 
verb [ no obj. ] 
dare to do something or 
go somewhere that may 
be dangerous or 
unpleasant: she 
ventured out into the 
blizzard. 
• dare to do or say 
something that may be 
considered audacious 
(often used as a polite 
expression of hesitation 
or apology): may I 
venture to add a few 
comments? | I ventured 
to write to her | [ with 
obj. ] : he ventured the 
opinion that Putt was 
now dangerously 
insane. 
• [ with obj. ] expose 
(something) to the risk 
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of loss: his fortune is 
ventured in an 
expedition over which 
he has no control. 
PHRASES 
at a venture archaic 
trusting to chance 
rather than to previous 
consideration or 
preparation: a man 
drew a bow at a 
venture. 
nothing ventured, 
nothing gained 
proverb you can't 
expect to achieve 
anything if you never 
take any risks. 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English (in the sense 
‘adventure,’ also ‘risk 
the loss of’): 
shortening of 
adventure. 
 
 
Versatile |ˈvərsətl| 
 
adjective 
1 able to adapt or be 
adapted to many 
different functions or 

activities: a versatile 
sewing machine | he 
was versatile enough to 
play either position. 
2 archaic changeable; 
inconstant. 
DERIVATIVES 
versatilely adverb, 
versatility 
|ˌvərsəˈtilətē|noun 
ORIGIN early 17th cent. 
(in the sense 
‘inconstant, 
fluctuating’): from 
French, or from Latin 
versatilis, from versat- 
‘turned around, 
revolved,’ from the 
verb versare, 
frequentative of vertere 
‘to turn.’ 
 
 
 
 
 
Visionary |ˈviZHəˌnerē| 
 
adjective 
1 (esp. of a person) 
thinking about or 
planning the future with 
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imagination or wisdom: 
a visionary leader. 
• archaic (of a scheme 
or idea) not practical. 
2 of, relating to, or able 
to see visions in a 
dream or trance, or as a 
supernatural apparition: 
a visionary experience. 
• archaic existing only 
in a vision or in the 
imagination. 
noun ( pl. visionaries ) 
a person with original 
ideas about what the 
future will or could be 
like. 
DERIVATIVES 
visionariness noun 
 
 
Website |ˈwebsaɪt|(also 
Web site ) 
 
nounComputing 
a location connected to 
the Internet that 
maintains one or more 
pages on the World 
Wide Web. 
 
 

Widget |ˈwijit| 
 
noun informal 
a small gadget or 
mechanical device, esp. 
one whose name is 
unknown or 
unspecified. 
• Computing an 
application, or a 
component of an 
interface, that enables a 
user to perform a 
function or access a 
service. 
ORIGIN 1930s: 
perhaps an alteration of 
gadget. 
 
 
Witty |ˈwitē| 
 
adjective ( wittier , 
wittiest ) 
showing or 
characterized by quick 
and inventive verbal 
humor: a witty remark | 
Marlowe was charming 
and witty. 
DERIVATIVES 
wittily |ˈwitəlē|adverb, 
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wittiness noun 
ORIGIN Old English 
wit(t)ig ‘having 
wisdom’ (see wit1,-y1)  
 
 
Wonderful |ˈwəndərfəl| 
 
adjective 
inspiring delight, 
pleasure, or admiration; 
extremely good; 
marvelous: they all 
think she's wonderful | 
the climate was 
wonderful all the year 
round. 
DERIVATIVES 
wonderfully |-
f(ə)lē|adverb [ as 
submodifier ] : the bed 
was wonderfully 
comfortable, 
wonderfulness noun 
ORIGIN late Old 
English wunderfull (see 
wonder,-ful) . 
 
 
Worship |ˈwərSHəp| 
 
noun 

the feeling or 
expression of reverence 
and adoration for a 
deity: the worship of 
God | ancestor worship. 
• the acts or rites that 
make up a formal 
expression of reverence 
for a deity; a religious 
ceremony or 
ceremonies: the church 
was opened for public 
worship. 
• adoration or devotion 
comparable to religious 
homage, shown toward 
a person or principle: 
our society’s worship of 
teenagers. 
• archaic honor given to 
someone in recognition 
of their merit. 
• [ as title ] (His/Your 
Worship) chiefly 
Brit.used in addressing 
or referring to an 
important or high-
ranking person, esp. a 
magistrate or mayor: 
we were soon joined by 
His Worship the Mayor. 
verb ( worships, 
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worshiping , 
worshiped ; also 
worships, 
worshipping, 
worshipped ) [ with 
obj. ] 
show reverence and 
adoration for (a deity); 
honor with religious 
rites: the Maya built 
jungle pyramids to 
worship their gods. 
• treat (someone or 
something) with the 
reverence and 
adoration appropriate to 
a deity: she adores her 
sons and they worship 
her. 
• [ no obj. ] take part in 
a religious ceremony: 
he went to the cathedral 
because he chose to 
worship in a spiritually 
inspiring building. 
DERIVATIVES 
worshiper (also 
worshipper )noun 
ORIGIN Old English 
weorthscipe 
‘worthiness, 
acknowledgment of 

worth’ (see worth,-
ship) . 
 
 
Worthy |ˈwərT͟Hē| 
 
adjective ( worthier , 
worthiest ) 
deserving effort, 
attention, or respect: 
generous donations to 
worthy causes. 
• having or showing the 
qualities or abilities that 
merit recognition in a 
specified way: issues 
worthy of further 
consideration. 
• good enough; 
suitable: no composer 
was considered worthy 
of the name until he 
had written an opera. 
noun ( pl. worthies ) 
often derogatory or 
humorous 
a person notable or 
important in a particular 
sphere: schools 
governed by local 
worthies. 
DERIVATIVES 
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worthily |-
T͟Həlē|adverb, 
worthiness noun 
ORIGIN Middle English: 
from worth + -y1. 
-worthy 
comb. form 
deserving of a specified 
thing: newsworthy. 
• suitable or fit for a 
specified thing: 
roadworthy. 
ORIGIN from worthy. 
 
 
Xenia |ˈzēnēə, -nyə| 
 
nounBotany 
the influence or effect of 
pollen on the 
endosperm or embryo, 
resulting in hybrid 
characteristics in form, 
color, etc., of the 
derived seed. 
Xenia |ˈzēnyə| 
a commercial and 
industrial city in 
southwestern Ohio; 
pop. 27,357 (est. 2008). 
 
 

Xenolith |ˈzenəˌliTH, 
ˈzēnə-| 
 
nounGeology 
a piece of rock within 
an igneous rock that is 
not derived from the 
original magma but has 
been introduced from 
elsewhere, esp. the 
surrounding country 
rock. 
 
 
 
Xylophone |ˈzīləˌfōn| 
 
noun 
a musical instrument 
played by striking a row 
of wooden bars of 
graduated length with 
one or more small 
wooden or plastic 
mallets. 
DERIVATIVES 
xylophonic 
|ˌzīləˈfänik|adjective, 
xylophonist 
|ˈzīləˌfōnist|noun 
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ORIGIN mid 19th cent.: 
from xylo-‘of wood’ + -
phone. 
 
 
Yean |yēn| 
 
verb [ with obj. ] archaic 
(of a sheep or goat) 
give birth to (a lamb or 
kid). 
ORIGIN late Middle 
English: perhaps 
representing an Old 
English verb related to 
ēanian ‘to lamb.’ 
yeasty |ˈyēstē| 
adjective ( yeastier, 
yeastiest ) 
of, resembling, or 
containing yeast: the 
yeasty smell of rising 
dough. 
• characterized by or 

producing upheaval or 
agitation; in a state of 
turbulence, typically a 
creative or productive 
one: the yeasty days of 
yesterday's revolution. 
DERIVATIVES 
yeastily 
|ˈyēstəlē|adverb, 
yeastiness noun 
 
 
Yore |yôr| 
 
noun (in phrase of 
yore) literary 
of long ago or former 
times (used in nostalgic 
or mock-nostalgic 
recollection): a great 
empire in days of yore. 
ORIGIN Old English 
geāra, geāre, of 
unknown origin.
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Acholi	
	

	

Tier	1	
	
amo	
ari	
ata	
ayo	
baa	
bab	
bac	
bad	
bal	
bal	
bam	
bap	
bar	
bat	
bek	
bel	
bic	
bid	
bii	
bim	
bir	
bit	
bo	
bod	
bok	

bor	
bot	
buc	
bur	
but	
caa	
cac	
cal	
can	
cec	
cee	
ceg	
cek	
cen	
cet	
ci	
cim	
cin	
cir	
cob	
cok	
col	
con	
cul	
cut	
daa	
dab	

dac	
dad	
dag	
dak	
dat	
dec	
ded	
dee	
dem	
dir	
dit	
do	
dok	
dol	
doo	
dor	
dot	
dul	
dum	
dur	
ego	
el	
em	
er	
gaa	
gab	
gac	
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gad	
gal	
gam	
gan	
gar	
gec	
ged	
gee	
gek	
gem	
gen	
ger	
get	
gik	
gin	
git	
gob	
goc	
gol	
gom	
gon	
goo	
gor	
gub	
guc	
gud	
guk	
gul	
gun	
ic	

il	
in	
ir	
it	
iye	
iyo	
jaa	
jak	
jan	
jer	
jic	
jii	
jik	
jim	
jir	
job	
jum	
jut	
kad	
kak	
kal	
kan	
kar	
kat	
ked	
kee	
kek	
ken	
keo	
ker	

ket	
ki	
kid	
kii	
kil	
kin	
kir	
kod	
kol	
kon	
koo	
kop	
kor	
ku	
kub	
kud	
kuk	
kul	
kum	
kwe	
laa	
lab	
la-it	
lak	
lal	
lam	
lar	
leg	
lek	
lem	
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lib	
lic	
lii	
lik	
lit	
loc	
lur	
lut	
luu	
maa	
mal	
mee	
met	
mii	
mim	
mit	
moc	
mok	
mol	
muk	
mur	
mwa	
naa	
nak	
nal	
nep	
ner	
ni	
nid	
nik	

nim	
not	
nud	
ob	
oc	
oci	
oji	
ola	
oli	
olo	
ono	
ony	
or	
ora	
pad	
pak	
pal	
pap	
par	
pec	
pee	
pem	
pep	
per	
pet	
pi	
pic	
pig	
pik	
pil	

pim	
pit	
poc	
pok	
pol	
poo	
pot	
puc	
pud	
puk	
pun	
pur	
put	
puu	
rad	
rag	
ran	
rau	
red	
ree	
rek	
rep	
ret	
rib	
ric	
rid	
rik	
rim	
rit	
roc	
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rod	
rok	
rom	
roo	
rot	
rub	
ruc	
ruk	
rum	
rut	
tac	
tad	
tad	
tag	
tak	
tap	
tee	
tel	
ten	
tet	
tii	
tik	
til	
tim	
tir	
tit	
tok	
top	
tug	
tuk	

tut	
uc	
ucu	
uk	
ul	
um	
un	
ur	
uyo	
waa	
wau	
wec	
wed	
wee	
wel	
wer	
wii	
win	
wit	
wiu	
wod	
wok	
wol	
won	
woo	
wu	
wun	
ya	
yai	
yak	

yal	
yau	
yec	
yee	
yee	
yek	
yel	
yet	
yib	
yik	
yil	
yim	
yir	
yog	
yon	
yor	
yuc	
yuk	
yul	
yuu	
	
	
Tier	2	
	
abaa	
apwa	
bucco	
cello	mwoc	
cwic	
dinno	
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gagi	
ababa	
arum	
bukko	
ceng	con	
cwid	
dira	
gala	
abacabac	
atata	
bul	apwoyo	
cenno	
cwiny	
dirica	
gallo	
abam	
atenna	
bumma	
cenynye	
cwinynyo	
dirro	
gammo	
abwori	
atii	
bummo	
cenynyo	
cwir	
diyo	
gango	
acac	

atika	tika	
bure	
cep	cep	
cwit	
dobbo	
ganno	
acac-acac	
atir	
bwac	
cere	
daa	mon	
dobodobo	
ganyaganya	
acakacak	
atum	
bwaro-lok	
cere	ngec	
daa	too	
docco	
gara	
acari	
atworo	
bwog	
cerro	lok	
daa-ker	
dango	
garro	
acebe	
aula	
bwol	

ceru	
daan	
doddo	
gayo	
acil	
awak-poto	
bwon	
ceyo	
daayo	
dogo	
geddo	
acula	
awarakic	
bwong	
cibbo	
daba	
dokko	
gemo	
acurra	
awira-wira	
bwoo	
ciddu	
daba	daba	
dollo	
gengo	
acuru	
ayado	
bwot	
cikko	
dabbo	
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dolo	
genno	
acuur-curr	
ayila	
bwotte	
cili	
daddo	
dong	
gerre	
acwiny	
babbe	
bwoyo	
cilo	
daga	daga	
donyo	
gerro	
acwiny	
babbo	
bwum	
cimmo	
daggo	
dorro	
getto	
adada	
bakala	
byee	
cinu	
dako	
dotto	
geya	

adet	
bakko	
byek	
cirikali	
dangnge	
doyo	
gicere	
adibu	
ballo	
byek	
cirro	
dano	
ducu	
giddo	
adidadida	
bani	
byello	
cogo	
dany	
dugu	
gidii	
adinga	
bany	
byen	wang	
cokke	
dany	
dula	
gigi	
adong	
barre	

byen	wang	
cokko	
danyo	
dume	
gigu	
aduku	
bebbo	
caano	
cola	
danyonyo	
dungu	
gigu	ducu	
adungu	
becco	
caar	
commo	
darro	
duny	
gikebe	
aduno	
beddo	
cabbe	
comogo	
datto	
dunynyu	
gikko	
adwoggi	
begga	
cabit	
cony	
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debbo	
dura	
gikoba	
agik	
bekko	
cacce	
conynya	
debe	
durro	
gikun	
agwaya	
belle-belle	
cacco	
coro-coro	
debedebe	
dwad	
giliri	
agwee	
bene-bene	
caden	
corro	
dedee	
dwal	
gingi	
ajut	
benye-benye	
cakka	
cotto	
deene	
dwan	

ginne	
ajuu	
bero	lok	
cakko	nying	
coyo	
deer	
dwanye	
giny	
akaa	
beyo	
camanini	
cubbo	
deng	deng	
dwar	
ginynyo	
akuri-akuri	
bicu	
canduk	
cucce	
denno	
dyabadyaba	
gipiny	
akwalla	
bila	
cangango	
cuco	cuco	
dennocan	
dyakadyaka	
gitele	
alang-alang	

bilo	
canglum	
cudu	
denynye	
dyed	
gitoga	
alatyen	
binynyo	
canno	
cuur	
derro	
dyeny	
gitogo	
alimma	
bito	
cany	
cwaa	
deyo	
dyer	
giwic	
amida	
bitto	
caro-dano	
cwac	
dibibibi	
ello	
gobbo	
aming-ming	
bodde	
catto	
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cwak	
diddo	
enoba	
gocogoco	
amuku	
bolle	
cayo	
cwak	obwoo	
didii	
ento	
goga	
amuu	amuu	
bolo	bolo	
cecee	
cwal	
diing	
ette	
gogo	
amwodda	
bong	
ceddo	
cwee	
dikdik	
gaba	
gok-kor	
angec-angec	
boro	
ceer	
cweerro	
dikko	

gabbe	
gollo	
anyai	
borro	
ceggo	
cweyo	
dillo	
gaddo	
gania	
anyoo	
boto	
cello	
cwi	cwi	
dingngo	
gadigadi	
gomeci	
gomme	
gwegwe	
jemejeme	
jwanne	
kanica	
kigingngi	
korre	
gommo	
gwel	
jeng	
jwat	
kanno	
kigol	
korro	

gong	
gwello	
jeny	
jwatto	
kano	
kigong	
kotokoto	
gonggong	
gwen	
jenynye	
jwee	
kany	
kii-ne	
kotto	
gongo	
gweng	
jenyonyo	
jwejwe	
keego	
kirikiri	
koyo	
gonno	
gweno	
jepa	
jwer	
keerre	
kiro	
kubbe	
gony	
gweny	
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jer	
jwerro	
keken	
kirognor	
kuccu	
gonynye	
gwenynye	
jerre	
jwet	
kekere	
kirokkirok	
kudde	
gonynyo	
gwenyo	
jibbe	
jwic	
kekko	
kirre	
kudo	
goone	
gwer	
jibi-jibi	
jwii	
kele	
kitabu	
kuku	oduro	
goro	
gwet	
jigi-jigi	
jwijwi	

kelekele	
kitana	
kukukuku	
goro-goro	
gwette	
jik-jik	
jwik	
keli	
kitanda	
kula	
gorre	
gweyo	
jim	
jwikko	
kelle	
kitele	
kulle	
gotogoto	
gwic	
jimme	
jwil	
kema	
kiteya	
kulu	
gototo	
gwin	
jing	
jwinne	
kemmo	
kiteyiteyi	

kuluko	
goyo	
gwok	nyo	
jinga	
jwir	
keni	
kitubu	
kuman	
gubbo	
gwokiguda	
jingaker	
jwiyo	
kenikeni	
kituti	
kumeno	
guccu	
gwong	
jingngo	
kaba	
kenna	
kiyo	
kummo	
guci	
gwor	
jiny	
kabakaba	
kenne	
kobbo	
kung	
guddo	
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gworro	
jir	
kabu	
keng	
kocokoco	
kungkung	
gudo	
iddo	
jira	
kacco	
kengngo	
kodi	
kunno	
gulle	
ille	
jirijiri	
kace	
kenno	
koddo	
kuno	
guna	
illo	
jitjit	
kadde	
keny	
kogo	
kupulu	
gungo	
itongo	ten	
jiyo	

kaddo	
kenynye	
kokke	
kurre	
guny	
itte	
joggo	
kadi	
kenyo	
kokko	
kurucuk	
gunya	
itto	
jogo-jogo	
kado	
kere	
kokoliro	
kutte	
gunynye	
iyee	
jullo	
kago	
kerekero	
kolle	
kutukutu	
guruguru	
jaar	
jum	
kaka	
kerro	

kollo	
kutyelo	
guti	
jabbo	
jung	
kakara	
ketto	
kollo	keny	
kwaa	
guur	
jabu	
jonyo	
kakare	
keyi	
kolo	
kwaar	
guurro	
jaga	
jungnge	
kakarra	
keyo	
kommo	
kwaaro	
gwaa	
jago	
jungngo	
kakke	
kibego	
kone	
kwac	
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gwac	
jaki	
junne	
kakwat	
kibeng	
kong	
kwadenge	
gwad	
jakke	
juny	
kalakala	
kibogo	
kongnge	
kwadule	
gwak	
jakko	
junya	
kalam	
kiboko	
kongo	
kwak	
gwakko	
jallo	
junynyo	
kalang	
kiboo	
kongo	ogwal	
kwakala	
gwana	
jami	

juro	kulo	
kali	
kibworo	
koni	
kwakko	
gwanagwana	
jane	
jurro	
kaliri	
kica	
kono	
kwal	
gwang	
jangaka	
jutto	
kalle	
kicce	
kononyo	
kwan	
gwange	
jantoo	
juyo	
kama	
kicika	
kony	
kwang	
gwano	
jany	
jwaa	
kamagili	

kicikici	
konynye	
kwany	
gwar	
janynye	
jwaan	
kamlara	
kidde	
kopia	
kwanyo	jami	
gwara	
jara	
jwaar	
kana	
kiddo	
kopulo	
kwar	
gwarro	
jarajara	
jwac	
kang	
kidi	
koro	
kwat	
gwed	
jarara	
jwan	
kanga	
kidikdik	
korogweno	
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kwaya	
gwee	
jayo	
jwangngo	
kangngo	
kiduu	
korokoro	
kwed	
kweddo	
lacat	wil	
lamalaika	
lirro	
lyaklyak	
muganga	
nurro	
kwee	
lacek	
lameego	
litto	
lyedi	
mukene	
nweng	
kwekko	
lacir	lok	
lameero	
lobo	
lyek	
mukko	
nwoo	
kwenno	

lacoi	
laming	
lodi	mac	
lyel	
mulaga	
nwoyo	
kwer	
lacor	
lamone	
loka	
lyello	
mung	
nyukta	
kwerro	
lacung	
lanebi	
longo	
lyer	nyim	
mungngo	
ngaane	
kweyo	
lacurubee	
lang	
lony	
lyet	
muny	
ngab	
kwic	
lacuur	
langogo	

lonyo	
maar	
munyoo	
ngabbe	
kwicikwici	
ladep	
languna	
lorpiny	
maarra	
murro	
ngaca	
kwik	
ladiro	
lany	
lorro	
mabur	
mowk	
ngacaka	
kwillo	
ladum	
lanyata	
loyo	
macak	
muttu	
ngadde	
kwiny	
ladwala	
laora	
luboo	
maddi	
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muut	
ngaddo	
kwir	
lagal	
lapel	
luga	
madora	
mwaka	
ngadi	
kwirri	
lagam	
lapena	
luggu	
makke	
mwam	
ngak	
kwiya	
lagaro	
lapii	
lukar	
makko	
mwanno	
ngakingaki	
kwoc	
laggo	
lapit	
lukeme	
mali	
mwoc	
ngal	

kwok	
lagilo	lac	
lapwo-pwo	
lukoko	
malle	
mwoddo	
ngallo	
kwokko	
lagora	ot	
laree	lok	
lurru	
manno	
mwol	
ngan	
kwong	
lagree	
laromo	ot	
luru	
many	
mwot	
ngang	
kwoo	
lagut	
larro	
lutkot	
maramara	
myenno	
ngat	
kwooko	
lagwa	

latam	
luut	
mayo	
myero	
ngatngat	
kwor	
lagwac	
latek	
luwalo	
medde	
naba-naba	
ngayo	
kworre	
lagwar	
latet	
luyolo	
meer	
nada-nada	
ngec	
kwot	
lajimo	
latong	
lwada	
meja	
naga-naga	
ngeene	
kwoyo	
lajok	
latwee	
lwak	
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meny	
naka	
ngek-ngek	
labaa	
lakal	
lawat	
lwal	
mette	
nakanen	
ngem	
labac	labac	
lalobolobo	
lawok	
lwala	lwala	
meyo	
nakko	
ngen	
labala	
lakap	
lawoora	
lwallo	
mida	
nallo	
ngeng	
labalango	
lakarac	
lawot	
lwango	
mile	
nang	

ngengngo	
labarakak	
lakeya	
laggo	
lwata	lwata	
mil-mil	
nangnang	
ngeny	
labbo	
lakidi	
layibi	
lwe	lwe	
min	ic	
neera	
nget	
labelu	
lakob-dog	
laywe	
lweddo	
min	it	
nekko	
ngic	
labit	
lakur	
lebe-lebe	
lwek	
minno	tol	
nenno	
ngid	
labo	

lakwaaro	
ledde	
lweny	
mirimiri	
niang	
ngidi-ngidi	
labol	
lakwal	
legga	
lwer	
mitto	
niddo	
ngii	
labolo	
lakwana	
lemmo	
lwet	
miya	
niki-niki	
ngik-ngik	
labong	
lakwoo	
lengnga	
lwiny	
mokke	
ningnge	
ngil	
labul	
lala	
leny	
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lwir	
mollo	
nino	
ngille	
labuta	
lalaa	
lerro	
lwit	
mono	
nirro	
ngin	
labututu	
lalar	
leyo	
lwob	
mony	
nongngo	
nginy	
labwor	
lalek	pany	
libbo	
lwoddo	
moon	
nono	
ngir	
lacakacaka	
lalem	
liggo	
lwok	
moono	

nota	
ngit	
lacam	
laling-ling	
lililili	
lwong	
motte	
notto	
ngob	
lacan	
lalor	
lilo	
lwor	
motto	
nucu	
ngoc	
lacara	
lalur	
limu	
lworro	
moyo	
nuddo	
ngod	
lacari	
lamaar	
ling	
lyak	
mucumar	
numu	
ngok	

ngol	
nyen	
oborro	
odyeer	
omeego	
otang	wic	
pat	pat	
ngollo	
nyenye	
obot	
odyeodye	
omel	
otara	
pata	
ngom	
nyenynye	
obucu	
ogaa	
omen	
otini	
patte	
ngon	
nyet	
obuga	
ogele	
ommo	
otira	
patto	
ngong-ngong	
nyib	
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obuko	
ogilo	lak	
omuya	
otit	
payo	
ngongo	
nying	
obul	
ogodo	
onee	yat	
otogo	
pe	larre	
ngoo-ne	
nyirro	
obur	
ogore	
ongaru	
otole	
peddo	
ngoo	
nyoc	
obut	
ogoyogoyo	
ongato	
oton	
pel	pel	
ngor	
nyok	
obwol	
ogwa	

ongera	
otuk	
pelle	
ngoyo	
nyom	
obwol	mon	
ogwal	
ongoo	
otul	
penynye	
ngukko	
nyon	
obwonna	
ogwang	
ongot-togo	
otweng	
pere	pere	
ngullo	
nyong	
obwoo	
ogwec	
ongullo	
otwongo	
pero	
ngun	
nyong	kom	
oceco	
ojee	
oningnge	
otyeno	

perre	
nguna	
nyongngo	
oceke	
ojoga	
onyee	
owaca	
petto	
ngur	
nyonyo	
ocene	
ojul	
onyo	
owango	
peyo	
ngurro	
nyoo	
ococ	
ojung	
onyong	
owelu	
piddo	
nguu-bar	
nyor	
ocok	
ojwar	
onyuny	
owic	
piir	
ngwec	
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nyot	
ocoyo-coyo	
ojwiny	
ooko	
owor	
piirro	
ngwed	
nyotto	
ocuur	
okado	
opal	
oyado	
pikke	
ngwek	
nyub	
ocwak-ocwak	
okak	
opany	
oyala	
pili	
ngwel	
nyugi	
ocwiny	
okang	
opee	
oyee	
pili	pili	
ngwen	
nyuka	
ocwinynyo	

okani	
opego	
oyeng	yeng	
pillo	
ngweny	
nyul	
odaa	
okarra	
opelo	
oyoo	
pimmo	
ngwer	
nyuny	
odang	kidi	
oken	
opilo	
oyoro	
pino	
ngwer	
nyur	
odec	
okeno	
opiloopilo	
oywee	
piny	
ngwerro	
nyut	
odengnge	
okero	
opit	

pac	pac	
piny	ic	
ngweyo	
nywa	
oderu	
okodo	
opiyo-yok	
pacco	
pipa	
ngwid	
nywakko	
odeyo	
okok	
opol	
paco	
pany	
ngwil	
nywal	
odii	ngwen	
okokori	
opong	
paddo	
piri	piri	
ngwir	
nywang	
odii	pul	
okolo	
opotino	
pado	
piti	
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nyaa	
nywi	
odiko	con	
okongo	
oput	
pagi	
pitto	
nyanynyo	
obala	
odilo	
okono	
oraa	
paka	paka	
piyo	
nyap	
obangnge	
odin	
okoro	
orada	
pal	gwok	
pokke	
nyara-bok	
obar	
oding	
okotowic	
oran	
palle	
polo	
nyat	
obato	

odir	
oluri	
oree	
pallo	
pong	
nyayo	
obaya	
odocco	
oluro	
orobo	
pamba	
poor	
nyebbe	
obbo	
ododo	
olut	
oroc	twol	
pamme	
poorro	
nyebbo	
obee	
odok	
oluta	kwon	
oleka	
pammo	
poto	
nyed	
obeer	
odong	
oluto	

orok	
pang	
poyo	
nyee	
obeno	
odoo	
oluu	
orro	
panno	
pude-pude	
nyeer	
obice	
odugu	
olwa	
orukko	
pany	
pukko	
nyek	
obiku	
oduny	
olwar	
orwoo	
panyaka	
puno	
nyekke	
oboke	
odur	
olwet	
orya	
pao	pao	
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puri	
nyello	
obolo	
odure	
olwinyo	
oryada	
pap	got	
purre	
nyelo	
obong	
oduro	
omal	
otac	
pappe	
purupuru	
nyeme	nyeme	
oboo	
oduu	
omat	
otako	
parro	
putto	
puyo	
rikko	
rwit	
tayi	
torro	
twiyo	
weene	
pwa	pwa	

ringngo	
rwodi	
tayo	
totto	
twod	
weer	
pwaa	
riyo	
rwom	
teddo	
toyo	
twoddo	
wego	
pwac	
robbo	
rwoo	
teer	
tubbo	
twok	
wekko	
pwacco	
rocco	
rwot	
teerro	
tucco	
twol	
wele	
pwoc	
roddo	
rwot	

teggo	
tudde	
twolo	
welle	
pwod	
rokko	
rwotto	
teke	
tuga	
twommo	
welo	
pwomo	
rommo	
ryac	
teko	
tuggo	
twon	
weng	
pwonno	
romo	
ryak	
tele	
tugu	
twoo	
wenye	
pwony	
rony	
ryal	
tello	
tugumuno	
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twoor	
were	
pwoo	
ronynyo	
ryammo	
temmo	
tukke	
twoorro	
were	were	
pworro	
roone	
ryang	
temtem	
tuk-keno	
twora	
werro	
pwot	
roro	
ryangryang	
teng	
tuko	
tworo	
wet	wet	
pyed	
rororroro	
ryany	
tengngo	
tula	
tyang	
weyo	

pyee	
rotto	
ryanynyo	
teno	
tullo	
tyekko	
wici	wici	
pyello	
roya	
ryeb	
teny	
tummo	
tyello	
widdo	
pyem	
royo	
ryebbo	
tetto	
tuny	
tyen	
wil	tic	
pyen	
rubbo	
ryec	
teyo	
tunynyo	
tyeng	
wil	tyen	
pyetto	
rubuku	

ryee	
tidi	
turro	
tyer	
willo	
raane	
ruccu	
ryek	
tidu	
tutte	
tyetto	
wing	
raba	
rucu	rucu	
ryekko	
tika	
tutu	
ukko	
wingngo	
rabbo	
ruda	
ryem	
tiki-tiki	
tutuu	
ullo	
wino	
raddo	
ruddo	
ryemmo	
tikko	
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tutuuno	
um	cong	
winy	
ragaraga	
ruk	mac	
ryeny	
tiko	
tuur	
ummo	
winynyo	
raggo	
rukca	
ryeyo	
timmo	
tuut	
unno	
winyo	
raka	raka	
rukko	
taar	
tinno	
tuwa	
urra	
wirro	
raku-raku	
rumme	
taarre	
tino	
twac	
urulee	

witto	
rammo	
rummo	
taba	taba	
ting	
twacco	
utumega	
wiyo	
rangi	
rung	
tado	
tingngo	
twak	
utuwora	
woko	
rany	
rungi-rungi	
taga	taga	
tiny	
twakko	
waadi	
wollo	
ranynya	
rungnge	
takke	
tipo	
twal	
waar	
wong	
ratili	

rutto	
takko	
tiree	
twany	
waaro	
woor	
rayo	
ruu	piny	
tako	
tirro	
twanynyo	
waarro	
wooro	
redde	
ruyo	
tallo	
tiru	
twar	
waat	
woro-woro	
reeno	
rwac	
tammo	
titto	
twat	
wac	kom	
wotte	
reggo	
rwad	
tandarua	
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tiyo	
twatwal	
wacco	
wunno	
remmo	
rwaddo	
tang	
tobi	
twayo	
waddo	
wurru	
rengo	
rwak	
tang	laro	
tocco	
twek	
waka	
yaani	
renno	
rwang	
tanga	
toddo	
twekko	
wakko	
yaar	
retto	
rwany	
tango	
togo	
tweng	

wako	wako	
yacu	
reyo	
rwanynyo	
tany	
tokko	
tweny	
walle	
yago	
ribbo	
rwee	
tanynyo	
tong	
tweri	
wallo	
yaka	yaka	
ribiribi	
rweny	
tara-tara	
tong	twok	
tweyo	
wany	
yakko	
riddo	
rweyo	
tarra	
tongngo	
twic	
waraga	
yallo	

riine	
rwic	
tatto	
tonno	
twii	
wayo	
yammo	
rikke	
rwid	
taya	
toppo	
twiny	
weddo	
yamo	
yang	
yeggo	
yerro	
yirre	
yonno	
yung	
ywec	
yang	yang	
yekko	
yetto	
yiru	
yorre	
yurru	
ywek	
yany	
yelle	
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yeya	
yito	
yoyo	
yutto	
ywekko	
yarro	
yello	
yeyo	
yoggo	
yugi	
yuyo	
yweer	
yecce	
yeng	
yikke	
yokko	
yukke	
ywaa	
yweyo	
yeene	
yeny	
yimmo	
yom	cwiny	
yukku	
ywac	
ywic	
	
Tier	3	
	
akara-kara	yoo	

kok-kok-
kilirokok	
lakalatwe	
layibbe	
nyig	
malakwang	
amoko-moko	
tonggweno	
kwac	kitikiti	
lakarakak	
obwoloruka	
apokapoka	oro	
ci	cwir	
kwar	cwiny	
lakere	lak	
obworopyen	
ataca-
tangalaru	
kwar	piny	
lalee-dog-kika	
okelokoko	
da	miya	pii	
kwar-wang	
laloko-lony	
onangmelo	
daa-lakko	
la	itte	otto	
latung-tung	
tyen	lyec	
pung	ngung	

gitworra-
tworra	
laa	dog	jok	
latuny	
tonggweno	
rwenynyeke	
gongongwee	
labal	aweno	
latwok-lak-lyec	
tang	ngwiny	
jwayo-jwaano	
labala-wang	
odyak	
lawangnge	arii	
tee	kwaro	
kangngo	lok	
labila-wii-ot	
lyer	dye	ngec	
tee	ywatt	
kicere	moo	
lagwok	otingo	
ringoru	
makarepe	
tongogwal	
kitambara	
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Ateso	
	
Nee		
Ajo		
Too		
Lpu		
Ijo		
Ani		
Mot		
Ebe		
Ija		
Oni		
Ipu		
Ewe		
Ere		
Eco		
Moi		
Nen		
Bian		
Esil		
Kere	
Agar		
Asid		
Edge		
Bobo		
Akor		
Acer	
Abao	
Abeet		

	
	
	
Abua		
Acen	
Acok		
Kija	/	Ijaas		
Akan		
Awai		
Ayep		
Egur		
Abaj		
Aila		
Kwap		
Epol		
Oyau		
Onac		
Ebua		
Agog		
Ekal	
Egoe	
Emun		
Ebai		
Elos	
Ekek		
Akit		
Kide		
Etom		
Aisi		
Ekal		

	
	
	
Papa		
Akim		
Kanu		
Ekue		
Etuo		
Ecom		
Ejok		
Anya		
Ates		
Akan		
Ipoo		
Akau		
Etau		
Kuju		
Etul		
Ecen		
Itet		
Ejok		
Aria		
Eupa		
Aire		
Toto		
Ebur		
Amot		
Elai		
Ebei		
Airi		
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Emir		
Ainip		
Elago		
Ecor		
Erot		
Edia		
Apak		
Inac		
Akoj		
Edit		
Emun		
Iner		
Atan		
Epii		
Amun		
Kesi		
Ewusi		
Apak		
Lolo		
Luni		
Esil		
Kuju		
Ejie		
Aite		
Elal		
Apod		
Kere	
Ebit		
Acut		
Akeju		

Aibok		
Atudo	
Apuwa		
Enusu		
Aimar		
Ewalu	
Ejiri	
Aitub		
Igoen		
Ekoti		
Aidok		
Esawa		
Elupe		
Ikoku		
Ecoka		
Esuit		
Akadi		
Ikapa		
Imiot		
Erang		
Emong		
Ebasi		
Konye		
Agwel		
Aberu		
Abiro		
Abong		
Ajore		
Acipa		
Ejari		

Esoda		
Erono		
Akuan		
Acupa		
Obong		
Ereet		
Apese		
Eleli		
Emudu	
Aisom		
Episo		
Kware		
Ecelot		
Kwana		
Epeta		
Kinga		
Emong		
Eragi		
Aitac		
Imare		
Epege		
Polis		
Icana		
Aitep		
Ereng		
Emoru		
Awuno		
Aseti		
Lailo		
Aimor		
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Epale		
Ngina		
Apuru		
Okuku		
Ekoso		
Awuno		
Emesa		
Einer		
Ikany		
Atoci		
Etaun		
Aitam		
Mamai		
Ecalo		
Akote		
Ailot		
Akipi		
Ekurut		
Konye		
Akan		
Paran		
Angor		
Amaim		
Aipro		
Ingai		
Agear		
Aiboi		
Einer		
Eijer		
Nuaiyeiyeya		

Aijaanakin		
Amerekekin		
Ewuriana		
Aiboikin		
Ikanykape	
Abulukuk		
Aitironikin		
Idwidwiit		
Awaragat		
Awomoom		
Ebokorit		
Einyanya		
Aitutuor		
Eituturut		
Enswaman		
Aiyalongong		
Edokolet		
Ekalaamu		
Epikipike		
Emwaanyi		
Enanaasi		
Ekirididi		
Ekalanyana		
Aisisianakin	
Ecwarenit		
Eipelipelet		
Angurian		
Angetakin		
Eimudunga		
Ikany	auni		

Aminakit		
Abukioyit		
Aibatalal		
Aimurokin		
Iwongon		
Iteleleete		
Iyinakina		
Ainakinan		
Angilrit		
Akopiira		
Leotelekasan		
Amukurati		
Emolokony		
Emorosing		
Emojongit		
Emutugulu		
Eidapaic		
Abongokin		
Emakaasi		
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Leblango	
	
Adic		
Adwar	 	 	
Aedi	 	 	
Agot	
Akaö	 	
Alama	
Alambwino	
Alamkalu	
Alökalökapiny		
Aluka	
Anekmac	
Anyakki	
Anyarodi	
Anyarolum	
Anyut	
Apakica	
Apwony	
Arwöm	
Atëkërë	
Atëla	tëkwarö	
Atëla	wibye	
Atëmatëma	
Atïnkwan	
Atipa	
Ature		
Awano	
Awëbao	 	

	
	
	
Awobi	 	 		
Aworo		 	
Bailo	 	 	
Baocöc	
Beŋki	
Böŋkic	
Buk	 	 	
Bur	 	 	
Bür	 	 	
Bwom	 	 		
Caat	
Cado	 	 	
Cado	remo	 	
Caja	 	 	
Caji	
Canne	a	lobo	
Cannö	i	rwöm		
Cat	 	 	
Cem	 	 	
Ceŋ	
Ceŋcabit	
Ceŋokiko	
Cere	
Cët	 	 	
Cïk	 	 	
Citowa	
Cökërë		

	
	
	
Cökka	 	 		
Coron	 	 	
Cöyö	 	 	
Cuk	 	 	
Cunykulu	 	
Cwec	 	 	
Cwec	a	danö	
Cwec	obaŋa	
Dak	 	 	
Dërö	 	 	
Diki	
Diŋ-yit	
Donynyoceŋ	
Döö	 	 	
Duny	a	pii		 	
Dwaralii	
Gikwö	
Gin	a	kwö	a	
wee		
Gin	obaŋa	
ocweo		
Gin	otöp	
Ginapïta	
Gitic	
Gi-wot	
Göga		 	 	
Gollo	 	 	
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Görö	
Göt	
Göt	a	tïdï	
Göyö	birik		 	
Guti	 	 	
Gweŋe	a	tïtïnö	
Gwökkö	 	
Gwökkö	kuc	
Gwökkö	leyi	
Gwökkö	ridok		
Ideke	 	
Jami	a	mïttë	
Jami	a	pïrë	tëk	
Jami	a	töpö	
lobo	
Janjago	 	
Jenda	
Jokon		 	 	
Jwërö	
Kabedo	
Kala	
Kanorumo	
Kayo	 	 	
Kec	 	 	
Kilaci	
Kïrö	pii	
Kite	a	yamu	
Kolera	
Köm	 	 	
Kono	 	 	

Kor	 	 	
Kor-yat		
Kot	 	 	
Koti	 	 	
Köyö	 	 	
Kubere		
Kuc	 	 	
Kudi	 	 	
Kuddi	cilim	
Kuddi	two	
Künynyö	
Kwat	 	 	
Kwe	 	 	
Kwe	awura	
Kwer	
Kwërï	
Kwero	 	 	
Kwo	 	 	
Kwö	a	ginnörö	
Kwöc	
Kwoyo			
Lee	 	 	
Lek	 	 	
Lëla	
Lero	 	 	
Lobo	 	 	
Lobo	cwec	 	
Lobo	i	dyere	
Lobo	i	mala	
Lobo	otöp	

Lwërö	 	 	
Lwite	
Makërë	a	pii	
Me	 	 	
Me	pacu	
Me	tim	
Mëp	
Möl	a	lobo	
Morköt	
Mukere	a	lobo	
Myeka	
Myël	
Naci	
Nakkö	
Nam	 	 	
Nam	a	möl	
Nwoyo		
Nyakö	
Odiku	 	
Odikko		
Odilo	 	 	
Oro	 	 	
Öt-wïnyö	
Otyeno	
Otyetyem	
Oyeyeŋ	
Pac	 	 	
Paŋŋa	
Pëë	 	 		
Pëk	 	 	
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Pigatura	 	
Pii	
Pii	ojogere	
Pimmo	remo	
Pirin	
Pït	
Pïttö	yen	
Pokko	pii	
Pöl	 	 	
Pom	
Pot	
Pur				 	 	
Purcem	acama	
Purocem	acata	
Purujek	
Pwonyere	
Rëc	
Rijecita	
Rok	 	 	
Rula	
Tëkwarö	 	
Tëla	 	 	
Tic	 	 	
Tic	opoko	
Tic	pi	lwak		
Töŋgwënö	
Toŋŋo	yen		
Töö	 	 	
Töö-waŋ	
Tukide	

Tur	
Acoc	(nyiŋ)	
Adwaralii	
(nyiŋ)	
Aköbtwo	
(nyiŋ)	
Amuka	(nyiŋ)	
Cayan	(nyiŋ)	
Buŋ	(nyiŋ)	
Anok	(nyiŋ)	
Awaka	(nyiŋ)	
Awënö	(nyiŋ)	
Bajet	(nyiŋ)	
Ballö	(acïmtic)	
Cemacata	
(nyiŋ)	
Bayogurapi	
(nyiŋ)	
Bolle	(acïmtic)	
Botto	(acïmtic)	
Lëë	
Lee	a	waye	i	
kore	
Lëlä	
Lërö	
Anyakki	
Lölökö	pïttö	
koti	
Lütköt	
Turu	(acïmtic)	

Wïrïwïrï	(nyiŋ)	
Pur	kiŋakiŋa	i	
tur	
Tutöö	
Twërö	
Twërö	atïn	
Twö	
Two	anino	
Twojönyö	
Wäŋtic	
Waya	a	tye	
onoro	
Weo	
Wer	
Wïnyö	
Wïnyö	me	
pacu	
Wïnyö	me	tim	
Wïrë	a	pii	
Wonköm	
Wörö	
Wot	
Wummo	lobo	
Yamu	
Yät	
Yät	tëkwärö	
Yikko	
Yïkkö	
Yotkom	
Yübbö	
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Luganda	
	
Tier	1	
	
Ekiro	
Emisana	
Enva	
Obulo	
Kawo	
Amata	
Amagi	
Ente	
Baasi	
Zeero	
Emu	
Bbiri	
Ssatu	
Nnya	
Okulya		
-Tono	
-Nene	
-Nafu	
-Mpi	
-To	
-Siru	
-Bi	
Bubi	
Wano	
Ewala	

	
	
	
Kati	
Abato		
Emiti	
Ebire	
Ebiku	
Otulo	
Ekifo	
Ggoolo										
Essimu	
Embwa	
Ekkubo																	
Kaawa	
Nnyo	
Nkya	
Empya	
Okutu	
Enswa	
Ensawo	
Ensuwa	
	
Tier	2	
	
Nnyabo	
Emboga	
Kyenda	
Okubba		
Okusima	

	
	
	
Bulijjo	
Ekirabo	
Ebigere	
Entebe	
Enkima	
Embaga	
Empiso	
Enseko	
Amanda	
Eppeera											
Okugwa										
Amabwa										
Omumwa								
Omwana	
Omutwe																						
Ekyalo	
Oluusi	
Olwala	
Ekiswa	
Engalo	
Enkuba																
Ssente		
Amaaso	
Amazzi	
Doodo	
Maama	
Kkumi	
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Eddibu																
-Sirifu	
Kikumi	
Enkoko	
Omwezi	
Empewo	
Empuku	
Embuzi	
Enswera	
Musawo	
	
Tier	3	
	
Ekitabo	
Eby’Okulya	
Kasooli	
Obutungulu	
Ebinyeebwa		
Ensujju	
Makumi	Abiri		
Makumi	Ana		
Makumi	Asatu		
Makumi	
Ataano		
Okudduka	
Ekigambo	
Okutambula		
Okufumba		
Ekisinziro	
Olubatu	

Omukono	
Ennyindo	
Ennyama	
Akamyanso	
Enseenene	
Omuyimbi	
Ettaala		
Eggaali	
Ejjinja														
Enviiri													
Okusaala									
Okuliisa																				
Okunywa		
Essaati	
Evviivi	
Addaala										
Aggaali	
Bbogoya	
Ttaano	
Abaganda	
Abakazi	
Obutiko	
Abawala	
Abutunda	
Nsanvu	
Akamyu	
Akasaale	
Mwenda	
Akatunda	
Amagulu	

Amajaani	
Nkaaga	
Amannyo	
Kinaana	
Essomero									
Emikwano							
Enkwawa	
Ennimiro	
Okusala	
Okusanga		
Okuseke		
Essigiri												
Ekitanda	
Ennyumba	
Eryenvu											
Munaana	
Obulwadde					
Omulwadde				
	
Tier	4	
	
Edduuka									
Ekisaawe									
Akawungeezi	
Enva	Endiirwa	
Eppaapaali	
Ennaanansi	
Omucungwa	
Ebijanjaalo	
Eddoboozi						
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Ekisiimuula	
Ekkalaamu						
Okumwenya				
Essowaani							
Ekinyonyi	
Okunoonya					
Ennyaanya	
Muvubuka							
Ejjuuni													
Ebbugumu							
Pikipiki	
Omuceere	
	
Tier	5	
	
Eggiraasi					
Okulowooza				
Okusaaga	
Okuseera	
Eppeesa											
Ssukaali										
Oluwummula		
Okusiimuula				
Biringanya	
Sabbuuni									
Omucuuzi	
Reserve	
Words		
	
Addaala	

Amabwa	
Amusambi	
Ebbugumu	
Ebinyeebwa	
Eddibu	
Eddoboozi	
Edduuka	
Eggiraasi	
Ejjinja	
Ejjuuni	
Ekigambo	
Ekisaawe	
Ekkalaamu	
Ekkubo	
Emikwano	
Enkuba	
Enviiri	
Eppeera	
Eppeesa	
Eryenvu	
Essanyu	
Essanyu											
Essigiri	
Essomero	
Essowaani	
Ettaala	
Ggoolo	
Lukumi	
-Lwadde	
Mukaaga	

Musanvu	
Musawa	
Mutabani	
Muvubuka	
Muwogo	
Obulwadde	
Obumonde	
Obuyambi	
Okuwulira		
Okubeera	
Okubeera									
Okudduka		
Okuebaka	
Okugaana	
Okugula	
Okugwa	
Okukaaba	
Okukoola	
Okukoola								
Okukuba	
Okukyala	
Okuleeta	
Okuleeta										
Okuliisa	
Okulima	
Okuloota	
Okuloota									
Okulowooza	
Okulwala	
Okulwana	
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Okulwana								
Okulya	
Okumwenya	
Okunaaba	
Okunaaba								
Okunoonya	
Okunywa	
Okusaala	
Okusiiga	
Okusiiga										
Okusiimuula	
Okuswala	
Okuswala								
Okutunda	
Okutuula	
Okutwala	
Okutwala								
Okuwaata	
Okuwaata								
Okuwulira	
Okuwunya	
Okuwunya						
Okuyamba	
Okuzimba	
Okwagaala	
Okwbaka	
Oluganda	
Olugoye	
Oluwummula	
Omucungwa		

Omukyala	
Omulwadde	
Omumwa	
Omunnyo	
Omupiira	
Omupiira									
Omusujja	
Omusujja									
Omuswaki	
Omuswaki							
Omutwe	
Omuyaaye	
Omuyaaye							
Omuyembe	
Omuyizi	
Omuzadde	
Omuzadde						
Sabbuuni	
-Sanyufu	
Ssente	
Ssukaali	
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Lugbarati	
	
Ci		
‘ya		
Te		
Tu		
Di		
A’u		
Za		
Ti	
La		
Na	 	
Su		
Fe	
Je	
Sa	
Ca		
Jo		
Re	
Mu		
Fo		
Wu		
Le		
Ru		
Mi		
Ma		
Yi	
Yu	
Vu		

	
	
	
Ve		
Vo		
Si		
Ni		
Pe		
Pa		
Yuu		
Ogu		
Ija		
Uru		
Nda		
Ori		
Aju		
Opi		
Rua		
Ari	
Nee		
Ide		
Icu		
Ico		
Ozi		
Ozo		
Daa		
Oga		
Saa		
Avi		
Gba		

	
	
	
Oni		
O’di		
Ama		
Eri		
Emi		
A’wi		
Ndu		
Osu		
O’bi		
Cai		
Odu	 	
Aje		
Ago		
Alu		
Iri	
Ase		
Aro		
Nya		
Oji	
Ipo		
Nze		
Efi		
Ezo	
ida		
Ode		
O’be		
Gbi		
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O’de		
Ona		
Ago		
Emu	
Ngu		
A’di		
Osu		
Ote		
Mba		
See		
Ilo		
Ije		
Ebi		
Ewe		
Mvu		
Apa		
Osi		
Adi		
Ire		
Ari		
Uri		
Aci		
Ofe		
Ofi		
Ofo		
Azi		
Inzi		
Mele		
Vino	
Miri		

Fura		
Odri		
Ndri		
Yuku	
Mile		
Molo		
Wizi		
Ibio		
Guru	
Woro		
Mesa		
Wura		
‘yeke		
Yabi		
Yere		
Yofe		
Otra		
Onda		
Izia	
Otre		
Pati		
Ikpa		
Puru		
Ribi		
Pali		
Pasi		
Ndge		
Dika		
Alea	
Drio		

Towi		
Teri		
Tiza		
Tile		
Toci		
Azia		
Omve		
Baka	
O’du	
Oguo		
Were		
Omvu		
Baasa		
Ongo		
Oyoo		
Ndri		
Maku		
Onii		
Taba		
Tandi		
Tata		
Ajee		
Liri		
Lulu		
Imvo		
Mani		
Mari		
Maru		
Olaa		
Eyio		
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Angu		
Dika		
A’bua		
Buku		
Kame		
Cucu		
Ombu		
Zapi		
Olaa		
Ziri		
Loza		
Kuru		
Zuzu		
Zozo		
Anyu		
Cupa		
Kami		
Kaka		
Gari		
Kopo		
Kome		
Emve		
Aria		
Ngoa		
Sati		
Simu		
Etoo		
‘wara		
Elio	
Gologota		

Gonigoni		
Ombizoko		
Inyiriko		
Ongulumu		
Musulaba		
Andrapuru		
Piripiri		
Ligaliga		
Horohoro		
Gakandia		
Onzivuru		
Otunukua		
Milekoko		
Mosikiti		
Ndrandraa		
Odrukodru		
Enyakinya		
Okporovuru		
Etatangule		
Trotro		
Ambiza		
A’dukule		
Ayikoru		
Endraru		
Onokono		
Obalako		
Afuluku		
Ngurube		
Bongoso		
Vutinia		

Mbasala		
Iriidri		
Andreli		
Etiriko		
Etusile		
Ondroko		
Vutinia		
A’dukule		
Ubalako		
Zomaazi		
Yilemvu		
Osoroko		
Icikici		
Mvamva		
Ewa	koko		
Ibiokamanaka		
Imgbeleke		
Mbele	Mbele		
Mbasala	Sumu	
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Lusoga	
	
Omúkonó	
Ekinené	
Agafeeyo	
Okutuuka	
Okuleeta	
Okúgúlá	
Omulengo	
Omwana	
Omúsaná	
Obwînoghovu	
Inhabo	
Bukalamu	
Bitaanu	
Láta	
Lunaana	
Ekibisi	
Kibumba	
Eigulu	
Omwami	
Nhenda	
Olugendo	
Tugye	
Ekiya	
Empiiya	
Ndala	
Engira	
Eitu	

	
	
	
Mpaaku	
Akaduuyu	
Ekipande	
Okwidha	
Okuyamba	
Okwidhukira	
Okulongosa	
Okukoba	
Okwewaayo	
mugheereza	
Ebikunsu	
Ekitiisa	
Bwenebwene	
Twakoba	
mwana	
amawulire	
ngezaaku	
empisa	
kuzalibwa	
ndayira	
Najaayo	
Eidembe	
Omulimo	
mwembi	
abato	
ngalo	
twidhi	

	
	
	
abagunha	
omusulube	
omulenzi	
omuzaire	
mukagwa	
mughere	
omusomesa	
omuzimbi	
mughalawe	
mmere	
maadhi	
thumbi	
iva	(eiva)	
menvu	
ipapaali	
nhanhansi	
katunda	
muthungwa	
duuma	
butungulu	
nhaanha	
maido	
okubona	
omutyere	
iriibwa	
muwogo	
obulo	
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ebidhándááli	
eghala	
agheebwe	
ghalala	
amateeka	
musobola	
mperaano	
butiko	
sukaali	
madhaani	
kaawa	
iguloigulo	
ekyeyo	
buliidho	
olwisi	
musaadha	
isomero	
iduuka	
kyalo	
kisaaghe	
mbala	
okuseka	
agho	
ghala	
galagira	
yasuubiza	
omwidhukulu	
endhuyi	
ebiseera	
omusika	

okulumuka	
okutambula	
okufumba	
okunhwa	
okulima	
okukyala	
omuntu	
kyonakyona	
mwino	
ebikalamu	
okubbeeda	
mubiri	
okukungula	
enukuta	
emiraala	
enkabi	
boonaboona	
abaghe	
byaife	
ekyama	
byonbyona	
amazima	
okukakasa	
okusala	
okukola	
okughaata	
okuliisa	
okuloota	
okuloghooza	
okuleeta	

okutwala	
okumanha	
okugabana	
akatono	
ekiyaaka	
okwega	
okuhnuma	
ekinonhi	
enkembo	
enswa	
ekitabo	
embaga	
kibono	
iroboozi	
idaala	
itaala	
omukulu	
kyabazinga	
kwegomba	
twenatwena	
ekyodo	
obulamu	
okwidha	
kirabo	
mugabo	
muzira	
ekizimbe	
endhu	
mwoyo	
eisinzizo	
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goolo	
isimu	
ngoye	
kityaamo	
ndyanga	
nsugha	
mbegho	
saabbuuni	
ipeesa	
saati	
basenze	
okubona	
ntegeera	
yampa	
omukisa	
kikunsu	
abafuzi	
maani	
afuga	
mpiiya	
sigiri	
akasenhia	
kighumuulo	
kiswa	
ibaale	
giraasi	
kalaamu	
entambula	
nviri	
munwa	

mutwe	
okusanhuka	
kibuga	
dhoonadhoona	
okugonzania	
okukalangula	
miraala	
okwikiriza	
ghaigulu	
ghansi	
okulabirira	
abalanzi	
abeegeresa	
abatuukirivu	
tulituuka	
abatuukiriire	
mpewo	
endhegeresa	
tukakate	
obutamanha	
nkakasa	
bidhuubo	
kifaananie	
mwesimbu	
ebikalamu	
okusonigha	
yeeghaayo	
mufubenga	
butangaavu	
mubita	

iseife	
buliidho	
bagwaine	
bagwaniire	
omusaadha	
ekikunsu	
inhoko	
okughangaala	
ekisembayo	
okuguma	
abeetegefu	
mugemerere	
okuzimya	
timwiririra	
musabirenga	
ndhogera	
mpebwe	
mmanhisa	
musengwa	
tughandiikiire	
nsiima	
musangavu	
mbalumirwa	
ebiidha	
kisaagati	
ghaligho	
baidhi	
badhuuba	
ebaagho	
ndidha	
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Runyankore/Rukiga	
	
	
P.1-2	
Tier	1	
	
Na	
Omu	
Aha	
Omuka	
Omwana	
Abaana	
Omwegi	
Abeegi	
Ekitabo	
Ebitabo	
Maama	
Taata	
Emeeza	
Enjoka	
Amate	
Efuka	
Enkoko	
Embuzi	
Omukazi	
Omuti	
Abantu	
Emboga	
Enjura	

Omunda	
Enwa	
Egaari	
Ebaafu	
Keeki	
	
Tier	2	
	
Amaisho	
Okubara	
Ekabada	
Eihuri	
Amahuri	
Ekyaro	
Omusiri	
Emisiri	
Ekikopo	
Ebikopo	
Obwire	
Saabuni	
Empoca	
Edirisa	
Omukono	
Ekifuba	
Omuvugi	
Omugusha	

Enyonyi	
Enkaito	
Eminwa	
Omuguha	
Orwigi	
Orwiko	
Enjubu	
Ebijuma	
	
Tier	3	
	
Abazaire	
Esohaani	
Ebyokurya	
Ebicoori	
Eishomero	
Omupiira	
Munywani	
Emizaano	
Emitumba	
Ekyenyanja	
Eshohera	
Ebireere	
Ekibiina	
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P.3	
Tier	1	
	
Esaati	
Ekibiina	
Omusiri	
Enjangu	
Enjóka	
Empunu	
Empéne	
Ekyómbeko	
Obushera	
Ekigambo	
Omunwa	
Okutu	
Esímu	
Eríìno	
Enyîndo	
Enjúra	
Egiráàsi	
Embúga	
Eibáàre	
Amate	
Engagi	
Omubaizi	
Enyama	
Engoma	
Omugaati	
Okumanya	
Munônga	
Okugura	

Okuteeka	
Enjúra	
Ensíri	
Ensénene	
Okutwara	
Ekitabo	
Ente	
Embúzi	
Omwâna	
Ekishobyo	
Omurimo	
Empundu	
Enanáàsi	
Amazíga	
Efúka	
Ehúùma	
Esafuríya	
Omuzaano	
Eishókye	
Omushomésa	
Omwishiki	
Kyantsya	
Táàta	
Enkoni	
Entaama	
Embeba	
Máàma	
Okwija	
Omukóno	
Ensháho	
Ekitookye	
Ebihîmba	

Enyonyi	
Omupíìra	
Ekooti	
Omukyéèri	
Enkóko	
Egyora	
Okukunda	
Okunywa	
Okweta	
Okurira	
Okuteera	
Okuhandíìka	
Embwa	
Orwigi	
Okuguru	
Omusháìja	
Akanwa	
Emboga	
Ahamáìsho	
Omufúmu	
Ebijwâro	
Eishókye	
Omutwe	
Ebakúri	
Embého	
Okuju	
Ekigyere	
Ekimuri	
Omugyenyi	
Okutu	
Enkókora	
Omusyo	
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Okureeta	
Okutamba	
Okugambíra	
Okushaba	
Ekinyóòbwa	
Obwâto	
Omuntu	
Entébe	
Okukora	
Ekiti	
Enjojo	
Empáre	
Edirísa	
Omukázi	
Amagara	
Kurungi	
Okujwara	
	
Tier	2	
	
Oburófa		
Ekibûngo		
Ebaráza		
Orupapura		
Okubyara	
Okunáàba	
Okushomésa	
Okugyézaho	
Okuriisa	
Okubuuza	
Okuteeza	
Okuhuumura	

Okuhurira	
Okubara	
Ekitakuri		
Akacúmu		
Eganduura		
Eitûmba		
Karonkwa		
Emeeza		
Kyakiro		
Eneema		
Buriizóòba	
Enyómyo	
Okutáàha	
Eizóòba	
Ekyanda	
Embíbo	
Etáhuro	
Okumwênya	
Okurya	
Okuza	
Okutega	
Okufukama	
Okusheka	
Omuháko	
Enkofíìra	
Amáìzi	
Ekishusháni	
Enku		
Etaabe		
Ekihinzi		
Omuríìsa		
Omuriro		

Eitafáàri	
Okugyenda	
Okuzáàna	
Okushashúra	
Okweyérera	
Ekirábo	
Okwega	
Okuréèba	
Okuzina	
Okugyesha	
Mazima		
Nyéncakare	
Ekijuma		
Ebinyáàtsi	
Omwébazyo	
Ekikúmu	
Okusháàha	
Okutaayaaya	
Okwesheréka	
Etúùtu	
Ekiráàtwa	
Okwongyéza	
Omuziiki	
Cóòka	
Eby’ókurya	
Oruguuto	
Eshânde	
Amatsiko	
Okunogora	
Okutambika	
Okworeka	
Okubágana	
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Okukama	
Okuziba	
Egáàri		
Omushúma		
Esafáàri		
Omutóòzo		
Omuti		
Ekyaro		
Esháàha		
Omuhánda	
Obwîre		
Obugore	
Bwanyima		
Akáànya	
Ebyondo	
Ekiteebo	
Ekihaha	
Ekyûgu	
Kukwatanisa	
Ekyangu		
Omugyera		
Obutúúro	
	
Tier	3	
	
Omunyongor
orwa		
Edébe		
Orubaaho		
Ekyeyerezo		
Ekaráàmu		
Ekikóìjo		

Esaano		
Eryoya		
Ekyéshongoro		
Ekicu		
Omunda		
Omuka		
Ryari		
Amahéga		
Omukyémuzi	
Okuhurikiriza	
Okweshongór
-aTo		
Okwetegyeereze	
Okutanaka	
Okuhanúùra	
Okwâhwa	
Ekirégo	
Amagingo	
Omutóòro	
Enyonyóòzi	
Enkômbe		
Kwonka		
Ekyôma		
Embaata		
Amáàzarwa		
Enáàma		
Enáku		
Omushega		
Amari		
Amaráka		
Ekigombe		
Amashémererwa		

Enganga		
Ekishúgi		
Eboroogo		
Empásha		
Nyómwébazyo		
Okucumita	
Okúúhura	
Eky’ókuzaanisa		
Ekirábyo		
Akanyankogote		
Enkukuuru		
Ebyondo		
Efúùzi		
Obusingye		
Orushíìsha		
Entuuha		
Omushégo		
Omukaamwâna		
Omujûngu		
Orutángura		
Efáákazi		
Háìhi		
Omugyenyi		
Ekiteetéèyi		
Omufáriso		
Ekihíhizi		
Ekinyonyi		
Enturegye		
Amashanyarazi		
Emitwárize		
Omupákasi		
Enyamáíshwa		
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Oburaingwa		
Omuhingánzima	
Akacurama	
Embagaaniso	
Eky’ényanja	
Okuhaisa	
Obutemu	
Ekigaaniizo	
Okubóòra	
Eshékuro	
Eiteeka	
Ekitára	
Ekikóòna	
Obuhuta	
Okushéèga	
Okupukura	
Omwisyo	
Okukuba	
Okukoromera	
Ekiharáàni	
Ekibiriiti	
	
Reserve	
Words		
	
Akanyankogote		
Amahéga		
Eby’okurya	
Edébe		
Egáàri		
Ekaráàmu		

Ekibiina		
Ekicu		
Ekihinzi		
Ekijuma		
Ekikóìjo		
Ekirábyo		
Eky’ókureebe
-raho			
Eky’ókuzaanisa		
Ekyaro		
Ekyéshongoro		
Ekyeyerezo		
Embeba		
Emitwárize		
Empéne		
Empunu		
Enjangu		
Enjúra		
Enkoni		
Enku		
Entaama		
Enyómyo		
Eryoya		
Esaano		
Esaati		
Esafáàri		
Esháàha		
Eshânde		
Etaabe		
Etúùtu		

Kurungi		
Máàma		
Obugore		
Obwâto/Eryâto	
Obwîre		
Okubagana	
Okuboora	
Okuhúúra	
Okukorombera	
Okushasura	
Okutamba		
Okuzaana	
Okwêzi	
Omuhánda		
Omuhingánzima		
Omuka		
Omunda			
Omunyongor
orwa		
Omupákasi		
Omuríìsa		
Omuriro		
Omushomesa	
Omushúma		
Omusiri		
Omuti		
Omutóòzo		
Orubaaho		
Táàta	
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Runyoro/Rutooro	
	
	
Abwoli	
Akacumu	
Akajangu	
Akanwa	
Akatunda	
Amabbaati	
Amadaara	
Amaizi	
Amasanyarazi	
Amata	
Amatafaali	
Amategura	
Amaziga	
Bbalaza	
Bbururu	
Caai	
Ebahaasa	
Ebihaha	
Ebihimba	
Ebikwato	
Ebyokulya	
Edakiika	
Edebe	
Ediini	
Edirisa	
Egaali	
Ehuuzi	

	
	
Ekalaamu	
Ekibiriiti	
Ekicu	
Ekifuba	
Ekigendererwa	
Ekigere	
Ekihandiiko	
Ekihika	
Ekihinzi	
Ekihuguhugu	
Ekiibo	
Ekijeerre	
Ekijuma	
Ekijwaro	
Ekikaijo	
Ekinyobwa	
Ekirabyo	
Ekiragiro	
Ekisembo	
Ekisiika	
Ekisisani	
Ekitabu	
Ekitambaara	
Ekitebe	
Ekiteteei	
Ekiti	
Ekitihyo			

	
	
Ekitiinisa	
Ekitooke	
Ekizina	
Ekyalaani	
Ekyanda	
Ekyanyenkya	
Ekyaro	
Ekyekiro	
Ekyokujwara	
Ekyokuroorraa
ho	
Ekyokuzaanisa	
Ekyolooni	
Ekyoya	
Embaaho	
Embaata	
Embabazi	
Embaganiza	
Embeba	
Embeho	
Embibo	
Embuzi	
Embwa	
Emeeza	
Emikono	
Emisumaali	
Empale	
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Empunu	
Enanasi	
Encu	
Enfuka	
Enfuuzi	
Engabi	
Engeso	
Engoma	
Enguli	
Enjangu	
Enjojo	
Enjoka	
Enju	
Enjura	
Enkaito	
Enkinzo	
Enkofiira	
Enkogoto	
Enkokera	
Enkoko	
Enkokora	
Enkorro	
Enku	
Enkwahwa	
Ensaano	
Ensahu	
Enseenene	
Ensekuro	
Ensobi	
Entaama	

Ente	
Entebe	
Enyaanya	
Enyama	
Enyamankogoto	
Enyikiriza	
Enyomyo	
Enyonyi	
Erangi	
Erastiika	
Eriiso	
Erukutukura	
Erukwera	
Erukwiragura	
Esaabu	
Esaaha	
Esabbiiti	
Esahaani	
Etaaba	
Etuutu	
Fulemu	
Geeti	
Hanyuma	
Hati	
Huliriiza	
Ibaale	
Idirisa	
Ihali	
Ihiga	
Ijo	

Ingufa	
Inoni	
Ipeesa	
Irimbo	
Irwarro	
Isoke	
Isomero	
Isomo	
Itafaali	
Itaka	
Iziba	
Iziga	
Izikya	
Jiini	
Kapaapaali	
Karata	
Kibaba	
Kibuubi	
Kitaka	
Kooka	
Kotoni	
Kubara	
Kubaziira	
Kubunga	
Kubyara	
Kucumanganiza	
Kucumba	
Kucumita	
Kugamba	
Kugarukamu	
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Kugaya	
Kugenda	
Kugesa	
Kugonza	
Kugura	
Kuguruka	
Kugwijagira	
Kuhandiika	
Kuhanuura	
Kuhindura	
Kuhinga	
Kuhungura	
Kuhuumura	
Kuhuurra	
Kujugunya	
Kujuna	
Kukora	
Kukuba	
Kukyena	
Kuleeta	
Kulengaho	
Kuliisa	
Kulya	
Kumanya	
Kunoba	
Kunuurra	
Kunywa	
Kurora	
Kuruma	
Kurungi	

Kusaba	
Kusamba	
Kusara	
Kusiba	
Kusiima	
Kusingoorra	
Kusuusa	
Kutaaha	
Kuteera	
Kutiina	
Kutondoora	
Kutunda	
Kutwara	
Kuzaana	
Kuzengeerra	
Kuziika	
Kuzina	
Kuzizimbuka	
Kwega	
Kwegesa	
Kweijukya	
Kwempeera	
Kwemwa	
Kwesereka	
Kwesiga	
Kweta	
Kwetegereza	
Kweyesiga	
Kwiba	
Kwija	

Kwiruka	
Kyenju	
Laiburari	
Mali	
Mananukwo	
Muno	
Nyenkya	
Obu	
Obugole	
Obunyansi	
Oburugaizooba	
Obusobozi	
Obuswere	
Obutemu	
Obutimba	
Obwato	
Obwebembizi	
Obwesigwa	
Obwire	
Obwisi	
Obwomeezi	
Offisi	
Okubara	
Okuguru	
Okuhutaara	
Okuju	
Okurongoora	
Okurra	
Okuseega	
Okutu	
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Okwezi	
Omubaizi	
Omubaziizi	
Omubiihi	
Omubiri	
Omubu	
Omuceeri	
Omufaakati	
Omugaati	
Omugambizi	
Omugenyi	
Omugongo	
Omuhako	
Omuhanda	
Omuhanda			
Omuhangazima	
Omuhyo	
Omuka	
Omukazi	
Omukono	
Omukozi	
Omukubi	
Omukundi	
Omuleju	
Omuliisa	
Omulimo	
Omulingo	
Omumwi	
Omunda	
Omuniongorozi	

Omuntu	
Omupiira	
Omusaija	
Omusana	
Omuseke	
Omusenyi	
Omusingi	
Omusiri	
Omusohi	
Omusomesa	
Omusubbaaho	
Omusuma	
Omusumeni	
Omuswija	
Omutwe	
Omuurro	
Omuyembe	
Omuzaano	
Omuzini	
Omwaka	
Omwana	
Omwibi	
Omwombeki	
Onganyire	
Orubbaaho	
Oruga	
Orugoye	
Oruhu	
Orujoki	
Orukumu	

Orulimi	
Orupapura	
Orusu	
Orwebagyo	
Orweyerezo	
Orwigi	
Otafaayo	
Ow’amasanyar
-azi	
Polisiita	
Saayansi	
Sanzirana	
Siilingi	
Siriki	
Skiimu	
Soketi	
y’amasanyarazi	
Taata	
Wuuru	
Zaabbu	
Ziipu	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
 


